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Abstract 

Two nontitaniferous magnetite deposits of St. Lawrence County, 

northwestern 1.w York, were reopened in 1941. Between 1941 Ala 1946, 

10 lromising new deposits and 12 small prospects were found, chiefly 

by systematic geophysical prospecting based on local and regional 

geologic studies. 

The magnetite deposits occur in old pre.Cambrian rocks. They 

belong to two geologic types, skarn ore and granite gneiss ore. each 

of which has been modified locally to form important subtypes. Skarn 

ores are variable in grade. complex in structure, and small to moderate 

in sise, tending to yield massive ore bodies. Thoy are strikingly 

similar to those found in Central Sweden. Granite gaeiss ores are 

accompanied by quarts, potash feldspar, biotite, manganiferous garnet, 

and cillimanite. A modified type has abundant spessortite and fluorite, 

with barite as a prominent accessory. Granite gneiss croft form dissemm 

mated deposits of uniformly low grade, remarkable continuity, and 

moderate to very large sise. Primary crystalline hematite occurs 

with magnetite in ores of this unusual type. 

Ore is restricted to a complex structural knot of metasediments 

and younger granite sheets pressed into isoclinal folds against but-

tresses of older granitic rocks. Ore bodies lie on the limbs or noses 

of folds, often appearing as fishhooks in plan. The ore is younger 

than the deformation and metamorphism of the host rocks. It repre-

sents a high. temperature replacement effected by solutions derived 

from younger granite magma. Late hydrothermal leaching of the miner-
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allied sones is a notewortbr feature of several deposit*. Zoning of 

Adirondack mineral deposits is discussed. 

Introduction 

Location and importance of the district 

The St. Lawrence County magnetite district is in northern Sew 

York, in the southeast part of St. Lawrence County. The district. 

which covers about 1,000 square miles, lies on the northwest flank 

of the Adiron4aoks. in the foothills between the high 1,dirondaok 

massif and the lowlands of the St. Lawrence valley. It is one of the 

three districts in Sew York that nroduce nontitaniferous magnetite. 

the others being the Clinton County (Chateaugay) district and the 

Mineville-Port Eenry district. (See fig. 1.) 

There are at present two operating magnetite mines in the die.. 

tracts 'Benson Mines of the Jones and Laughlin Ore Commany, near Star 

Lake; and the Clifton mine of the Hanna Coal and Ore Corporation, near 

Degrease. These deposits, known for a century or more and operated 

from time to time in the past, were reopened in 1941. from 1943 to 

1949, the two mines produced about 5 million long tons of shipping 

product, mostly sintered magnetite averaging 62.5 . 63.5 percent Ye. 

Their combined annual production is roughly half that of NOw York 

State. or about 1 percent of the country's total production of iron 

ore. (Yor production figures, see Crockett. 1943. 1944; J. R. Linney. 

1945. 1946, 1947, 1948; R. J. Linney, 1949; Minerals Yearbook, 1944, 

1945. 1946, 1948; Webb and Fleck, 1950.) 
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Between 1941 and 1946, 10 promising, new deposits and 12 small 

prospects were found, chiefly by systematic geophysical prospecting 

based on local and regional geologic studies. In terms of "vein 

length", as much favorable ground was found in those five years as 

had been known for the preceding century. Unfortunately, this is not 

equivalent to saying that the ore reserve was doubled by the explore. 

tion of those five years, for much of the newly found or* is in smaller, 

scattered deposits. The value of geophysical prospecting for magnetite 

deposits has been recognised for imay years, but the "pay.off" in the 

St. Lawrence County district has been startling indeed. 

In addition to its magnetite deposits. St. Lawrence County cozy 

tains the productive ildwards.Balmat zinc district (Brown, 1942) and 

the Gouverneur talc district (Angel, 1949). Before World War I. the 

pyrite and pyrrhotite deposits of the county were an importance source 

of sulfur (Buddington, 1917. 1934). The hematite deposits of the 

XeenemAntwerp belt were a modest source of iron ore before 1910 (Bud. 

dington, 1934). During and after World War II. interest in the beam. 

tite deposits was renewed. and for that reason a section of this re. 

port treats the subject very briefly. More recently. the old Rossi. 

lead veins have been explored by diamond drilling. 

A generation or two ado, another aspect of the mineral wealth 

of St. Lawrence County vas known to mineralogists and collectors the 

world over. That vas the celebrated store of crystals of pyroxene, 

scapolite, danburite, apatite, phlogopite, tourmaline. and associated 

contact minerals froa Rossi*. Russell. Gouverneur. tierrepont. and 
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other place* in the county. Many of the famous mineral localities 

were described by Asir (1923). Though the county has lost its pre. 

eminence as a source of large aad sbovy cabinet specimens, it can 

still boast of new minerals (Xagel, 1947) and new finds of minerals 

in a new environment. 

Purpose and scope of this report 

The U. S. Geological Survey undertook a study of the geology 

and ore deposits of the St. Lawrence County magnetite district in 

1943. This work was supervised by A. F. Puudiniton. Most of the 

regional geologic mapping and part of the field studies of the or de. 

posits were carried out jointly by ;iuddington and the writer. The 

field work was completed in 1950, ana the results of the study will 

be presented in a forthcoming professional paper of the Geological 

Survey (Duadington and Leonard, in preparation). Buddington assumed 

responsibility for the general framework of the final report and for 

the areal geology of the district. The writer assumes responsibility 

for the general problem of the magnetite deposits and for the descrip• 

tion of individual mines and prospects. 

In the report at hand, the writer presents a general description 

of the magnetite denosits, considers their origin, and attempts to 

relate the deposits to their regional geologic setting. The report 

summarises one part of the Survey's work. it supplements detailed 

descriptions of individual ore deposits (Leonard, in preparation). 
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kxploration and development of the district 

The existence of magnetite deposits in the district hes been 

known for sawn a century aM * half. Linney (1943) hts given a 

brief account of Benson Mines. Jayvills. and Clifton in his history 

of iron mining in the Adirondack*. Attempts to mine the deposits were 

intermittent until 1941, when intensive exploratory work by the Jones 

end Laughlin and Fianna corporations led to the development and active 

mining of the Benson Mines and Clifton deposits, respectively. During 

the long years between the several mining operations. the State of 

Nev York expressed its oontinsiag interest in the district in the 

fors of geologic reports by IMIeland (1908) and Dale (1934, 1935). 

The strategic importance of iron ore in the lastern States led 

the U. S. Geological Survey to enter the district in 1943. A program 

of geologic mapping, dip.needle reconnaissance, study of known de•► 

posits, and assistance in diamond-drill exploration we then begun. 

The U. S. Bureau of Mines commenced its exploratory work later IL 1943, 

end cooperative exploration by private interests and the two Federal 

agencies continued through 1946. When exploration was at its peak. 

four comoanies had crews at work in the districts Jones sad Laughlin, 

Manna, Shenangp Furnace Company. and Newton Frills Paper Kill. The 

last company, owner of several large blocks of timberland, led all 

other groups. public and private. in the number of discoveries of 

promising deposits. In 1945, the Survey's application of the airborne 

magnetometer to the search for ore increased the discovery rate con. 

eiders-161y. Most of the district was flown that year, and the rest 
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was flown in 1946. The most important results of exploratory work by 

the Geological Survey and Bureau of Mines are embodied in the pre• 

1isinary reports of Builimgton and Leonard (1944, 1945a. 19451); 

Hawk's and Naylor (1946); Rawkes, Balsley, et al. (1946a, 1946b); 

Beasley, 'Ruddington, et al. (1950); Millar (1947); and heed and 

Cohen (1947). Certain anomalies found in the atromagnetic survey 

were checked by dip•needle surveys made by the New York State science 

Service under the direction of Shaul, (1949). 

The results of exploration in the district are given in the tali. 

lowing tabulations; 

Mines and ilrosueste known in 1941, 

3 major deposits (Benson Mines, Clifton, Parish) 
2 minor deposits, faintly promising (Green farm, Jayvill0 
6 email and apparently worthless prospects 

J Classification based on data available in 1950, not in 1941. 

pkscoveries,1,24).•j946 J 

10 promising deposits 
12 minor but rather promising deposits or anomalies 
25 small prospects or anomAlies, all of very questionm 

Able worth 

Includes several found in delAYed ground cheeks of aerompignetic 

anomalies, after 1946. 

Table 1 (below) shows by whom and by what means the discoveries 

were made. 
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Table 1. Magnetite deposits and magnetic anomalies discovered in 
the St. Lawrence County district, 1941..1946 J 

A. • anomaly detected in aeromagnotic sum"; subsequently 
checked by dip needle 

D • anomaly first found by dip needle 

C . deposit discovered from outcrop 

Class of deposit Companies USGS USN Joint 
or anomaly USGUUSBM 

Major deposits (10) 6-D 1-0 1-D 
1•D 

6 
.1-?...4 
3 

— 
1 

Minor but nromising 
prospects or ano 

1:12 
1 9 

Jaa 
1 

1.,t2
1 

alio* (12) 

Smell anomalies or 
prospect*, all of 
questionable worth (25) 

5.1 

5 

13-4 
1=2 
19 

14) 

1 

J Includes several anomalies founc in subsequent ground checks 

of across enetic anomalies. May omit some anomalies foand by companies 

but not known to writer. Omits many tinted and inconsequential 

anomalies, as well as soronagnetic anomalies produced by widespread 

disseminations of accessory iron oxides in country rock. 

Of the new deposits, all but two were completely obscured by 

overburden whose thickness r'. nged from a few feet to 150 feet. Ewe,' 

ever, only ore of the two was discovered by outcrop; the other dew 

posit was indicated by dip needle before the exposed ore ims found, 
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Thus the importance of geoplarsical aids in finding new ore in this 

district vas overwhelming. 

The relative success of the airborne magnetometer and the dip 

needle as primary detectors of anomalies cannot be gauged from Table 

1. The dip needle was diligently applied in the district for four 

years before the airborne magnetometer became available. All the 

known major deposits and dip•needle anomalies were later detected by 

the airborne magnetometer. The situation reaffirms the old saying 

that hindsight is better than foresight: if the airborne magnetometer 

}ad been available in 1941, it would have done what the dip needle 

did, but more quickly. 

A second point brought out by Table 1 is the high score of the 

companies, two of which had particularly effective -lrospectiag organ. 

isations. So far as the writer knows, five of the six major deposits 

discovered by the companies were found between 1941 and July of 1943. 

The relatively high ratio of newfound promising deposits to 

minor ones (10/12), and generally promising deposits to unpromising 

ones (22/25). is encouraging to those searching for new ore bodies 

in other districts. This record of success is offset somewhat by 

the reasonable assurance that most of the promising deposits in the 

St. Lawrence County district have already been found (thanks to th© 

coverage of the aeromagnetio survey), and that there is no second Benson 

Mines. Major deposits with an interred reserve of several million to 

many million tone were found, but none of these appears to approach 

the huge site of the Benson deposit. 
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Geologic setting of the district 

General geoloc, of the Adirondack. 

The Adirondack region lies in northern New York within a triangle 

formed by the St. Lawrence, Black, Mohawk, and Rudson.Champlein valleys. 

If the geologically similar Grenville Lowlands are included, the 

Adiroadeoks cover nearly 10.000 square miles. Of this area abeat 60 

percent has geologic maps on a scale of 1/62,500. 

Topographically, the region is varied. Risk mountains 0.300 

feet) make up the eastern part. Successively northwest ar• the swampy 

Childwold rock terrace, a afall•so*e slop•", and the Grenville Lowlands 
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,

bordering the St. Lawrence. A pre-Cambrian peneplain is well prom 

served in the lowland area. 

Geologically, the Adirondacks are a complex of igneons rocks 

And netamorohosed igneous and sedimentary rocks of OA premeassbrian 

age constituting an outlier of the,Canadian Shield. Their gross struc-

ture may be divided into internal and external elements. Internally, 

the Adirondacks have s body of igneous rocks flanked on the northwest 

pnd south by tracts in which metasedisents predominate. TaternallY. 

the Adirondack premCambriaa rooks as a whole are an asymmetrical dome 

overlapped on the north, vest. and south by sedimentary rocks of Zany 

Paleozoic age. Fault blocks capped with Lower Paleozoic rocks line 

the steep eastern face, and scattered outliers of similar rocks are 

found in the central Adirondeeks. Doming is related to the Taconic 

oros.Mr, according to Kay (1942). The following resumi deals chiefly 

with the internal features of the region. 

Aajor subdivisions and their rocks 

tae core of the Adironeacks is a large body of anorthosite with 

several subsidiary masses nearby. Closely associated with the snorthosite 

are small bodies of gabbro. in part genetically related to the anortho-

site, in part of younger age. Commercially important bodies of ilmenite. 

magretite accom-Any the anorthositic rocks in several areas and are 

mined extensively at Tahawus (Stephenson, 1945). Metasedimontary rooks 

,nd members of the quarts syenite series occur sparingly in the core 

area. The related problems of the amerthasite, gabbro, and quarts syenite 

have been treated extensively by Balk (1931, 1944), Buddingtoa (1939), and 

others. 
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Sqrrounding the core and forming the bulk of the Adirondack massif 

is a complex of igneous rocks with subordinate meta sedimentary rooks. 

The ratio of the two is about 85:15. The igneous rocks art dominantly 

granitic. They belong to two great groups: an older quarts syenitio 

series And a younger granitic series. Though the bulk chemical com-

position of the quarts syenitic rocks approaches that of a granite, 

the series shows a remarkably high degree of differentiation mnging 

from shonkinitic syenite with layers of feldspathic ultremafic rock, 

through pyroxene syenites and quarts syenitios, to ferrohftstingsite 

granite and alaskits. The differente.lon has come about through gr.vity 

utratification. Clinopyroxene is tie characteristic mafic for the 

quarts syenite series as a whole and severvl members of the series 

have a prominent phaeoidal strut.Lure resulting from the deformation 

of an originally porphyritic structure. One quarts vomit* complex 

is characterised by orthowpyroxene as a major mafic mineral and there• 

fore is of charnockitic character. 

The younger granite series has hornblendeimmicroperthite granite 

as its fundemental type, with alaskite, aicrocline granite, and soda 

granite (albite-oligoclase granite) as extreme differentiates. Piero-

cline granite magma and its derivatives have, in places, affected certain 

mote%sedimentary rocs. in a manner eseeribed to granitisation. Locally, 

nicrocline granite, alaskite, and granite or *vitiate pegmatite vein the 

country rock, giving rise to migmatite.. Similar mtgmatites are wide-

spread in parts of the dominantly metasedimentary tracts. The origin 

of all the granitic rocks has recently been discussed at length by 
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Buddington (1948). 

The metesedimentary rooks that flank the dominantly igneous massif 

Wive for many years been assigned to the Grenville series. Inter-

leaved with the metasdiments ure sheets and phacolithic bodies of granite, 

as yell as sheets of ge.bbroic rocks. The ratio of igneous rock* to 

metasediments is about 30:70, roughly the inverse of the ratio thet 

obtains within the massif. The metasediments comprise calcitic mui 

dolomitic marbles, biotite-querts-plagioclave gneiss (locally garnetifer.. 

one), qmartsitic rocks, quarts.feldeper gnats* (granulites), amphi• 

bolites of uncertsin origin, and minor but economically important 

tremolite schist f.nd related rocirs. Y.ost of the metasediment* have 

their counterpart in the interior of the .irondaaks. The southern 

tract of ietasediasnts ic rather ofteuelly tnown, but the northwest 

tract has been the Pnbject of repeated investigation, the most recent 

and thorough being that of :engel (in prepnration). Nowhere in this 

vast and well exposed tract of dominantly metasedimentary rocks is 

there evidence of bedded iron formations. 

Sequence of intrusion. deformation. and metamorphism 

The oldest rocks of the Adirondack* are metasediusnts of the 

Grenville series. Iato these vas intruded a jabbroic anorthosite 

magma that differentiated to yield a geleoroic auorthosite border fecies 

(partly resulting from assimilation of skarn). en anorthosite core. 

'And local deposits of ilmenite.magnetite. The suorthosite and mete• 

sediments were later intruded by dikes, sheets, lenses, and funnel like 

bodies of gabbro, some of which have yielded small bodies of ilmenitem 

13 



magnetite. Locally in the northwest Adirondack*, dioritic rooks were 

intruded subsequent to the emplacement of the gabbro. Lpfter still, 

large volumes of quarts granitic magma were injected into the meta. 

sediments as thick sheets and scattered lenses and sills. Some of the 

magma consolidated as dikes in anorthosite and gabbro. What the con.. 

dition of the Grenville rocks may have been at this time, no one can 

sir with assurance. Certainly the sedimentary rocks were virtually 

flat or only gently inclined, for the members of the quarts syenite 

series show strong evidence of origin by gravity stratification. Yet 

sheets of quarts syenitic rocks and their host rocks are new as a rule 

isoclinally folded, overturned, and in places pulledspsrt. In general 

Cusy are gneissic, recrystallized, or reconstituted. In places they 

are cut by later granites which are mush less deformed than the 

quarts syenites themselves. Thus the region was subjected to a pro-

found deformation after solWifieation of the differentiated quarts 

eyenite magma and intrusion of minor bypersthene metadiabase dikes. 

Perhaps the so-called younger granite made its appearance in the waning 

stages of this deformation. Granite veins, dikes, and cross-nutting 

bodies of batholithic dimensions transact the highly deformed quarts 

syenitio gneisses but aro themselves undeformed or only slightly re. 

crystallised. However, in some areas the sheets and phacoliths of 

'younger" granite are moderately or strongly deformed, indicating 

a second but less intense period of deformation subserNent to the 

emplacement of the granite magma. 
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Diabese was the last igrecve rock intruded in the Adircndacks. 

Its distri)mtion is rather local (ftddington. 19:39). In placer, 

diabase dikes have entered fault zones along which post.dike move-

ment has also occurred (Carron. 1937). ixcept for faulting. the dikes 

are undeformed. This axle other evidence has led to the belief that 

the dikes are of late Proterozoic (Keweenawent) age. Alkalic dikes 

ere found locally in the eastern Adirondack., but these are of posts, 

Ordovician age (Buddington and ochitcomto, 1941. pp. 85-86). 
Of the earlier. pre...kinematic intrusive rocks, only the anorthosite 

produced extensive pyrometasomatic alteration of its wall rooks, and 

none of the eerlier intrusives developed extensive zones of nigmatitee. 

Such femtures are restricted to contact stones of the yoaneer granites. 

The development of granite pegmatite. lneelly syenitic, is mil so a 

characteristic accomnanimont of the :rouncer granites, but the volume 

of pegmatite is very small indeed in comparison to the bulk of the 

granites themselves. "Ixtensive mineralisation taking the form of 

iron oxides, sulfides of the base metals. boron minerals, rare-earth 

minerals, fluorine• and chlorine-bearing minerale, manganese silicates, 

barium minerals. and certain hydrous silicates is associated only with 

the younger granites, and there only in certain definite zones. It 

is true thel minor quantities of some of thee, minerals are found with 

one or another of the older intrusives, tut thoir extensive and charac-

teristic development is with the younger granites. 

Much of the rook of nag Adirondack ar.la, except certain mineral 

deposits and the diabase dikee,heve in some degree been affected by a 
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regional dynamothermal metamorphism. its effect on the igneous rocks 

has been investigated by baidiagton (1939), and detailed study of its 

effect on the metasedimentary rooks of the Gouverneur area is being 

made by A. J. and Celeste Angel (1950). Buiidington (1939) recog. 

nixed successive metamorphic zones or facies based on progressive deformam 

tion, recrystallisation, and reconstitution of the igneous rocks. 

Deformation took place mainly by plastic flow in the solid state. 

Directed pressure, heat, and local addition of new material and let.c11,-

lug of old material have all played a part in the regional metftworPhism. 

While the principal variations in feels* are of wide areal extent, 

local variations arise in particular apologia environments, where for 

example 'mobile. marble air have cushioned sheets of quarts syenite 

Against oathalastic deformation, or the sheer vise and rigidity of 

a body of igneous rook may have localised deformation at its borders. 

leaving the Interior relativoly undoformod. In a broad way, Lowever. 

the intensity of metamorphisa increases inware toward the core of the 

Adirondack,. 

Zoning of mineral deposits 

The distribution of Adirondack deposits of oxides and sulfides 

is shown in figure 2. The distribution is fternmetric, perhaps in 

part beeenee of the asymmetric exposure of the pre.Cambrian rocks And 

in part because of more fundamental geologic facto.'s. Major deposits 

of ilmenite-magnetite, bearing an spimagmatic relation to the anorthor 

site, are in or near the core of the Xdirondacks. Major deposits of 

nontitaniferous magnetite are farther outward, closest in the eastern 
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area, farthest in the northwest. A belt of small magnetite prospects 

succeeds the major magnetite deposits in the northwest Adirondadks. 

The magnetite deposits are restricted to areas of granitic rocks 

with subordinate belts of metasediments. Beyond the dominantly igneous 

massif lie the pyritic spbalerite deposits of the Zdwards.Salmat die. 

trict. These deposits are replacements of partly silicated marble 

in one of the great tracts of metasediments. Still farther outward 

from the Adirondack core is a belt of !:yrite.pyrrhotite replacement 

eeposits in chioritised migmatitio biotite.quarts.feldepar gneiss 

of the Grenville series. The pattern of distribution of the various 

ore deposits is *Jailor to the zonal arrangement characteristic of many 

other metalliferous districts where the relation is interpreted as the 

effect of decreasing temperature on outward-spreading hypogene ore 

carriers. The sigaifieanoe of the pattern vas pointed out by Budding. 

ton (1939). 

In connection with the regional distribution of iron oxides, 

zinc sulfides, and iron sulfides, the content of minor metals is also 

significant. The magnetite deposits show a relative concentration of 

copper in the fora of disseminated chalcooyrite (locally, disseminated 

bornite) and rare veins of chalcopyrite. One of these chalcopyrite 

veins is known to carry minor values in gold and silver. Sporadic 

traces of molybdenite and sphalforitt are common in the magnetite deposits, 

but galena has not been detected. On the other hand, chalcopyrite 

is extremely rare in the pyritic sphalerits deposits, and galena is 

oresent in small amounts (Brown. 1936, P. 251). Significant amounts 
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of con.por, lead, and zinc have never been found in the pyrite and 

nyrrhotite deposits (Buddington. personal communication). 

Notable concentrations of semen*** in the form of spessartite 

are found in one of the megnetite deposits (Parish), and accessory 

amounts of spessartitic ;ilmanc,ite are characteristic of one entire 

class of magnetite deposit. kanganiferous silicates have long been 

known to occur in the Zdvards-Balmat and Gouverneur districts, but 

concentrations of manganese comparable in extent to the Parish deposit 

ere unknown to the writer. 

For the purpose of this argument, the epimagmatic limonite-magnetite 

deposits are irrelevant. The nontitaniferous magnetite, sphalerite, 

and iron sulfide denosits are closely associated with granite. The 

writer, following Buddington and others, believes that the association 

is genetic. The deposits are bodies and veins of replacement origin. 

The magnetite deposits were formed at a high temperature, according 

to the theels subsequently developed. The iron-rich primary sphaleritt 

(marmatite) of the idwards-Balmat zinc deposits, together with other 

features of the occurrence, suggested to Smyth (1918), Brown (19364. 

and huddington (1939) that these sulfide deposits belonged to the 

hypothermal or possibly mesothernal range. The abundance of primary 

(and apparently iron-rich) chlorite with the pyrite-pyrthotite deposits 

sucgested deposition at somewhat lower temperature than that of the 

mnrmatite (buddington. 1939). The iron sulfides, clearly of replace 

ment origin, have an iron content roughly equivalent to that of many 

magnetite deposits of the It. Lawrence County district. Some workers 
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(imyth, Ruddington, 1939) have thought that the talositremolite deposits 

of the Gouverneur district represented mineral deposition at still 

lover temperatures, but this opinion appears to require some modifica-

tion after the work of Inge'. 

Many details of the sonal pattern of the replacement deposits 

are still to be worked out. Direct comparison of primary rook alter*. 

tion accompanying the deposits is not possible beckuso the host rocks 

are different (Ruddinglah 1939). Moreover, the zonal position of 

pyrite and pyrrhotite (susestive of lower temperature with respect 

to sphalerite) is at odds with the general paragenetio miaow* of sul-

fides found in the magnetite deposits: pyrite---,, pyrrhotite---4.sphalerite. 

Severtholoss, the areal distribution of the ore deposits is a fact; 

the interpretation is debatable. 

Geology of the St. Lawrence County magnetite district 

The bedrock geology of the St. Lawrence .;ounty uagnetito dis-

trict comes close to being a truly representative sample of Adirondack 

geology. All the major rock types and most of the typical structures 

are oresent in the district, though the proportions of the various 

rook types do not correspond to those of the region as a whole. Molt 

of the district lies in the intermediate sons where granitic rooks 

predominate and metasedlments sre subordinate (about 1, porcent). 

nowoyer, to understand the environment of the magnetite deposits it 

has been desirable to extend geologic mappi.og far enough northwest 

to take in the bordering tract where Grenville roots predominate, Pad 

far enough loutheArt to cover ,art of the geologically hotter interior. 
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The quality of bedrock exposures ranges from excellent to hopeless, 

depending on the depth of glacial debris and the density of the 

forest cover. The whole district bas been mapped on a seal* of 

1/62,50C, except for detailed work arounc certain ore deposits. 

Occurrence of the magnetite deposits 

The magnetite deposits occur in narrow belts of metasediments 

,enclosed by granite or granite gneiss. Within the metasedimentary 

belts, magnetite has replaced selected layers of skarn close to alalikite 

or microoline granite gneiss, or it has replaced sheets of microoline 

granite gneiss enwrapped by metasediments. One major deposit (Clifton) 

has replaced skarn that is part of a thin wedge of metasediaents en• 

closed by nbacoidal granite gneiss but closely bordered by younger 

hornblende grn.nite gneiss. A minor deposit (Dayville) has replaced 

skarn that is enclosed by porphyroclastic hornblende granite gneiss 

of rather uncertain derivation. The restriction of magnetite deposits 

to snipes in which granitio rocks and metasediments are intimately 

associated was pointed out nasal► years ago by Newland (1908, pp. 23.24) 

and repeated by Buddington (l939, p. Recent work has emphasised 

this associption. In refining our knowledge of the deposits. it has 

been necessary to reject Newland's concept of the relation of magnetite 

to 'waits syenite, but his general interpretation of association and 

origin remains unchanged. It is especially fitting that this should 

be true for one whose work on geologic problem* never received a full 

measure of deserving praise during his lifetime. 
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Principal rock types 

Mighty to 85 percent of the bedrock is granitic igneous or quasi. 

Igneous rock, about 15 percent is netssedinentary or migastitic, and the 

remaining 5 percent is mostly netagebbro end amphibolite. (See fig. 2.) 

inorthosite, diorite, metadiabase, and dike rocks of basaltic compost. 

tion are found locally, hut their 'oval extent is negligible. A few 

patches of Potsdam sandstone (late Cambrian) are present in the north. 

western part of the district. The proportions of the more abundant 

rock types are given in Table 2. 

Table 2. Areal extent of for rock types, St. Lawrence 
County nagnetit• district. j 

Percent 
••.4 
• 1:• microcline granite (iincluding sone associated alaskite) 11 

end equivalent gneiss 
ifo /icrablende granite, biotite nlaskite, mild equivalent 

gneiss 
47) 58 

;"hapoidal hornblende quarts spotlit, gneiss and phaeoida1 12 
granite gneiss 

Pyroxons syenite gneiss and pyroxone quarts syonitoo gneiss 14 
(including local feldspathic and ultranafio facies) 

Astegabbro and amphibolite 3 

wetasodinents and sigmatitos (Grenville series) 
-100 

J Data frog Duddington and Leonard (report in preparation) 

Descriptions of the major rook types and a few highlights of their 

petrology are given below in nbronologioal order, starting with the 

oldest rooks. 
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Nistaaediments and migmatite* 

?he metasediments and migmatite* of the Grenville series show the 

greatest diversity of type and variation within type of any major group 

of rocks. The Grenville rocks are confined principally to several 

belts (see fig. 2), many atlas in length, having an inferred synclinal 

structure. Sheets of granitic rooks cad sons metagabbro are usually 

interleaved with the metasedimentary rocks of these belts. Most or all 

of the types of matasedimentary rocks commonly occur in a given belt, 

though certain types are more restricted. In addition, thinner layers 

and lenses of metimedimentary yolk* are included in the masses of gran.• 

itie rocks, particularly along the contacts of the principal Group 

villa belts. 

Most of the Grenville rocks have a well developed planar structure 

or foliation. This results from compositional layering (variation in 

kind or proportion of mineral constituents), from the preferred orienta.. 

Lion of platy and elongate minerals, or from a combimation of these 

features. In the aigmatites, this planar structure is accentuated 

by the presence of thin parallel seams of pegmatite, usually granitic 

hut locally syeaitic. The foliation in the netasediments and migmatite* 

generally parallels the contacts of the rook units. On a small seals, 

intersectiag foliations of the type described by lagel (1949) have 

developed locally, but this feature seems generally to be limited to 

the northwest border of the area. 

All the metasediments have been completely reorystallised, most 

of them have been reconstituted, and some of them-..notably the lime. 
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stones—have been aditasomatically replaced. Thus there are no relics 

of sedimentary textures. Compositional layering is the only primary 

setiimentery feature now visible, and in a number of places the rafts 

thet show it have been so deformed by plastic flow that there is serious 

doubt whether the layering any longer reflects bedding. Zen hers, 

however, it appears that certain layers have taken up most of the 

local deformation by folding, leaving the others be shear and reerystal* 

lise to a minor or moderate extent. Thus the dispute between relict 

bidding and major extension of units by cheering mad solid flow, or 

layering by metamorphic differentiation, is not se rich one of whit' 

took place as Isstipuch took place at a particular locality. 

Another feature that be of sedimentary origin is the repeated 

alternation of layers of biotite quartzite (and biotite gneiss), aorta• 

balite, and marble (or its equivalent, skarn) in rocks from the Silver 

Pend magnetite deposit, n.e.r., Cranberry Lake quadrangle. The layers 

are generally 5 to 10 feet thick (locally 50 feet thiok), and the se-

quince is repeated seven times in rocks cut by one 400-foot drill hole. 

The reraetition is suggestive of cyclic sedimentation from sandstone 

through shale to limestone, but the information available from drill 

cores is inadewate to test this inference. 

Sedimentary facie* chases from graywacke (*odic shale?) to illitie 

sandstone is suggested by the apparent transition of biotite-quarts-

Plaeoclase gneiss to bloilte-quarts-Nicroclias gremmlite is ono rock 

unit at the Clifton mine, sos.r., Russell quadraagle. As the rock unit 

is known Largely from drill cores, rather than from underground or yarrow* 
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exposures, it is entirely possible that the apparent transition is 

due instead to deformation, either by rupture or by folding of two 

discrete units. 

The lack of relict sedimentary features for distingaishing tops 

and bottoms of beds MOMS that the metasediaentary reeks themselves 

cannot be used to determine the attitude of beds in folds, whether 

upright or overturned. This does not imply that one cannot work out 

the general character of folds from other data. However, the lack of 

criteria for reeognising tops and bottoms in metasedimentary layers 

leaves the general stratigraphic 'accession uncertain. The prevent 

distribution of facies in the gravity•stratified marts eyenitic 

complexes actually seems to be a more reliable guide to the attitude 

of the larger structure. than Is any feature in the metesedimostary 

rocks of the district. 

?yroxenie metasediments 

Metasediments originally of oaloareous or dolomitic affinities 

sire espeoially significant bemuse of their close association► with 

such of the ore. Such rocks include marble and its metasematised 

equivalent, share; various .pyroxeme (noisome; some "rusty gneiss"; 

and perhaps some amphibolite. 

The marble is white or grey, locally bluish, and rarely pink. 

Its texture ranges free very fine to very coarse but is oommonly 

medium to coarse. Its structure, particularly when the exposed area 

is small, appear, massive. Most of the marble above several percent 

of disseminated silicates, chietly phlogopits and diopside. quarts, 



potash feldspar, end epidote mar also be present. Sulfide specks are 

common in some areas; graphite is relatively rare. The silicates 

may be disseminated, clot-like, or layered. In addition, continuous 

or disrupted layers of skarn, pyroxene gneiss, amphibolite, or quarts. 

ite may be present. In the main 'art of the district (Stark and 

northern Cranberry Lake quadrangles), outcrops of marble are extremely 

rare, yet diamond drilling at most magnetite deposits has disclosed 

layers of marble ranging in thickness from a few inches to tens of 

feet. All this marble is calcitic; dolomite is restricted to the 

northwest border of the district. 

%corn is abundant and widely distributed. 3ecause so many of its 

features are intimately related to the occurrence of magnetite bodies, 

a description is given in the section on the ore deposits. 

Pyroxene gneiss is green, gray-green, or green and pink, fine. 

to medium-grained, and well to crudely foliated. Locally it is finely 

laminated. It oommonly consists of clinopyroxmae, quarts, and feldspar, 

locally with subordinate mica, amphibole, or garnet. Oligeclase is 

often the only feldspar, but sicrocline and =twinned potash feldspar 

my also be present, dominant, or excluding oligoclase. A little 

interstitial carbonate is frequently present. The mineralogit coupes. 

'Wen ranges from pyroxonis quartette to pyroxenic amphibolite, yet 

pyroxene-euarts-oligoclase gneiss is the distinct and fundamental typs. 

The color of the mafics ranges from light to very dark, indicating a 

variable iron oontent. Xigstitic varieties are common is places. 

Pyroxene in the r,,nitic veining, of the migmatite, is likely to be 
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corroded, sad its plea* mmy be takes Oy mnphipoIe or by aggregates 

of amphibole oat brown miss. 

'Rusty gneiss,ant saphibolite are discussed below in more appro— 

priate sections of this paper. 

Biotite gneiss 

Biotite gneiss is present as thick units in the northwest part 

of the district and is a prominent somber of all the other belts of 

Grenville. Igpioally the rock is fine, grog, and well foliated, cons 

sifting of biotite, quarts, sod plagioclase (ueually oligoclase, 

occasionally andesine or lobradorite, and rarely bytownite). 

places the foliation is poorly developed and the reek almost resembles 

a dark horafels. A little hornblende or pyroxene accompanies the biotite 

looally, twang a rook that is transitional to anphfbolite. Small 

knots of seherl are present is sore of the gneiss. Sillisamitie 

biotite gneiss occurs locally in the wall rooks of the ,petite 

deposits. Very often the biotite gooier is migmatitic, with white 

or pinkish pegmatite veins. This nigmatitic variety is likely to be 

garnetiferons. More or less granitised biotite gneiss has micrecliae 

or, less fremsmatly, untwingied potash feldspar is the gromodmass. 

cOarisites and ruarts—feldspor gneiss** 

40artsites and quarts...feldspar armies,' (egrannlitees) are sisiquitions 

bat quantitatively sulerdinate members of the Grenville* the gala 

varieties of quartette ores white, massive, mediumpgrained, slightly 

calcareous qmartsite with a little dieseninated pyrolenet fine, 
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schistose. thiu:layered. contorted quartsite or quarts schist found 

in certain marble belts; fine, sugary quertsite with scattered purplish,. 

nink garnet metaoryste. Magnetite-bearing l'quartsites" that appear 

to be of eetasomatic origin are present at one of the ore deposits 

(Trembley Mountain). These aquartsitee carry hyperetheae, or garnet 

and biotite, is addition to magnetite. 

quarts-feldspar gneiss.. or granulites are mere frequently en. 

countered thaa qaarttites. the quarts content of these gneiss's ranges 

fron 75 plimsoll is about 10 percent, yet the appearance of the vo* 

remains almost unchanged. ?hs gneisses are white, gray, greenish, or 

pink, generally fine and sugary though locally modiummgraia04, with • 

planar structure that is rather obscure in ha at specimens. Seam 

polished hand specimens show two or sore intersecting foliations, one 

of which possibly represents the trace of bedding. The feldspar is 

almost always nicrecline. The aafic mineral, when present, is commonly 

biotite, but amphibole or pyroxene come locally. The mafic sentent 

seldom reaches 1 percent; two to five peftent is a representative 

value. The gneiss*, may form thilk, hemagemeeus units, or they ney 

be intimately interlayered with thin films, lenticles, and layers 

of other aetasediments. Migmatisatioa of quarts-feldspar gneisses 

seems, if anything, to be lees common them nignatisetion of other 

setasediments. Row an origin by granitisation of once...pure qaartsite 

is unlikely. The gneiss's nay represent reconstituted illitic sand. 

stones. 

The question arises whether sows of these quarts•feldspar gneisses 
__40-061-CAL ,SgRp 
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ought to be called loptites. Igutite is a tern used by Yennoscsadlan 

geologists for certain widespread, very old, fine-grained, generally 

felsic rocks which they interpret to be metamorphosed wsupracrustal" 

volcanic*. These are the nrincipal seaters of the ;seta* tprmstio4, 

which also contains metamorphosed lieestone, dolomite, skulk, amphi-

bolite, quartsite, biotite gneiss, anc the like. The leptite formation 

is the hest for many deposits of iron ore and Usse-motal sulfides. The 

leptites range in composition from sodic 40 potassic. Though the leptites 

may be completely deformed and reorystallised, some of them show relict 

phenocrysts sad other textures suggestive of volcanic origin. In some 

less metamorphosed area*, agglomerates acoomp&ny the leptites. The two 

classes of evidence have led to the belief that the leptites are tuffs 

and flows interstratified with normal sedimentary rocks, the whole se. 

wow* having been metamorphosed and intruded Wif several types of igneous 

rooks. Until similar relict textures or Talmud* associates can be tam 

*Dated in the St. Lawrence County district, it seems unwise to give the 

quarts-feldspar /Adams er granulites a name that now (Jerrie, a definite 

genetic connotation4 

he term "rusty gneiss° has been used by gamy Adirondack geologists 

for fine. to mediumngrained Melo gneiss** that weather rusty-brown 

upon oxidation of the disseminated pyrite or pyrrhotite that they contain. 

Much of the °rusty guise° is therefore a variety of the quarts-feldspar 

gneiss deseribed above, bat some of it is alaskite gneiss, biotite. 

quarts-plagioclase gneiss, and amphibolite. 

lietagubbro sad amphibolite 

Dikes of metagabbro cut the melasedimemts at several places in 
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the northern part of the district, and lenses and shoots of netagabbro 

are present within the metasediments and granitic rocks of a large 

part of the district. The granitic rooks intrade and inject the nets. 

gabbro, mach of whisk is new amphibolite. The least deformed, metagsbbre 

is a dark, medium- to coarse-grained rock with an ophitic structure. 

It consists principally of entesine (bossily, sodio labradorite) and 

olinewomeme. Psoonstituted varieties usually have hornblende as 

well. Ilmenite.magnetite is invariably present in quantities ranging 

from a few percent of tissestiaated metallies to looal concentrations 

of rather pure notellies. ineluding some iron sulfide. A mumher of 

those concentrations of ilmenite-magnetite have been prospected for 

iron ore, with disappointing results. The known bodies are small and 

of no oommercial value as sources of magnetite or ilmisaite oonorntrates. 

Muck more abstallant than reeognisable metaisibbro is the rock 

termed amphibolite. This is essentially a hornblende-plagioclase gneiss, 

often with some brown mica or clinopyromene. The rook is dart, speckled, 

medium-graimed, and generally well foliated. A prominent lineation 

given by parallel hornblende crystals is present locally. Varieties 

having megascopically green hornblende, instead of the usual black, 

are easily confused with feldspathic or scapolitie pyromine *karma 

There is an apparent mineralogist transition troll ourphibelits to oyroxenes 

plagioclase gneiss on the one host sad biotitewplagioclase gneiss on 

the other. The close association of amphibolite with metasetiments 

also leads one to suspeet that some of the amphibolite is metasedi 

montary, yet the evidence in this district is never oompelling. tour 
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amphibolito is traceable into metadObtro, and the reepioies grows 

that mash of the amphibolito of the district is a mota.igaeous rook. 

Whether or not son* of it was originally tuffacoous, one cannot say. 

Quarts syehite series 

The quarts syenite series is a group of older granitic rocks 

whoa* relation to the magnetite dsposits is important tut indirect, 

and structural rather than genetic. The origin, petrology, omit strum. 

tare of the series have been treated at length WAWA/Won (1939. 

1948). 

The average semposition of the series is that of a pyroxone quarts 

syenite, a rock approaching granite in composition but pommelling so 

many distinctive features that it deserves a name of its own. rer esOw 

venionco in distinguishing racks of this series from younger sad quite 

different granitic rooks, the name "quarts granite', given by earlier 

Adirondack geologists, has been retained. Members of the series show 

a tato range in composition resulting from differentiation of a pyressma 

quarts syenitic magma through gravity stratification. kooks of the quarts 

eyeaite series now exist as several large oomplexeo, of vklok the Stark 

complex and parts of the Masa and Tappor somplosso are found in the 

district. These complexes of older granitic rooks appear to have acted 

as rigid blocks or buttresses against which parts of the younger 

aranitic rocks and belts of metasodimonts were presbcd in the last 

stages of major teforaatios is the area. The difference in degree of 

deformation totwosa the older quarto veldts, sad the younger ,psi toe 

is as outstanding as their diffiereasse in eomposition. 
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Other loss striking features of the 'sorts aren't** also bear 

on the problem of ore deposits in the district. h. of these is the 

very slight development of pegmatite* from the quarts syenitic magma. 

second is the limited extent of mineralisation and metasomatiem 

Jacent to the felsic asehere of the series. 41 third is the usenet 

manner In which iron and titanium have been comentrated is one amebas 

of the series. 

The *totems of contact netamorphic products between marble 

sad members of the quart: sysnite series has long been known. Agar 

(1923) studied several of the more important localities in the Northwest 

Adirondack, and sated that the metasesatic effects related to the quarts 

syenites resulted in a simpler suite of minerals, *ad one suggestive of 

higher temperature and drier oenditions, than that produced by *Jailer 

action of younger granites on marble. It is true, in addition, that the 

extent of the metasomatiss is generally less. Moreover, no siseshle 

replacement deposits of sulfides or magnetite are referable to the 

goers* venite series. 

Certainly the quarts syenits sopa uas capable of concentrating 

small amounts of iron, fluorine, amt water in its most felsic differ. 

satiates. This is eviissoel by the ferrehastingsite (unpublished 

analysis) that constitutes the mail* in the phacoldal granite gneiss 

of the Stark complex (originally a porpkyritio granite, in part with 

repakivi structure). Legally, *mall bodies of dark, iron-rich skarn 

Dave been formed by the notion of quarts *matte magma on marble. 

Rowever, the mama nesse never to have bees nigh ease" is iron and 
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volatiles at the appropriate stnge in its differentiation to yield 

extensive bodies of skarn, magmetite, or sulfides. 

Perhaps a partial explanation of this circumstance is given by 

the manner and nosition in which iron and Utast.= wore concentrated 

in the quarts syeni$e awe. Strstigrephically about a third of the 

way upward from the base et the Diana complex (now a deformed, over-

turned sheet) is a zone of waxes* wait' gneiss with lenses of shoo. 

kinite gneiss and feldspathic ultramafie gneiss (see Buddingtos, l9#, 

pl. 3). Phi feldspathic ultmeafic rock. consisting of small Est at 

feldspar some is a matrix mainly of hype:ethane and ferressogite (locally 

with abundAnt zircon), eontains 20..40 percent metallic* in the fora of 

limonite and magnetite. Me feldspathic ultramafic losses waste in 

thickness from mere films to several feet, and their length is oommonly 

a few feet to as such as several bemired feet. The dark silicates and 

oxides concentrated is the shonkinite and feldspathic ultramafie lenses 

represent a ssars.feld increase of iron and titamlum relative to that 

fevad in other meibers of the +parts sysnite series. The pyroxene 

sysnite zone carryirsg the mein concentrations is aotmally a large 

lens whose thickness varies dirsetly with the total thickness of the 

Diana complex. buddington (1939, 194$) has interpreted, the *videos* 

from composition and tistrfbution of the sane to indicate that the 

mere Mete portions are eiythaioelly interleyeret eryetal aecumalates. 

It thus appears that mach of the iron, together with titanium, vas 

precipitated fres the differentiating 'marts smite magma at an inter. 

oodlese stage and beams was *swim available is the late stages whim ape 

volatiles that might have ass fated would have been available for 



	

its mobilisatioa. 

The potential economic value of limonite, ea/setae, and siroosi 

from the feldspathic ultrameric lenses will be dismissed briefly at 

the end of this paper. 

Hypersthene motadiabase 

Small, smattered dikes of fine.greined hyperetheme netadialwase 

are present in or close to members of the quarts spinite series. The 

dikes range in composition from hypersthenip-augite-antesine diabase to 

ornetiferous Wperetheae "granulite" and eioaceous amphibolite (Buddina-

ton, 19,9, pp. 133.-134). Though they out across the structure of their 

host, they usually have as internal secondary foliation parallel to 

the foliation of the host rock. At the Clifton mine, the appearance 

of setadiabase dikes *tamale additional complioati us in the structure 

of the ore body. The metadiabase transects wall rooks and the Okara 

that carries ore. in the latter case, it appears as if metiadiabase 

cut ore; actually, however, ore has replaced skim* and avoided aeta. 

diabase, leaving "inherited dikes" in some parts of the ere holy. 

Granite and granite gneiss series 

A series of p*Sitic rocks younger thaw the quarts its series 

is thought to be genetieally related to the magnetite deposits of the 

district. These rooks have been collectively termed "younger eremite' 

by Buddington (1939). The term remains useful but has certain linitam 

tions; it is not to be considered a formation nerve. The series included 

hornblende-microperthite granite, biotite alasktte„ miorocline granite 
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gneiss, and very minor amounts of soda granite (albitewoligoolase 

granite) and porphyritic granite. Metamorphism has affected those 

rocks in varying degrees so that nekbers which are massive or 

gneissoid is some areas are gneissic in others. In addition, con-

tamination with aetasedicents and amphibolite has modified the funda-

mental types legally. 

Main types and their occurrence 

Bornblendesimicroperthite Granite forms largo masses in the oen• 

tral part of the district. In places it transacts the contacts of 

the quarts sysaite series and forms dikes within certain members of 

the series. It never forms thin sheets er snail, 'Amato bodies in 

the aetasediments. The rock is generally pink, moditua.gradakest, and 

slightly to moderately foliated. It consists principally of boring, 

blonde (femaghestingsite), quarts, microperthitep and plagioclase, 

with accessory magnetite, apatite, and sircon. Locally, a facies 

carrying ferrobastineits has been developed; in part, this facies is 

mere quartsose than the normal horable140 granite. 

Alsskite occurs as thin sheets and phacolithic masses in the 

airtasedisonto, and as a looal border facies of the hornblende-micro. 

perthite "roof rock" on the upper side of the associated mass of horn-

blende.microperthite graaite. The alaskite is generally pink, medium• 

to this-grained, sat irirtuialy laaking in megascople foliation. It 

eensists principally of *tarts, sioroportkits, plagioclase, and a 

percent or two of biotite. Magnetite, fluorite, sad sircon are the 

usual accessory ainerals. Fluorite is espoolally sharacteristic of 
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much of the alaskite. Generally it is visible only in thin section; 

rarely it is concentrated in vugs (miarolitest) in the aliaskite, 

or forms thin coatings with ormarts and calcite along joint planes 

in the alaskite. 

kicroclina granite gneiss is a heterogeneous rock forming broad 

belts and thin sheets in and along the belts of setasedisents and 

amphibolite. The aicrocline granite gneiss is host to one of the two 

osier types of magnetite deposit ir the district. The unminermlised 

rock is generally pink, fine.grained, and moderately or prominently 

foliated. Locally it is sugary in texture and rather weakly foliated. 

Itarely the rock is pink, uniform, medium-grained, and apparently mas-

sive-ma granite without gneissoid or gneissic structure. 

One facies of the microcline granite gneiss consists of quarts, 

microcline, a little plagioclase. and a mono mineral that may be 

pyroxene, hornblende, or biotite. Soso of the biotitic variety is 

slightly garnetiferous. Common accessories are iron oxides, apatite, 

'phone, and zircon. Thin seams of pegmatite parallel to the foliation 

are a usual. feature of the rook. Locally in the biotitic variety these 

pegmatite seams. or their quarts-rich counterpart, are schorl-bearing. 

The amounts of quarts and mafic minerals in the rock vary considerably. 

The varietal mafie mineral to commonly the same as that in the country 

rook in which the •icrocline granite gneiss is found. Moreover, layers, 

lenses, sob►lisrsmt, sad asst-like roommate of country rock—partly or 

considerably modified--are almost ubiquitous in VI* microcline granite 

gneiss. Thus the rock sopeare in large part to be contaminated or 
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migmatitic, end its varietal mafics are in a sense xenocrysts or aodi. 

fications thereof. 

Another facies of the gneiss has sillinamite as its characteristic 

mineral. A little biotite, with or without garnet, any also he present. 

Locplly, muscovite takes the place of sillimanite. The sillimanite is 

concentrated in thin, discontinuous films or in lenticular aggregates 

consisting of quarts, sillimanite, and iron oxides. Locally these 

adigrOgates are t istimik and contorted. Irregular masses of grayish or 

yellowish andesine pegmatite appear sporadically in the rock. The 

sillimanitic facies of the microcline granite gneiss is found in cons. 

Junction with belts of biotito.quartsdoplagioclase gmeiss, ghost-like 

relics of which are visible locally in the granite gneiss. 

The relative age of the miorocline granite gneiss is uncertain. 

Screens of metasediments always intervene between it and the hornblende 

granite, and the rock is not found adjacent to members of the quarts 

syenite series. If some or All of the amphibolite occurring within 

microcline granite gneiss represents notogabhro, the granite gneiss 

is younger than actagahhro, for the amphibolite is losally incorporated 

by microcline granite gneiss. A fine, granoblastic fabric is so typical 

of most of the gneiss that one might, on that basis, assume the rock 

to be older than the hornblende granite and alatkite, parts of which 

are relatively undo/formed. Uowever, the granulose fabric might be imp 

terpreted as ftplitio ano due to rapid loss of volatiles, rather than 

to deformation. The close association of microoline granite gneiss amid 

one type of ore bespeaks a genetic relation and makes it difficult for 
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the writer to believe that the granite gneiss is vastly older than 

the apparently undeformed ore. 

Soda gmnito (ftlbitesoligoclase granite) is found in subordinate 

amounts close to several magnetite deposits in the district. The 

rock is pink or gray, mediums to coarse-grained, and weakly foliated 

or massive. It consists essentially of biotite, oonsiderable quarts, 

elbitesoligoolase, and very little potash feldspar. 3u:opt for the 

presence of striated plogioolase, bast specimens of the pink soda granite 

look exactly like alaskite. It is remarkable that soda granite, so 

common in the Clinton County and gineville-Port Henry magnetite districts 

of New Torx, the Dover district of gew Jersey, and parts of the Central 

Swedish district, should be so rare in the St. Lawrence County district. 

A few small bodies of porphyritic biotite granite are foci in 

the foothills alone the western border of the district. This granite 

soy correspond to the Zeman granite of the lowlands area (Buddington, 

1939, 1948; Prucha, 1949). 

Origin of the granite and granite gneiss series 

Buddington (1948) has considered in detail the problem of origin 

of the granite and granite gneiss series. He concludes that the horns 

blendesmicroperthite granite is magmatie and that the alaskite repro.. 

Bents a volatile enriched portion of the saw MVO concentrated in the 

upper part of the hornblendessioroporthite granite masses. Locally this 

mobile magmatic material escaped into the metasediments, giving rise to 

thin sheets and phacolithic bodies of alaskite. Many of these are aocoms 

panied by aureoles of contact metamorphism. The origin of the micros 
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cline granite gneiss is muck more complex. Part of the rock reps*. 

cents potash-rich differentiate, pegmatitio in composition, charged 

with volatile. and injected as sheets into the setasedinents. Much 

of it is a mixed rock produced by intimate penetration of the meta,. 

sediments by this potash-rich spterial, reaction with metasedimentary 

material, and metasomatio replacement of the host rocks. The porphyritic 

biotite granite may be a manifestation of similar processes at work 

outside the main igneous complex of the Adirondack*. The 

rather rare soda granite has resulted from the action of gr*nitio magma 

or its emanations on biotite-quarts-plagioclase gneiss. 

Certain features of the types of mineralisation associated with 

the granitic rocks have already been mentioned and will be discussed 

further in the section on ore deposits. 

Position of magnetite deposits with respect to younger granites 

All the magnetite deposits are close to at least one, and genera 

ally more than one, facies of the younger granite. Just how close the 

relation is, is broudikt oat by the figures that follow. Several iso• 

posits far removed free ear sensiderable area of outcrop* have been 

settled from the 'turnery because of isedsesate dp.tc. Figure* for the 

rest of the deposits represent omaximmmo distances, as no one dirdosit 

is completely known or its environs completely free of overburden. 

Let us assume for the moment that the biotite. and sillimanite. 

miereoline granite ;misses are tastes of the younger granite series. 

Then all the magnetite deposits are within 500 feet of at least one 

poise of the younger granite. The maga is 0 to 500 feet. eremite 



gneiss ores are, of course, in the miorocline granite gneiss itself, 

and most of the skarn ores are within 200 or 300 feet of younger granite. 

All magnetite deposits are within 0.5 mile of alaskite or its 

equivalent gneiss and generally within 0.2 ails. The range is 5 feet 

to 0.5 mile. 

With two exceptions, all the deposits are within 0.5 mile of 

hornblende-microperthite granite or its equivalent gneiss, and most 

of them are within 0.2.0.3 mile. The exceptions ars the Jayvills de. 

posit (0.7 mile) and the Rughesville School, or ,stlker Tars, provaect 

(0.9 ells). The range is 200 feet or less to 0.9 mile. 

The distance from magnetite deposits to niorooline granite gneiss 

is highly variable. Though 9 deposits are in it ant 2 deposits art 

within 100 feet of it, 6 are within 1 ails, 5 are within 1 to 4 ails., 

and 4 are more than 4 miles from it. 

Let us now assume that the microclin• gr,.nite gneiss is not a 

facies of the younger granite. A11 Opposite in, or possibly related 

to, microcline granite gneiss are also within 0.4 mile of alaskite 

or its oquivaleat vides, amid most deposits are within 0.2 mile. The 

same deposits are within 0.3 mile (generally within 0.2 mile) of horn.. 

blende.microperthite grenits or its equivalent gneiss. 

Thus we find that most of the magnetite derposits, regardless of 

type, are within 0.2.0.3 mile of alaskite or hornblende.micropertnite 

granite or their gneissic equivalents. All the deposits, including 

those isolated by large areas of overburden, are still within a mil, 

of one of those rock typos. In contrast, the distance to microcline 
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granite gneiss is highly variable, ranging fro* 0 to 7.5 

Regional metamorphism 

In some degree, metamorphism of regional extent has affected an 

the premeambrian rocks of the district except the ores and the late 

pre.Cambrian diabase dikes. However, this metamorphism has not affected 

the whole area equally. Rather, it hes been progressive, leaving 

some of the rocks in certain areas entirely free of metamorphism, where-

as rocks of similar type elsewhere show intense metamorphism. The 

general pattern for the district is the same as that displayed by the 

Adirondack, as a whole, where Anoldisgtom (1939, pp. 251-333) has recog• 

nisei four principal metamorphic some of regional extent. reacts having 

special significance in relation to the problem of mineralisation are: 

1. The rocks of the quarts eyenite series are more highly motes. 

morphosed than rocks of the granite series, even where members of the 

two series are found side 'by side. 

2. the intensity of metamorphism in the two great series of 

granitic rocks does not alms increase in the slim geographic direction, 

supporting independent structurAl evidence of 0* 1000t two distinct 

periods of deformation. 

3. The magnetite deposits show no sign of deformation or regional 

metamorphism, wren where some of the enclosing granitic rocks are 

appreciably sletaaorphosed. This absence of sieformaties and regional 

metamorphism in the ors, coupled with the intense metamorphism of quarts 

saenite rocks, effectively rules oil the quarts sysnitie magma as a 

potential source of the iron ores. (See also discussion of the quarts 



syenitic rocks, above). 

Regional aetamorphism in the district has been essentially iso-

chemical. It is manifest by changes in fabric (e.g., granulation, 

followed by progressive recrystallisation), change in chemical comp*. 

sition of varietal minerals (e.g., hornblende' in younger granites), 

the appearance of new minerals (e.g., garnet in quarts syenitic rooks 

and aetagabbros), and an increase in the oxidation state of iron present 

in the rocks. The above changes are exclusively phenomena of recrystAl• 

lisation and reconstitution. Locally, the effect of replacement is 

indicated by a very slight increase in the total iron mntent of metamor-

phosed members of the younger granite series. For example, total iron 

oxides in analysed pairs of hornblende granite and equivalent gneiss 

are 3.3R percent and 4.60 percent,respectively, indicating an absolute 

increase of 1.22 percent of iron oxides (equivalent to 36.1 percent, 

relatively). Unaetamorphosed alaskite contains 1.49 percent iron 

oxides, whereas its ecuivalent gneiss contains 2.04 percent-•a& absolute 

increase of 0.55 percent of iron oxides or a relative increase of 36.9 

percent. Thai it appears impossible to concentrate iron for the nagme• 

tits deposits by metamorphism of this character. though it night be 

argued that a regional source of iron contributed that element to the 

country rocks during metamorphism ane, by some process concentrated 

iron locally to form mmisetito deposits. Inasmuch as the ores are 

distinctly of postmeetamorphis origin, a regional introduction of iron 

seems unlikely to the writer. 

ketamorphism will embrace, in the minds of some readers. the 
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phenomena of granitisation. development of skarn, and ores, and 

zonal distribution of the mineral deposits of the region. Certain 

aspects of these problems are treated in a subsequent discussion 

of the origin of the ores. 

Structure 

Structural framework 

Two great structural trends dominate the western half of the 

Adirondack region. (See Duddingten, 1939. fig. 22. p. 241) These 

trends are east-northeast in the southern segment and northeast in the 

northwest segment. ?olds are overturned northward in the southern 

segment and southeastward in the northwest segmemt adjacent to the 

massif. The St. Lawrence County magnetite district lies approximately 

at the intersection of the two trends, in a 'node" of extremely complex 

structure. Three rigid anticlinal masses of older quarts syenitic rocks 

dominate the structure of the district. (See fig. 1.) Within the 

framework of these rigid masses. the metasedisents and younger granitic 

rocks have been squessed into folds of divers, orientation. and over-

turning in several directions has taken place. The resulting knotted 

structure hae afforded a locus of deposition for the more important 

mignetite ore bodies. 

Structural elements 

?old* 

Voids of several orders are outlined by the internal planar *trues. 
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tura and contacts of the rock units. Parallelism of foliation. pre• 

existing planar structures, ants rock contacts is the rule. The 

folding has affected both metasedimentary and igneous rocks. except 

for the late premCambrian diabases. In sise, the folds range frost 

many miles in length and two or three miles in width (Stark anticline 

of quarts syenitic rocks) to crennlations a few centimeters long and a 

few millimeters wide (twisted lenses in sillimanite-microcline granite 

gneiss). Only the most rigid units preserve open folds; asymmetry. 

overturning, and isoclinal folding are the rule. 

The aining geologist is directly concerned with ore bodies re.. 

leted to folds of internediFte site. These are discussed separately 

under "structure of the maenetite deposits". In order to nap and 

interpret these intermediate structures, a knowledge of the minor 

folds, or *drag folds', is essential. The minor folds, however. are 

of maw types. Often consistent among themselves, they do not always 

mimic the major structure with which they are associated. In type 

they may he spas warps, rolls, asymmetric "drags", chevrons, symmetric 

isoclines, shear folds, or essentially ptygmatic folds. One of the 

few systematic features of the minor folds is their increase in number 

and deMplexity in the axial sones and noses of folds. Their axial 

trend seems generally to agree with that of the attendant larger fold. but 

the plunges of major sad minor folds need not be the same. Moreover, 

the axial planes of minor folds maw not parallel the axial plane of the 

larger fold, or give some clue to the fold's symmetry. The pattern 

is farther complicated by the inferred existence of at least two 
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periods of deformation with forces acting from slightly different 

directions. 

Lineations 

Linear structures of many types are found in rocks of the diem 

trict. These lineAtions include mineral elongation, mineral streaks 

And ribbons, pencils, rods, fluting and grooving, pods mad clots• 

negmatitic braids, intersecting foliations, slickensides, axes of aiaor 

folds, and other features. Lineations commonly occur on foliation 

surfaces, but in many places a lineation becomes so strongly developed 

that no trace of planar structure can be detected. The lineations 

may lie in j, k. or some intermediate direction with respect to the 

associated fold axes, of whioh there say be two or more sets. (This 

statement is based on detailed surface and underground manning at the 

Clifton mine. In areal geologic mapping of the district, one commonly 

finds that liasations are in if referred to two separate fold systems. 

the axes for one of which may be very roughly in a with respect to the 

other.) For this reason, it is utterly fallacious to assume that a 

given linertion is in k, parallel to some fold axis; it is absolutely 

essential to ire* out the patters if individual lineations before 

attempting to infer even the local pattern of fold systems. The 

relation of individual ore bodies to lineations is discussed separately. 

While several sets of lineations are present in restricted areas 

near the ore bodies, Duddington has found that there is also a broader. 

regional distribution of the attitudes of lineations. Thus cores large 

acteristically have limeetioas parallel to the axes of majorareas char 
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folds, whereas other areas have lineations at a large angle to the 

trend of major structural elements. Rigidity of the older rock units-. 

such as members of the quarts syenitic series and, possibly, buried 

anorthosite massee..seems to have been the controlling factor in the 

development of areas of sdisoordant* J lineations. 

J The writer does not know a handy term for lineations at large 

angles to the tread of major structural elements. .4rovisionally..and 

with little liking--he has adopted the term *discordant°. using "con= 

cordant0 to denote lineations essentially parallel to major fold axes. 

Faults 

Faulting is more in evidence in the eastern dart of the district 

than in the highly mineralised central part. The eastern area has been 

subjected to normal faulting along north and northeast lines. The 

known faults rent* in length from a few miles possibly to 13 or 20 miles. 

The inferred throw on some of the faults is several thousand feet. 

At least one prominent grebes has been prodused. These normal faults 

cannot be dated within the mapped area, tut they may be partly of late 

premOambriaa age and largely of post.ftooniaa age. (See summary of 

Adirondack geology.) In several places, structural discordance along 

east or east-northeast lines suggests the rrosence of thrust faults, 

possibly of groat age. A few minor faults are preeeMt in or near the 

magnetite deposits. These are discussed separately. There is no 

genetic relation between known faults and magnetite aineralisation, 



	

but intense plastic deformation in rocks that now carry ore ma have 

been a prerequisite for ore deposit ion. 

Relation of or• deposits to regional structure 

The bastion of the district within a node formed roughly at the 

intersection of two psigional structural trends has already been pointed. 

out. Inside this node, the principal magnetite deposits are found 

in an eibayment between the three major complexes of rigid syenitic 

and quarts sysnitic rocks. Another group of magnetite deposits flanks 

the major anticlines of quarts syenitic rooks constituting parts of the 

Stark and Tupper Lake complexes. (See fig. 1.) In general, tit• 

deposits in granite gneiss ars concentrated in the structurally most 

complex, central part of the district. Magnetite deposits in skarn are 

also found here, but maw other representatives of this ore type have a 

peripheral relation to the anticlinal masses of quarts syenitio rocks. 

Additional structural features to which the magnetite deposits are 

spatially related are: areas showing "discordant'' lineation .especially 

the borders of such areas; and the axes of major synclinal folds. 

Areas of discordant lineation 

All the major dwposits of magnetite are (1) on as within a mile 

of the borders of areas of discordant lineations, or (2) well within 

the central sone of concordant lineations at places where lineations 

culminate. diverge, or shame larked4 in Trend. With two exceptions, 

These may not be exceptions; the structural data for the mare 

rounding area are inadequate. 



the minor deposits are (1) on or within two miles of the borders of 

areas of discordant lineations, or (2) within one of ssiterwl usjor 

lineation sonse-.concordant or diecordant..sone 'distance from their 

borders but at places where lineation* culuinate, converge. or change 

markedly in tread. 

It seems highly significant that two other groups of minimal de. 

posits bear a similar relation to the boundaries between belt, of cou• 

cordant and discordant lineations. Ralf of the known major deposits 

of iron sulfides are on or within two silos of the boundary between 

a belt of concordant lineations in Grenville rocks and a belt of die.. 

cordant lineations in nixed reeks. predoainantl7 igneous. Among the 

pyritic sphalerite deposits, the Balmait group and Hyatt mine are within 

a mile of the same structural boundary noted above; Simard* is about 

three miles from the boundary. All the sphalerito deposits are within 

a broad belt of discordant lineations. 

Thus it appears that borders between areas of contrasting lineation, 

and sharp local variations in attitude of lineation, are significant 

structural controls for localising ore deposition. The nature of the 

lineation oharaoteristio of the area...whether concordant or discordant« 

does not seem to matter. 

Major fold axes 

All the magnetite deposits are within a mile, and gesiersair within 

some hundreds of feet, of the axes of major synalisal folds; that le, 

sinclines recognisable and mappable for distances of 2 to 15 miles. Some 

of tie synclines are upright, but Rost of then are sharply overturned. 
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The direction of overturning varies with the position of the fold rola.• 

tine to the framework of rigid anticlinal elements of syenitie and 

quarts syenitic rocks. Usually the axial planes of the synclines dip 

away fron the nearest mass of quarts syenitic rocks, though a tow ez 

cept ions have been noted. 

A number of magnetite deposits are found near the intersections of 

synclines with anticlines of markedly different axial trend (Dead 

Cr.*, Jarvis Bridge Intension, Denson Mines, Griffin Park, Skate Creek, 

Clifton?, Brunner Hill?). Not only do the axial trends differ; the 

attitudes of the axial planes mny differ also: where the syncline is 

overturned, the transverse anticline is upright or nearly so. The con. 

verse does not seem to hold. The transverse anticlines are, in a sense, 

"Warrior anticlines°, as it ay be impossible to trace the projected 

synclinal axis beyond the transverse nntioline. Whether this is due to 

some inherent structural peculiarity, or merely to probjese of sapping 

the structures and interpreting them, we do not know. 

Other magnetite deposits 4000ar at or near axial culminations of 

essentially upright synclines (Sprawl Mountain Northwest). Still 

others lie close to the point where synclines change markedly in axial 

trend and in attitude of axial plane (Brandy Brook Northwest, Silver 

Pond, Trembley Mountain. dardwood Mill?). One deposit (Jarvis Bridge) 

that is close to a synclinal axis is also close t• an inferred anticlinal 

axial depression proCaced by Cce intersection of an upright anticline 

sad an overturned anticline. A few minor deposits lie near major eye. 

clinal axes that are apparently uninterrupted by culminations or by 
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anticline. (Sweet Pond. Walker Farm. White Place). Several promising 

deposits are in areas so obscured by glacial debris that their local 

structural setting cannot be inferred with assurance (Twin Lakes, 

Outafit. Bumtbridge Pond). 

The magnetite deposits 

Types of magnetite deposit 

Two principal types of magaistite deposit are present in the diem 

tricts deposits In siozn or marble (conveniently termed "skarn ores") 

J The association of skarn and marble is so neftrly universal, 

and the distribution of ore in the two rucks is so likely to be erratic 

in detail, that the term 'skarn ore" is used for ore in marble as well 

as in the skarn itself, except when specific reference is required. 

This conforms to the usage of the tern by some Fennoscemdian geologists. 

and deposits in eicrocline granite gneiss (conveniently termed "granite 

gneiss ores"). Loa/illy, the host rook of both types of deposit has 

been modified in a characteristic way to give two important subtypes. 

hereafter termed "modified sknrn ores" and "modified granite gneiss 

ores". Magnetite replaces, to some extent mid in some places, almost 

every kind of metseedimentnrr rock found in the district. In addition, 

it cuts or replaces phacoidal gramilm gneiss, microcline granite gneiss. 

And pegmatite. towever, sizeable trations of magnetite are found 

only in skarn, nieroclise granite gneiss, and their modified equivalents. 



	The tits deposits are closely related in space, time, and 

origin. All of them, regardless of type, are thought to be high.. 

temerature replacement deposits effected by eranations from younger 

grnnite magma. The skarn ores are typical pyrometasomatic deposits 

of the kind widely distributed through geologic time tat especially 

common in the pre...Cambrian. They are strikingly similar to those of 

Central Sweden. The granite gneiss ores, on the other band, have few 

known parallels, and these are restricted to the premCaabriaa. 

Skarn 

1-ecause of the close genetic &nd spatial relations between skarn 

and one major type of magnetite deposit, it seems desirable to discuss 

certain features .f the skarn in this section on the ore deposits. 

In a broad sense, skarm is both tLe host rock and the census of ttie 

skarn ores. 

Definition end general discussion 

Skarn is an aggregate of Ca, Kg, 7s (ana sometimes Mn) silicates 

characteristically associated with certain motasomatic deposits of 

iron ore and sulfides. The skarn minerals acre principally those of 

the oyroxene, garnet, and amphibole groups, Wm* the eridote, 

olivine. huaite, scapolite, and mica groups mey also be represented. 

Fluorite is a frequeat and sometimes otbundAAnt accessory oonstituent. 

The term skarn is generally restricted to dark or at least distinctly 

colored aggregates, though some writers apply it as well to pale or 

calorie** WNW of dinpside, tremolits, or anthorhyllite. Some carbonate 
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almost invariably accompanies the skarn, as disseminated grains, knots, 

lenses, interbeds, or associated layers. This definition of sitars is 

based chiefly on discussions of Iskela (1939, pp. 383.384) and Oeijer 

and Magnusson (194k, p. 119). 

The oxides magnetite and hematite and the common sulfides 

Note, however, that primary hematite is sal present in skarns 

of this district. 

pyrrhotite, chalcopyrite, sphalerite, and (rarely) galena are often 

part of the Nikarammineral association", though their presence is by 

no means essential for calling a silicate assesblage skarn. 

Skarn generally occurs at or near the contacts between limestones 

or dolomites and granitic rocks, and the belief is widely held that the 

skarn has developed by metasomatiem of the carbonate rocks by emanations 

from cooling granitic intrusive,. Amamatieme from intrusives of al. 

Wiliam, intermediate, or medic character may also give rise to tkarns, 

but these are not discussed in this article. 

In addition, a number of other genetic types of skarn are recog. 

nised by some FennoscAndiaa geologists. These types, all olbracat 

by the broad designation "resetien *erns", include those resulting 

from the metamorphism (end metamorphic differentiation?) of interlayired 

impure 061c^reous and siliceous beds; "low.tesperature skarn*" associated 

with the supaserustal leptites; "secondary damns" formed by additional 

estasomatise of esrlier..foraed "low-temporeturs *are; *kerns formed 

lir metamorphic kvbridies; and ethers. (See, for example, Geier and 
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Magnusson. 1944; Hjelmqvist, 1942; Aorjiniky, 1945; Magnusson, 1928, 

1930, 1940e, 1940b; Mikkola. 1947; and Ramberg, 1944.) riskily, one 

might mention the skarn: that form part of the "basic fronts" ascribed 

to the advance wave of regional granitisation. 

Jecently, some writers have departed widely from accected usage 

and have applied the term to metasomatioally-formed masses rich in 

mc..li*e..A1 silicates and comparatively poor in :;st silicates, shoving no 

genetic relation to carbonate rooks. 'See, for example. du Riots 

(1945) ..- replaced liparites and banded tuffs at Laver. northern 

Sweden; and Rolmes mac: ..eynalds (1947) - biotite-rich rooks derived 

by "regional" metasomatism of quartzite and eridiorite. County Donegal, 

Ireland.) 

The writer would suggest that the unqualified term ijam be re• 

stricted to the silicate masses having a demonstrable or inferred 

genetic connection with limestones or dolomites. 

The relation between skarn and tactite deserves comment. Someone 

has facetiously remarked that skarn is what the Pennoscandian geologists 

call tectite. lidvever, ss the term tactite was originally applied by 

F. L. Bess (1919) to rocks of the innermost part of contact-metamorphic 

aureoles, it is more accurate to say that tactite is one variety of 

skarn. Moreover, as 0eijer and Magnusson (194,*, p. 119) have aptly 

notedi "The designation Icontact.metasomoktics is to & certain extent 

misleading /Tiben applied to skarn deposit47, for deposits of this kind 

may develop even at • considerable distance from the eruptive mother. 

rock." J The concept of proximity, with or without actual contact, is 
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Translated from the Swedish text by Leonard. 

clear in imikolai s discussion of Warns (1939. P. 38k). In good truth, 

Lindgren (1922, p. 293) was careful to note, in his definition of 

unjetplualicAtuakil, that these are found at pi, 221E intrusive 

contacts. However, we sometimes tend to overlook the broader defin-

ition and regard the denosits as strict/7 contact effects. 

The strong general similarity that unites all pyrometasonatio 

deposits has beendommented by many geologists, notably Lindgren (1933) 

and Knopf (1942). Vevertheless, there are significant differences 

even among closely related meibers of the broad class, and these 

differences-.particularly the chemical ones .are worthy of future 

detailed investigation. 

Mode of ocaurrenoe in the district 

In the Adirondack region, the occurrence of skara is restricted 

to the massif itself, that is, to the once-hotter, perhaps deeper 

area now characterised by the predominance of igneous rocks such as 

granites, quarts syenttee, and anorthosites. 'he vast area of the 

Grenville Lowlands, underlain by calcitic and doloaitic marbles, 

quartsites, biotite•quoirts-plagloclase gneiss, and subordinate gabbro 

sheets and phacolithic granite masses, is devoid of skarn, time' small 

masses of diopside, tremolite, sad ether pyroaetasomatic minerals have 

developed locally. Some marble is present within the massif, but in 

general marble is rather sparee and skarn is rather aunt. 

pyreuetasonatio minerals of the Lowlands are all poor in iron; tremelite 
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is common; end garnet is unknown. In contrast, the skarn minerpas 

within the massif are generally ironmbearing; tremolite is rare; 

and garnet is locally abundant. 

Within the $t. Lawrence County magnetite district, skarn occurs 

most widely as layers or masses in granite, either alone or associated 

with such rocks as pyroxene gneiss, amphibolite, quarts-feldspar gr& 

liter, and calcitic marble. (Lolomitic marble is absent from areas 

where skarn is found.) In addition to the sporadic layers or lenses 

of calcitic marble, calcite is present as knots, disseminations, or 

late (secondary) veinlets in the skarn itself. A common feature of the 

thicker skara layers is the gradation of marble or oalcareous diopside 

skara through pale green and medium-green skarn to a very dark green 

or almost black pyroxene Wears that say or may not contain appreciable 

amounts of dark reddish brown garnet rich in the andradite molecule. 

The conclusion seems inescapable that the skaras of the district 

developed from calcitic or dolomitic limestones by progressive intro. 

duction of substance, mainly SiO2 and Ye. The previous nature of the 

carbonate rocks, whether pure or impure, is unknown. Several tenuous 

bits of *videos• point toward relatively pure carbonate rocks as the 

original most, but the argument built on these is far from coorelling. 

It is still mere difficult to determine whether the host rocks were 

originally dolomitic or calcitic. The marble now found with skarn is 

entirely calcitic. This proves nothing regarding its antecedents, as 

the calcitic marble might be recrystallised oalcitic limestone or the 

expectable calcitic residue from the progressive but incomplete •etM 



morphia' of mixed Ca Mg carbonates. Some facts and suggestions bear. 

ing on the two problems are given below. 

Large areas of relatively pare dolomitic sad calcitic marbles are 

found intheadjacent Grenville Lowlands. Impure types are less shun. 

dant. It is reasonable to suppose that similar ratios prevailed in 

what is now the Adirondack massif. Many layers of skara are homogeneous 

and almost monominerelic for thicknesses of tens of feet, suggesting 

that the host rock use similarly homogeneous. Where the skarn itself 

is /*homogeneous. one usually finds independent evidence that new 

material has been lifittaisido not that originally different material 

has been reconstituted. (See discussion below of garnet skarn. modified 

skarn, and sale.) isolated skarn—like boudins in calcitic marble 

seen to represent disrupted beds of impure calcareous material. Is 

many of these boudins contain considereble 0004411 and a little feldspar, 

in addition to pyroxene, their character is similar to that of certain 

woken* gneisses and very different from that of the major *ars bodies. 

Rid the latter boo* derived in like manner from what were probably 

saady emt somewhat arsillaceous miaareoue rooks, they too might be 

expeeted to contain quarts, feldspars and micaceous minerals. Yet they 

do not (ezoept where the felsice have been introduced subsequently). 

mither booltalle they never had the appropriate chemicakl composition or 

because they have lost the embarrassing components by metamorphic 

differentiation. 

The structural behavior of some highly contorted skarn masses 

in the district suggests that of calcitic marbles plastioally deformed 
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and, subsequently metasomatised. However, in places where skarn is 

intimately involved with what is now partly*silicated calcitic marble, 

the relations between the two rocks are susceptible of two interpre• 

tational the skarn represents asotasomatised dolomite that was uric-

inally more brittle than the calcitic marble with which it was asso-

ciated, and vas also more favorable to metasomatising solutions; or some 

calcitic marble, converted to skara, kas remained cushioned during 

deformation of the more plastic, relict calcitic marble that partly 

surrounds it. Many more facts are required before this suggestive 

evidence son be correctly interpreted. 

The present composition of the sla as throws little light on the 

nature of their antecedent carbonate rocks. Some 74snesoandian gool• 

ogists interpret tret,olitic and diopsidic skarn. (Ca.-Mg-rich sitar's) 

as metaeoer►tised dolomites and ferrosalitemandradite *erns as asta. 

somatised calcitic marble. While this interpretation may have merit 

locally, it is perhaps airs bp►tie than the fasts often warrant. 

All the writer would 11#4 regarding the antecedents of the St. Lawrence 

County skarn* is this; if dolomite was the source, little or no Mg 

had to be introduced dariAg motagomasism.an econonteal arrangement 

indeed; if calcitic marble was the source, mask Kg was introduced 

(or re-circulated) and subsequently removed by progressive replacement 

with Te. 

Mineralogy of skarn. in the district 

The cosraoneat minerals of the *era may be classified roughly 

es follows: 
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Prilijoki stars mineritli 

pyroxene 
garnet 

Subordinate 9r 141,43tat (but locally abliminit) ikarn gels 

amphibole (clino- and ertbso•) 
'doe (phlogopite and biotite) 
soepolite 
fluorite 

Accessory akarnAmigas 

allanite 
apatite 
bytownite (and lab rite) 
calcite 
datolite 
epidoto 
Seethite (t) 
graphite 
helvite (7) 
hypersthene (1) 
ilvaits (/) 
monazite (t) 

pots" "141/Par leoally proainent in "modified skarn,
quarts 
*phone 
spine]. 
unknowns (several) 
zircon 

(In addition, certain minerals of late hydrothermal 
origin appear adventitiously in rose modified skarn.) 

•MILLUIgiLia Alkfulkaim 

magnetite 
vonsenite 
pyrrhotite 
pyrite 
chalcopyrite 
molybdenite 
sphalerite 
loellingite 
valleriite (I) 
*sprite (1) 
boollite (always sesemissy) 
liksomms 
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Nomenclature and quantitative limits 

The skarn is named for its principal aineral or minerals: for 

example, pyroxeae skarn or garnet skarn (when esseatially monominerilic); 

pyroxene-garnet skarn (roughly *101 parts of the two minerals); 

garnetiferous pyrozIa skarn (pyre:ems skarn with relatively little 

garnet); etc. 

Probably baddingtos sat Leonard, have not rigidly observed qaane 

titative limits for defining skarn, but La enteral they have restricted 

the term to rocks consisting of 90-95 percent 0.0414,44 silicates, 

usually somewhat colored. When suck minerals form loss than that 

amount bat more than 50-60 percent of the rook, a qualifying term is 

used, such as calcareous pyroxene skarn, soapolitio garnet-pyroxme 

skarn, feldspathic pyroxene skara, The writer has used the collective 

term inginitairai for rooks in which feleic minerals (quarts, pota-sh 

feldspar, or both—with or without impolite) constitute 10 to 60 

percent of the material, the rest being chiefly pyroxrne, amphibole, 

or both these mance. When the felsic varieties are distinctly foliated, 

they soy appropriately be termed gneiss*** for examnle, Dyroxem-quarts-

impolite poise. Mete aggregates occurring in quarts or pegmatite 

veins have not been termed skarn unless their derivation from skarn 

is unqueetionmay indioated by the field relations. 

Main varieties of skarn 

Unmodified skarn 

The two principal varieties of skarn (pyroxene skarn mg garnet 

skarn), and two less abuadunt but important varieties (amphibole ikara 
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and mica skke), require desoriptioa. Maoh of these may be essentially 

mosomiseralie, and the pyroxene skarn soy be transitional into one or 

more other varieties. In all varieties except garnet skarn, there 

is a progressive change in the composition of the individual skarn 

minerals from Ye-poor to 7e-rich types, with concomitant tasresse 

in Al, (Ti), (Mn), and---where appropriate—in IC, OR, sad V. Within 

the district we find garnet-pyroxene skarn, mioa.spyroxene skarn, and 

amphlbole-pyroxene skarn. Bowater, we do net find amphibole-aim *ern 

(minor exceptions), amphibole-garnet skarn, or garnet-mica nears. 

The replacement relations, paragenetie sequence, as chemical coupe-

sition of the constituent skarn minerals show that, with minor 

exceptions, all the types have probably developed by progressive 

introduction of substance into simple diopeidic skarn. However, the 

possibility of direct conversion of pure or impure carbenate rocks 

to semi varieties of skarn cannot alloys be excluded. The look of 

certain skarn type, is a consequence of the ohemleal eemposition 

of the particular mineral assemblages and the sequence in which they 

developed. A fuller treatment of the chemistry of the skarn* must 

be deferred for separate publication. 

summary of the average mineralogy of the varieties of sham 

is given is Table 3. 
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Table 3. Approximate niseralogic composition of skarns. 

Salite and Pyroxeso-
Diopsido ferrosalits Garnet -pyroxese Amphibole 

Mineral skarn kOra skarg. sirs 

Pyroxono di shl or fs fs--5-90% sal or fir 
(10_50% is a.) 

Amphibole act - r. act to fbst act to fbst 
C, 1., 10-15% 

Mica phlog. to b1 --- 0 (present in 
to 15% 0, 1.. 10-15% ose met skarn) 

Calcite (prim.) tubi1.-4.5- p. or 0 - loc. tr. to 15% or 0 or 1. 
15% 10 

Garnet spor. access. andrw.-.790-5 
(50-80 is (3.) 

01111110•111Rwarts 1.-not c. 0, tr., 1. 

Potash feldspar tr.-extr. r. tr.-Ettr. r. 

111111110•11plagioclase 

Magnetite few loc. 0 or few sox. 0 0 or tr. 

Sulfides tr. to *ay.% tr. to sev,* 0 to seT.t; loc. 0, tr., 1. 
los. 0. loc. &band. 
abund. 

0111.01.111....1111.1111 11111411,40Graphite 

t.patite vy. r. 0 or tr. 0 or 1. 0 or tr. 

Zircon tr.-vy. r. 0 (1) 0; r. tr. 

Sphose tr.-r7. r. 0, tr., 1.•11.0111110.1111 

ma411110Allanite 0 or p. ten. 0; loc. p. 0, tr., vy. 1. 

Fluorite tr.-vy. r. 0, tr., or gen. 0; r. tr. 0 or tr. 
abttad. 

Usksovns 'par.-tr. spor.-tr. 0 or tr. 0 or tr. 

Chlorite r. 0 or p. 0 or 1. 

Calcite (ass.) of tea p. 0 or 1. 

Spinel 

NISMonnsite 

0 



 	 		

 

		

tirral,
• 

Amphibole 

Mica 

Calcite (prim.) 

Garnet 

quartz 

Potash feldspar 

Plagioclase 

Magnetite 

Sulfides 

Graphite 

Apatite 

Zircon 

&phone 

Allanite 

Fluorite 

vaknovas 

Chlorite 

Calcite (Imo.) 

Spiaol 

Monasite 

?obis 3 (continued) 

Clinoamphibele Anthephyllite 
skarn sitars 

II • • or 411. 011.1. 

P. 

gen. fhst. anthoph., r. 
tr. fbst 

0; r. tr. bi, loc. 0 but 
gen. Abund. 

OkraMOW. 

.1•11..• 

0111ano.411111..., 

WNW. 1111.016410 

11.11111.• 110Mmo 

411be00. 0 or 1. 

0 or p. 0 (7) 

loc. p. 

•n. 0; loc. 0 or tr. 
D. 

MINIPUMP 11,01". 

111111.011010apirib.• 

spor. 

111111.01111•00, p.$ loc. TY. 
abash, 

0; r. tr. 0 or tr. 

111P0.11. 

1.0410.1amr1111, 

0; loc. abound. 

spor. 
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lee. tree is 
crushes 

phlai 

spor. 

0111aimo 

110A4mb 

40.0.1.M 

0001.01.• 

spore 

over. 

tr. 

0601101110 

omega 

0000.. 

ammile 

Mare 

loc. talc 

1. 

vrowalarla, 

44k 

Rnthoph only — 
1. 

bi- -5 99% 

gap. 0; loc. p. 

etave111 

glen. 0;Aar; in 
one bi—aatEiPh 
sal 

spor. 

tvrlor. 

gen. 0; r. p. 

spor. 

• p. 

• p. 

0. or loc. 
ebuad. 

r. tr. helvite 
0) 

gen. 0; loc. p. 

pa. 0; loc. p. 

...11111111, 
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sakreviptigal Quaatitithve szoressigsa 

act - actinolite abund. - abundant 

- amphibole asses*. - aeoessory 

dr -andradite e. - common, 

anthoph - anthophyllite 4a. - circa, about 

bi - biotite dom. - dominant 

di - diopeide set r. - extremely 

is - ferrosslite gen. • generally 

thst - ferrohestingsite 1. - little 

hb hornblende loc. - locally 

Wog - phlogocitts 0 .. zero, absent 

- pyroxsnoPx P. - present 

sal - *alit* prim. - primary 

tree tremolits r. - rare 

ROO. 40*eadary 

POV. - several 

Spot. sporadic 

tr. - trait* 

- more or less ubiqui ems 

ry. - very 

- ror• thaa 

4 + less than 

- questionable, uncertaia 
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:Irma* skarn 

Pyroxens skarn is, above all others, the predominant skarn of 

the district. It ranges in color from white, yellowish, or very 

pale green threugh medium green to dark green or black. Typically, 

the darn is a fine- to meatus-grained, homogeasous, massive, equiw 

granular or inequigranular, aryetalloblastio aggregate of edbhedral 

pyroxene crystals. Rarely, ma extremely faint foliation, sometimes 

visible in hand specimens, is given by alternating *ones of filler and 

coarser pyroxenes Some specimens of apparently massive *karst show 

pyroxenes with, preferred crotioal orientation but no dimensional cries-

tetioa. In general, however, the skarn appears uadeformed. Coftrse 

skarn is present only neer veins of pegmatite or quarts. 

The oolor change in the share reflects a progressive change in 

composition of the pyroxene from diapside (na .041E46 8144. through_48 

@elite to ferrosalite (0a48.64g20.87.30.6)* Oleo Nees, 1949, analyses 

35-39. PP. 662-660. The change is effected by an Jaen**, mainly 
4 2 43of Ire , Fs and Al at the expense of Si and Mg, not merely by the 

substitution of re.2 for Me. thus the tread is not directly toward 

hidenbergite, the Cape end-member, but toward a pyrimene high in Te43 

and Al as well as re42. Owing to the muted pleochroism of the *elite 

cad ferrosalite, clinepyroxeses of this type have frequently been mis-

taken for hornblende or &omit+. 

In the magsetito-bearing part of the district, diopside skarn is 

found only in the thiskor strata moss that is, those generally more than 

50 feet thick. Its gradation into calcitic marble is usually evident 
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in the field. Kimeralogtoally, the dtepsido &kern is the simplest 

variety found in the district. Characteristic associates of the &topside 

are phlegopite and primary calcite, the latter as polygonal grains 

or interstitial aggregates of polygonal grains. Ore is not known to 

occur in this variety of skarn. 

Balite and ferrosalite skarn are the most abundant and widespread 

varieties. Thin skarn stones (a few inches to 10 feet think) are usually 

made up of salite or ferrosalite with little or no carbonate, and the 

two varieties commonly dominate the thicker skarn so es, where they 

may or may not be slightly oalcareous. Though either variety 1107 

pass directly into calcitic marble, the change is usually gradational 

through diopsidic skarn. However, this transition is almost always 

layer-like; relics of lighter (diopsidic) skarn in &rater (salitic 

or ferrosalitic) Moira, or knots of darker skarn in lighter skarn, 

are extrema, rare. Wineralogically, the two varieties are more 

complex than diopside skarn (see Trble 3), and they are the preferred 

host of ore. 

Garnet *kart 

Garnet skarn appears to form a oomploto greistiosol series with 

ferrosalite skarn, though the endp.mambore are more common than inter. 

imitate varieties. All the garnet is dark, reddish-brown andradite 

(Andr60rosenklaeyr,Spessi).1 Among skarn minerals of the district 

Unpublished chemical analysis by the late Norman Davidson. 

d. S. Geological urvey. 
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it is unique, for it does not show the customary variation from an 

Te-poor toward an Ye-rich type. ./ The andradite is associated with 

Yellowish-brown grossularitic skarn has been found with sante 

skarn in Just one place out of scores of garnotiferous skarn' in the 

district. 

ferrosante (Ca49.5M126.57.24--nsim6 1949, analysis 38. p. 663), which 

it replaces initially as minute vermicular intergrowths, bead-like 

strings, veinlits. and networks. This replacement of nyroxene by 

garnet is evident in all but the most garnet-rich variety, where the 

two minerals might be interpreted as contemporanefts. Nest of the 

garnetiferous skarn has a regular or irregular planar structure, ranging 

from indistinct to e=ther pronounced, given by alternating layers 

richer and poorer in garnet. Those dark reddish-brown and dark green 

layers are highly variable in thickness as well as in garnet-pyroxene 

content. The writer believes that slight structural inhomegeneities 

in pyroxene skarn were essential for its subsequent replacement by 

garnet. Moreover, replacement took place only after the pyroxent had 

approached or reached ferrosalite in composition. At that stage, some 

ferrosalite was converted to andradite by r greatly increased access 

of iron in the form of 7043 ions, accompanied by increasing Al with 

minor Ti and Mn. 

A curious feature of some garnet skarn is the presence of ir-

regular, fist-tised aggregates of coarse calcite. locally studded with 

very coarse andradite crystals. Similar aggregates of pore or impure 
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carbonate are seldom observed in other varieties of dark 'kart. 

Garnet skarn or garnet-pyroxene skarn contains local concentra. 

Lions of sulfides and very rarely has & little magnetite, but it is 

never the host for magnetite ore. 

Amphibole skarn 

Amphibole sksrn occurs sporadically in the dittrict. It is abun-

dant in one magnetite deposit (Jayville), where both orthorhombic 

and monoclinic amphiboles are present. ilsewhere, cli hibole skarn 

alone has been recognised, and that only in minor amounts. The clino. 

amphiboles range in composition from aotinolite through 'hornblende 

to ferrohastingsite. however, aotimelite is rather rare (occurring 

locally in diopsidic skarn). and ferrohosetingelte seems Dradominant. 

The enthophyllites at Jayville show a rather limited range of *luminous, 

ferroan types. In consequence of their relatively high iron content, 

all amphibole* except the pale actinolite are distinctly green, very 

dark green, or black. The clino-amphiboles may form nearly equant 

grains, readily mistaken for pyroxene, or they may be moderately elon-

gate. The antberbYllitim are prismatic but not fibrous. 

X-ray studies by J. N. Axelrod confirm the writer's optical 

identification of the material as ortho-saphibole. 

011 hibele skarn, with or without some pyroxene. Gomm as 

knots in calcite or in dark pyroxene skarn, as thin layers (millimeters 

to feet thick) in or with dark skarn, as small masses, and as thin 

selvages between pyroxene skarn rand alAskitic (7) granite. Anthophyllite 
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sham for distinct layers in the dark skarn at Jayville. ?ha fabric 

of amphibole skarn may be random, foliated best not lineated, or distinct. 

linoatod„ As a rule, amphibole skera is coarser than the nyroxeno 

in it or associated with it. Moreover, where amphibole and pyroxene 

occur together, the amphibole is array, the younger ninerol. Though 

sous, amphibole skarn may have formed directly from carbonate rocks, 

most of it is a replacement of sarlier-formsd pyroxone skarn. Terre. 

saute was converted to ferrobastingsite by addition of Te441 , 7443, Al, 

IC, OR, and Y. It is noteworthy that the only deposit with timandant 

amobibolo skarn (Jayville) also has abundant fluorite intererews vith 

the forrobastingsits. 

Amphibelo skarn (both °lino- and ortbo-) is the host for some 

ore at Jayville, and forrobastingsite is commonly present with ferre. 

*alit* in ore from the Hardwood kill deposit. 21sowhore, magnetite 

is rarely found in amphibole skarn. Instead, the rock is likely to 

have minor amounts of sulfide*. 

Mies sicils 

A feature of some *lawns is the presence of mica as contorted, 

streaky masses, thick selvages, partings, or thin films in skarn or 

magnetite ore. The solves.* and partings are analogous to one type 

of skill, or shell, often noted by lennoscandiaa geoletillts 

'ugg', 1940, p. 16; skola, 1914, pp. 226, 259; Geiger and Magnusson, 

1944, r. 140; Rjelmqvist, 1942; Magnusson, 1940b, p. 185). 

Socks are proaineat in three magnotite deposits of the St. Lawrence 

County district (Clifton, Jayville, and Outafit), where they carry a 
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considerable part of the ore. Very minor Wale are present at several 

other deposits. All the skOle are closely associated with ore: none 

has been found in thicker sknrn zones altogether lacking in evidence 

of magnetite mineralisation. The skgle are of two truss. light and 

dark, corresponding to phlogopite and biotite, their dominant minerals. 

Both varieties of lidal are usually present in the major deposits, and 

both may be mineralised, but the biotite ticks are more abundant 

and more favored by magnetite. 

Wile range in thickness from mere films to layers several feet 

thick. Some skOls a few gm thick, occurring in ore, have their mica 

flakes perpendicular to the layerin4 of the ore; and some thicker 

Wails have a hit-or-sins (or decussate) fabric. However, the mina 

flakes in racy ticks are parallel to the layering of the rook. As 

biotite is sometimes the only visible silicate in high grade ore layers 

tens of feet thick, one may infer that these ore layers were formerly 

very thick skols. J The Jals may be distributed sporadically through 

Ruddington (personal communication) disagrees. He believes 

that the scattered biotite present In these thick ore layers represents 

some mineral (such as pyroxene) left as sporadic relics thnt were made 

over into biotite by the same solutions that deposited magnetite. 

The quantity of biotite developed would thus represent only a fie ties 

of the pyroxene formerly present. 

a thick sone of slaws and ore (Clifton, Outafit), or they may be best 

developed at the borders of the stars sone (Jayville). At Clifton 
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there is some suggestion that skgle are beet developed on the flat 

parts of prominent rolls, but this ie not always the case. 

The light tkOls, like the light *Warms. ars simple in aineralogic 

composition. (See Table ).) Some light skills contain relics of diop• 

side itnd calcite and nre more or less transitional into phlogopitic 

diopside dtars6 The phlogopite of the *Ale has a silvery appearance. 

locally with a pale greenish tinge. ixcept for its association, 

one might mistake it for muscovite. However it has the composition 

of • fluor-phlogopite: 

Unpublished chemical analysis by I. t. Oslund; R20 si 1.21 percent,J 

y = 4.54 percent. Cl a 0.11 percent. X-ray study by J. K. Axelrod con• 

firmx the writer's optical identification of the mineral as a mica. 

The dark skks are more complex is mineralogic composition, and 

some from Jayville are fluorite-rich. The biotite is green to greemith-

black, flexible but inelastic. and has two nearly perpendicular cleavages 

that cut the basal cleavage flakes. Megascoploally, it reselblee a 

chlorite lore tea it does a miss, bat it has the composition of an 

iron-rich biotite: 

1 14, *4 fq4 
("1•94'.12C1.02)(K.8011.10)(Ng2.01Ma. 1 .36 .1 ."A lea‘•022.70A11•30)°10. 

Unpublished chemicalanalysis by A. X. Oslund; H2O 4.00 percent. 

7 = 0.53 percent. Cl a 0.11 percent. X-rov study by J. M. Axelrod confirms 

the writer's optical identification of the mineral as a mica. 
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The Imo types of nice fora an essentially continuous series of 

skgls whose internediate members have not been investigated chemically. 

Comparison of the two analysed end,members shows that the cheat/vs from 

light to dark mica requires an increase in Fo+2, 103, and. Al, the seas 

major ions increasing in the oyroxene and clino-amphibole series. 

From their field relations, paragenstic sequence, and close rela. 

lion to ore, the skills appear to have developed °late* in the sequence 

of skarn formation. In this respect they agree with certain :autoe 

scaadian skills, many of which have boss attributed I. late hydrothermal 

alteration of skarn. The St. Lawrence County skils may in part be re. 

constituted ',luminous zones of the original carbonate rock, but in 

large part they probably represent sheared (/) skarn reconstituted 

by volatiles and developed slightly in advance of the magnetite min. 

eralisation. 

modified skarn 

Two main types of modified skarn are present in the district. 

One is a widely-distributed scapolitic tarn that is essentially bare. 

rem. The other, a local type characterised by quarts and petaah fel& 

spar in variable proportion, is the host of a very promising ore body. 

The writer believes that modified skarn represents earlier-forced 

skarn partly replaced by quarts, potash feldspar, or seapolite in 

variable eembiosties• 

Modified Nora. generally sospolitic 

Modified skarn of this type is found in subordinate quantity in 



almost every thick skarn sone of the district, regardless of whether 

the sons carries migmatite bodies. The modified skarn occurs as layers 

a few inches to many feet thick within dark, unmodified skarn. Localli, 

it forms discrete thick layers near the major Clown sone*, between 

younger granite and metasedimentary gneiss**. Ilsewhere it is present 

as wispy cones and thin interlayers in ...,;yroxene gneiss or granulite, 

particularly where intense local deformation affects the sequels's. 

Modified skarn tends to devolop at or near contacts between skarn and 

granite or pegmatite, though this association is not universal. 

The rock is generally dark green to black, speckled, fines to 

medium. grained. and massive. Locally, part or all of a given layer 

has a faint to prenounced planar structure. The micro-fabric of the 

rook may be uniformly polygmal-orystalloblastic or highly irregular. 

Its mineral composition is variable. Om Table 4.) Dark-green 

ferrosalite is always present, almost always accompanied by soapolitt, 

which ranges is composition from Me49 to Me74. Some petask feldspar 

generally accompanies the scapolite, and locally this feldspar is the 

one lLgist mineral present. The feldspar is untwinned or slightly 

shadowy; rarely it displays the grid structure of microcline. (See 

discussion of feldspar in mineralogy of granite gneiss ores.) A little 

primary calcite may or may not be present. Andradite garnet is often 

an accessory or major constituent, though it may be altogether lacking. 

Sphene is the characteristic accessory, locally abundant. Where the 

fabric is non-polygonal, pyroxene is seen to be sanys dowast, scapolite, 

feldspar, and 'phone are later, replacing the pyremme, part of which 
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Table 4. Approximate mineralogic composition of modified skarn*. ./ 

Generally 
scapolitic 

Kiairral skarn Modified skarn, Trembley Nsuatain 

Pyroxene gen. dom. sal or fs-18!, sal or fs.26% 60-33* 

Amphibole gen. 0; loc. 1. 0,..300 hb? -20% 

Mica 

Calcite spar. 

Garnet 0, tr., 1., 
doe. 

quarts 0; r. pl 

Potash feldspar gen. p. 

Plagioclase extr. r. "a60 

Soanolite major.r. 0 

Magnetite gen. 0 

Sulf ides p. or 0 

Graphite 

Apatite gen. p; loc. 
abund.; loc. 0 

Zircon p. or 0 

Sphene C. &COM., 

loc. Wound. 

Allanite p. or 0; loc. 
abund. 

Fluorite 0, p., loc. 
abund. 

Unknowns ? 

Chlorite r. 

Calcite (see.) 1.-spor. 

bi.p. bi-p. 

1111.111.1.11 .00i• 

rwerbillfa 410 00,01111.40 •mmia 

•1041WIll.21% 

00111111.011 20% 

P. tr. 

01.011101. MOINNIPIP 

15% 

01011116011 P• 

ilitioNOWA 

tr. Ps 

P. p. tr. 

P. 11110110.11, 1111111011011111 

p. 

emegi.ge 1111111411110, 

411110.401,. P. 

MOON' 0100.11.. 
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'Bible 4. (continued) 

Generally 
impolitic 

Mineral skarn Modified skarn, Trembley Mountain 

Spinel --. P. P. 

Zoisito ? lOPININ. P. P. 

Ipidote tr.-0 or D. ...... tr. tr. 

Punpellyite spor. tr. .1000.0 P. P. 

For abbreviations. see ftn.. Table 3. 

J All are mineralised. 
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may be altered to blue-green amphibole. Sulfides appear sporadically 

in the modified skarn, but magnetite is generally absent. Late al-

teration evidenced by small amounts of quarts, epidote, pumpellyite, 

chlorite, and calcite affects the rock locally. The necomPnaYint 

unmodified skarn commonly shows little or no trace of this later 

alteration. 

In the field, the soapolitio pyroxene skarn is readily mistaken 

for amphibolite. Area after the skarn-like character is reeognised, 

one is likely to call the rock fields *hie, rather than soapolitio. 

Color is no guide, as both light minerals may be white, gray, yellowish, 

or green. The greasy luster of soapolite, when apparent, is diagnostic. 

It is important to recognise these rocks for what they are, as the 

scapolitio sham represents a significant concentration of halidas, 

not only in the impolite itself but also in the fluorite and apatite 

that are locally abundant in it. 

Modified skara with quarts or potash feldspar 

Modified skarn with quarts, potash feldspar, and subordinate 

scapolite is the priaoipal host for ore at the Trembley Mouatain sap 

matte deposit. Similar rook occurs Tarr sparingly in the wall rocks 

of several magnetite deposits of the granite gneiss type, notably at 

Spruce Mountain Northwest, a deposit in the same general belt of meta. 

sediments as Trembler Mountain. 

At Tremblay Mountain, biotits-microcline granite gneiss an& 

associated metasediments enclose a cone of heterogeneous rocks 120 to 

300 feet thtok. The sone, mach of which is ainsralised, consists 
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of tkara, modified skarn, quarts rock, pegmatite. microcline granite 

And syenite, sodio syenite, split., and metasodinantary isetesos, 

Skarn and modified skarn constitute 40 to 65 percent of this sone, 

with modified skarn predominant. The unmodified skarn consists of 

*antic and ferrosalitic skarn with subordinate calcareous actinolite. 

diopeide skarn. By a transition that is usually gradual. the unmodi-

fied skarn loses its homogeneous aspect and becomes a modified rock 

containing quarts, feldspar, or both minimal*, to the extent of 10 to 

60 percent. $ ',onto is present locally, instead of quarts and 

feldspar. 

The modified skarn is almost always composed of dark-green 

pyrihole and white, gray or pale-green folsics. Light-green skarn 

may show thread-like. ramifying quartz veinlets with *base borders, 

but that is the indent of the modification. 

Dark skarn, in contrast, become veined, flecked, speckled, *ad 

blotched by felsics. Wispyaid patchy areas of light minerals appear. 

Occasionally, the felsias are scattered rather evenly throughout the 

skarn, but tyuically the modified rock is distinctly heterogeneous. 

In many plumps, a crudely-foliated, migmatitic rock is developed. Some-

tines the felsics spread out between adjacent layers, transocting. 

engulfing, and displacing the Intervening safics. Replacement augen 

develop. Sleewhere, the alternation of light and dark laminae is more 

regular and the boundaries sharp. Masses of quarts rock, pegmatite, 

And green granitic rocks--in part contaminated—aro interspersed tbrough. 

out the modified skarn. in many places, the modification of the *arm 
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has proceeded outward from these layers of felsic rocks. However, 

the relation is not universal. for in other places skarn that borders 

the felsic rocks is affected slightly. or not at all. 

Because the quarts and feldspar present in modified skarn are so 

similar in appearance, it is impracticable, or even impossible. to 

estimate their rel4tive r,ronortion in tne field. Wherever the two 

are easily distinguishable, their relations toward the skarn are seen 

to be identical. In addition. it is clear that the quarts-feldspar 

ratio in the messes, thin layers. patches, and knots of felsics is 

highly variable. 

The writer internrets the megescopic evidence as indicating 

netasomatic replacement of skarn by quarts and feldspar. 1.egrettably. 

the microscopic evidence does not always confirm such an interprets. 

ties, though it by no means denies it. The conflicting evidence is 

noted below. 

The microfabric of modified skarn is variable. Commonly. the 

rook has an inequigranular or fine-grained and win/granular texture. 

a taint or crude foliation. and polygonal or rounded grains. In eon. 

trust, other specimens of the rock show coarse, interlocking leaves 

of quarts that appear to have replaced pyroxens. Potash feldspar, when 

present. may show a similar habit. the quarts and feldspar have shadows. 

both tyres of microfabrio-.polygonal-crystalloblastic and *replacements 

leaves are shown by rocks that leek identical in, band specials and 

msgasoepioally show felsic minerals replacing skarn. 

Xatimates of the mineral composition of representative specimens 
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of modified skarn are given in Table 4, nos. 2, 3, 4. Ome mar consider 

that the "end-members" have either quarts or feldspar as the sole 

Mimic, while intermediate members have varying proportions of the two. 

po attempt is made in Table 4 to give Wan= asmininimms values for the 

felsics, as the gradational nature of modified skar* has already been 

emphasised. Seapolitio skarn, megascopieally very difficult to recap. 

nise, is certainly less abundant thaa the quarts-feldspar tram but 

not infrequent. 

essential minerals of modified skern are salitic or ferrosalitic 

clinonyroxene and a :oleic mineral. ilms-groaa er brown-green amphibole 

is as additional essential constituent in more than half the specimens 

studied, and some mineralisation of the rock is so characteristic that 

magnetite night well be considered essential too. Some quartz-rich 

modified skarn has a little orthopyroxene. The feldspar, where present, 

is the untwinned potash variety, accompanied by a very little altered 

plagioclase. Accessories are brown mica, apatite, zircon, allanite, 

sphene, magnetite (where not present as an essential), aad sulfides. 

Apatite, zircon, *inanity', sad migmatite are almost mblelitous; the 

rest are sporadic. Secondary miasrals, also sporadic. somprise chlorite, 

carbonate, sericite, imitate, and pumpellyite. Locally, some clino. 

pyroxene has been partly converted to secondary amphibole, 
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Sk.arn ores 

General characteristics 

The skarn ores are replacement bodies of nagastiti in skarn or 

calcitic marble. host of the ore in major deposits of this type is 

is the skarn itself, with subordinate magaatite in Tarble. Deposits 

exclusively in marble appear to be rare aad, commercially insignificant. 

Magnetite deposits in skarn are generally °impact, small te moderate 

in else, highly variable in grade, and complex in structure. Often 

they contain layers of high•grade ore accowanied by modkom- and low• 

grade ore, but as a class they are characterised by compact...rather 

than diffuse—mineralisation. 

Magaetite is the only ore mineral in the skara deposits. It is 

accompanied by variable but generally small amounts of sulf ides, 

chiefly pyrite and pyrrhotitis. Details of the metallic minerals and 

their oaragenetic sequence are discussed separately. The associated 

nonometallice that sake up the gangue are merely the unreolaced minerals 

of the skarn and skgls described in the preceding section. Among these 

rocks the ore shoe* a marked preference for pyroxene skim and biotite 

sk81. Chioritisation is slightly mere common and more extensive in 

mineralised skarn, bat in most places eves this alteration is still 

extremely mild. Rarely, a bit of stilpsomelaas (?) accompanies magnetite 

in ore-bearing pyroxene skarn. However, the ma4or skimps attendant 

on mineralisation havO takes place Nithig the lattice of the individual 

skarn minerals, developing more iron-rich and more alaminous varieties 

from initially simpler members of the species. 
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Oontacts between ore and wall rock are generally sharp. In places, 

the skarn for several feet adjoining the main magnetite layer, or 

at a distance of several feet below it, may have thin parallel mac-

netite stringers or--very infrequently-.a little uniformly disseminated 

magnetite, commonly with considerable sulfides. Nevertheless, "assay 

walls" hre generally lacklaci one is in ore or in wall rock, with no 

teasing transitions. 

Description of typical ore 

Three main grades of cre are recognisable, and each has a fairly 

distinct appearance. Righ-grade ore (more than 50 percent magnetic 

Ye) consists of magnetite with scattered grains or very small aggregates 

of green to darks-green pyroxene or white, gray, or yellowish calcite. 

Dark-green mica may be present as fine, scattered flakes or thin, con• 

tinuous films. harely. very email aggregates or thin layers of dark• 

green or black amphiboles are seen. The magnetite and impurities are 

really adWrefates of reuelaY iquigranular, polygonal grains a few 

millimeters in diameter. Moreover, mush of the megamoopically pure 

magnetite has scattered crystals or fine aggregates of the same imuuri-

ties. only the relative proportions being different. Very rarely, 

one finds almost pure magnetite (less than one 'percent silicates) 

madd up of diversely-oriented polygons of magnetite one-halt to 

three-quarters cis in diameter. The coarse texture is readily visible 

in hand specimen*, bat the differing orientation of the grains man be 

seen achy after the ore has been sawn or polished. 
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Though the individual magnetite grains are polygonal And locally 

rather fine, the ore is firm and compact. *Shot ore* of the type 

found in some magnetite deposits is rare in this district. 

Medium.grade ore (35 to 50 percent magnetic 7e) consists of 

layers rich in magnetite alternating with layers rich in dark pyroxene, 

biotite, or—rarely..amphibole, locally with a little calcite. The 

individual layers are commonly a quarter of an inch to several inches 

in thickness, rather poorly defined, sad highly variable within the 

limits noted. The layers are crudely tabular but irregular in detail. 

Typical specimens of lows-grade ore (20 to 35 Dement magaetio 

Pe) are harder to find. They are similar in character to the medium. 

grad, ore, but the magnetite layers tend to be thinner, more sharply 

defined, and more uniform in thickness. $one specimens with biotite 

are remarkably platy; others show small.soale crenulation. 

Obviously, ore as mined may include the three types described 

and some barren partings as well. two or more discrete ore layers 

separated by barren or weakly.mineralised rock may be considered for 

mining mirposee as one 'ore sone* carrying material of reduced grade. 

A point to be noted, however, is the almost complete absence of unit• 

foray disseminated, relatively unlayered magnetite giving low-grade 

ore or mineralised rook. Locally one finds marble with small, seat 

tered, asoshoid patches of magnetite; bat skarn or Male containing 

disseminated magnetite are rere indeed. 

suiridee se7 or ger net accompany any of the ore types Just de• 

scribed. emir occurrence seems entirely sporadic, 
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Preferred hest of ore 

'or the district as a whole, oolitic or ferrosalitic pyrex*** 

skarn is the preferred host of ore. The range in composition of the 

pyroxene from ore layers )9 from Feu to 7030 , but there is a pro-

nounced clustering in the range from feu to P025. The host next prom 

'erred is a idea generally the dark, biotitio variety. the third 

host rook appears to be marble, though it may be that ore showing relict 

calcite granules has actually replaced a calcareous nyroxene skarn, 

selecting pyromme in preference to carbonate. (The scarcity and *mall 

tine of deposits exclusively in marble has previously been noted.) 

The fourth host is ferrobestingsite skarn, with or without relict ferrem 

saute. At a given deposit, the above order may or may not obtaim. 

At Jayville, for exannle. mien skgls and xshibole skarn are preferred 

above %frozen* skarn. The general regional order of preference, how. 

ever, is often the one that obtains in an individual thin section. 

Here, for example, magnetite replaces pyrexeRe cad idea is preference 

to calcite; and nyroxene seems generally preferred above mice or 

amphibole. 

Some varieties of skarn are uefinitely unfavorable hosts for ore. 

These include diopsidic skarn, highly ferrosalitic skarn, andradite 

skarn, and scapolitic skarn with pyroxene or pyroxene and garnet. 

J Scarolitic pyroxene *kora serves locally as the host of ore at 

the modified skarn deposit of Trembley Mountain. 

On the other hand, andradite skarn, and highly ferrosalitic pyroxene 
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skarn with ferrobestingsite. nay carry concentrations of sulfides. 

Ladradite skarn with sone ferroselite locally contains K very 

little migmatite. Thin sections of such material show magnetite to be 

younger than both pyroxene and garnet but definitely favoring pyroxene 

for replacement. nowever, no concentrations of magnetite occur in andre. 

dite skarn. This seems to be a rale among pre.Cambrian skarn deposits 

of magnetite. (See, for example, Bugg.. 1940, p. 100; Oeijer. 1936, 

p. 153; geijer and Magnusson, 1944, pp. 144.145.) A notable exception 

familiar to the writer is the Sulphur Rill deposit, Andover district, 

New Jersey (Si.. and Leonard, in preparation), where magnetite replaces 

andradite skarn in preference to other skarn varieties. 

Space relations of skars ores 

The broader features of the distribution of magnetite deposits 

with respect to gra nite masses and regional structure have already been 

noted. Let us now consider sone of the space relations of the individual 

skarn ore deposits. 

The wall rooks immediately enclosing the mein ore-bearing skarn 

sone* fall into two groups* granitic rooks and metasedimentary rocks. 

The grenitic rocks include alaskite, microcline granite gneiss, born. 

blends or hornblende-pyroxene syenite (a contaminated facies of hornblende. 

nieroperthite granite). nedium-grained hornblende granite gneiss with 

local nugen structurs, phncoidal granite gneiss with metasedimentary 

interlayers, and rare soda granite. The metasedimentary rocks include 

pyroxene-quarts-feldspar gneiss and granulites (locally with thin marble 

interlayers), and rare biotite-euarts-plagioclas• gneiss. The grenitio 



	

rock may form the footwall, the haagimg wall, or both walls of the akar* 

zone. There is no association of skarn with a particular veal rock, 

though the combination alaskite-pyroxene poise is rather common. One 

must also keep in mind that ail the deposits are within 500 feet of at 

least one significant granite mass. 

The average thickness of the main ore-bearing :kers seams ranges 

from 45 feet to more than 240 feet. The thickness of the main skarn 

sone is highly variable at some individual deposits: 12 to more than 

200 feet at Clifton (average 100 feet or more), less than 5 to 150 feet 

or more at Jayville (average 75 to 90 feet), 65 to 175 feet at Bra*, 

Brook (average 120 feet). At other deposits, less well known from drill-

tag, thickness seems less variable: 40 to 50 feet at Iardwood Mill. 

166 to more than 310 feet at Uutafit. Some of these deposits have 

minor skarn zones in addition to one large one that carries all or most 

of the ore. Tor each deposit as a whole, it is safe to say that the 

zwgnetite never nicks a thin skarn sone to the exclusion of a thick one. 

However, one sometimes finds along a given drilled section that the main 

ore in the main sone is lacking or very thin, whereas a minor skarn son• 

in the hlineing or footwall continues to carry magnetite, perhaps even 

increasing in quantity or grade. 

The ore is always thinner than the skarn zone that carries it, 

but otherwise there is no correlation between the thickness of the 

main 'bark sone and the ore it contains. The amount of skarn replaced 

by Saimpable" ore rouges from 8 percent to 70 percent. Among the most 

promising deposits it is 25 percent or more. 
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The distribution of sials within the skarn zones has been discussed 

in the section on "'Ales . The distribution of marble requires comment. 

Marble layers. partly silicated with pyroxen*, mica, etc., are found 

sporadically within most of the main skarn smuts mad as layers with 

or without skarn in minor sone* above or below the male skarn sone*. 

Thes* marble layers mice in thickness from a fraction of an inch to 

several feet, rarely reaching 40 feet. As previously► noted, they often 

grade into skarn. They► may or may not be partly mineralised. ?bay 

have no content •tratigraphie position within skarn scones, and their 

distribution even in a given deposit is likely to be erratic, due to 

flowage of plastic marbly or to varying intensity of silication. The 

main ore layers bear no constant relation to the marble. In contrast, 

it has frequently been noted for ore deposits in contact-metamorphic 

aureoles that the ore lies on the limestone side of the silicate cones. 

(e.g., Uspleby, 1916.) 

Position of ors within the main skarn some 

The ore may be confined to a single Layer. locally with one or 

more minor mttignotito-beAring zones too thin or too poor in grade to 

constitute ore; or it may be present as two principal layers with sab• 

ordinate Layers of no economic importance. Commonly the two layers 

differ in grade. ?be position of the main ore layer or layers within 

the shard is highly variable. If a single Layer is present, it may be 

near the too, middle, or base of the nolo shams some. If two layers 

are present, ono is likely to be in the upper half of the skarn sone and 

one in the lever half, but the two any► be in the middle of the sone. 



 

Locally, two layers mmy coalesce to give ore throughout the skarn zone, 

leaving a little unmineralised skara at top wad bottom'. 

The rosition of the ore varies not only from one deposit to 

another; it may also be highly variable within a given delvsit. The 

Clifton ore body, part of which is well known from drilling and stopinc, 

shows a high degree of complexity. Here the position of the ore varies 

along the strike and, locally, down the dip of the folded skarn sone. 

In very general terms, the ore is usually in the lower half *ad rarely 

at the top, but it mey be anywhere. Locally, it replaces almost the 

whole skarn sone. Taxcept in the area where aeta4tabase is abundant. 

the main ore layer tends to have the same general etratigraphic post• 

tion within the skarn along a given cross section, but it varies (roughly 

serially) from section to section along the ore body. If we view thise 

cross sections in sequence from northeast to southwest, we find that the 

ore moves from the middle to the lower half of the main skara sone, conm 

times roughly in the lever half for about ROO feet, rises to the middle 

of the skarn, and becomes highly erratic where motadiabase hes intruded 

the skarn sone. Here prominent splits are commonly present in the ore. 

Per examples a single ore layer near the bottom of the skarn some at 

elevation 800 (se sad level) may lie in the middle of the sone from 

elevation 900 to elevation 950, split into two or more distinct layers 

at elevation 970 (below first level), and continue upward with one or 

two layers in the upper third of the skarn sone and one layer close to 

the base. Frequently the pattern is much more complex than this. Yet 

throughout the nine 
the continuity of any single layer of magnetites 
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even a very thin one, is remarkable. In addition to rising, falling. 

and splitting within the skarn zone, the ore thickens and thins along 

the strike, giving a complicated pattern indeed. 

It is clear that the skarn ores, thouch essentially conformnble 

to the outlines of the skarn sone, ay show in detail a markedly trans-

gressive relation AIWA the zone to which they are confined. Locally. 

magnetite veinlets cut across the contact between skarn and other rocks. 

Near the floor of the Clifton pit, between omen *topes 9 and 11, magne-

tite veinlets pees from the hanging-wall contact of the ore body urverd 

into an irregular layer of contaminated granite that cuts the skarn. 

This minor feature is signifiennt in showing that, on a very small scale, 

the amesetite locally passes outside its normal bounds. 

Grade and. Ilse of ore bodies 

The grade of a number of ore bodies has been determined by drill-

ing, but no adequate information on reserves is available. Some idea 

of the expectable site of the deposits is indicated by the length of 

their magnetic anomalies and the thickness of ore in the exploratory 

drill boles. This inform&tion sea 1e supplemented by our knowledge 

of the Clifton deposit, the only skarn magnetite body now being mined. 

The inferred length of the most oromising magnetite deposits in 

skarn is sore than 800 feet to less than 4.000 feet--generally about 

1,000 feet to 2.000 feet or less. The average thickness of ore ranges 

from 30 feet to 65 feet for ore assaying 30 to +4 z)ercent magnetic Ve. 

Within a 40-foot sone of ore assaying; 42 nercent tv.‘inetic 70, there may 

be several layers of 60-pereent ore, some barren partings, and some 



40-percent ore. ilsewhere in the same ore body, a similar thickness of 

ore may be essentially uniform in grade. At Outafit, within the 65-foot 

thickness of ore assaying 27.1-30.7 percent magnetic re, there are rare 

layers of high-grads ore 2 to 10 feet thick, some layers of medium-grade 

ore 10 to 15 feet thick, some low-grade ore, and a good deal of almost 

barren skara (data from heed and. Cohan, 1947, and core logs of U. S. Geo-

logical Survey). The individual high-grade layers might not be worth sep-

arate extraction, but the thicx, heterogeneous some constitutes low-grade 

ore of some promise. Locally at Clifton, the ore 2040 consisted of more 

than 50 feet of 50-percent ore. The highest-grade parts of such layers 

were initially shipped as lump ore. 

Little is known concerning the depth of the ore deposits, for none 

of them has been adequately explored. Again, if we look to Clifton for 

a clue, we find that the ore there has already been wholly or partly 

*toped through a vertical distance of more than 40C feet, equivalent to 

a *mining height" or "dip.leniths of more than 600 feet. The total pro-

duction of concentrates and subordinate lump ore from that mine from its 

opening late in 1942 thrlugh 1949 was about a million tons (estimate by 

the writer from figures oublishet by Limey and others). 

Besides the most promising deposits considered above, the district 

contains a number of presumably smaller magnetite bodies inferred to 

be 500 to 1,000 feet in length. A few of these have been rArtly exe. 

plored by drilling, which shows 5 to 15 feet of ore generally assaying 

40 to 4' *meat gavotte Fe. Melly, the district has a number of 

apparently worthless prospects a*d magnetic anomalies lose than 500 feet 

in length. The figures suffice to show the considerable range in Ilse 
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and grade for skarn ores in the district. 

The following table, based on rxther scanty data, Jgives some 

J Principally from Millar, 1947. and Reed and Cohan, 1947. 

idea of the character of the crude skarn ores. 

assays (weight percent) for several representative skarn ores 

Total Ye Mainetic Ye 

29.4.59,7 27.1.44 0.01-0.15 0.11-3.37 0.27-0.31 
(generally (generally (generally 
37-46) 30-44) 0.1-0.6) 

Chemical character of the ores 

The skarn ores of the district are characterised lor high Ye, low Ma. 

moderate $102, low P and Ti, rather low but variable 8, moderate Ca *ad 

Mi. low I, M, and Al (Al is moderate in skiil ores), and locally high r. 

All the recoverable Ps is in the form of sun tits. J A little soluble. 

lismatite found sporadically in several skim deposits, is a 

secondary mineral developed by supergeno (I) alteration. See section 

on 'alteration". 

*ow-magnetic Ye is yielded by pyroxenes (ftuddington, personal communicam 

tioa); tkis Is is meit recoverable. Iron contributed by pyrrhotite is 

generally negligible; it is concentrated angnetically, but the accompav-

ing sulfur burns out as the concentrate is sintered. Ma sad ?i are 

present in the dark silicates ferrosalite, ferrohastingelts, mad biotite. 

and perhaps locally in the magnetite lattice itself. Rarely. ?I is 

,resent as exsolution blades in magnetite. 
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Several statements concerning the minor constituents, made rather 

baldly, are sulynorted by the evidence now at hrind. Mowever, to the 

writer's knowledge, no thorouch chemical, aineralogic, and methllo— 

graphic study has been made on suites of ores, concentri te*. and gangue. 

Until such a study is carried out, certain statements regarding Ti aad 

Mn should be accented with reservation. 

Granite gneiss ores 

General chs.ractoristics 

The gri,nite gneiss ores are replacement bodies of iron oxides 

in icrociine grpnite gneiss and associated metecedimentary gneiss**. 

Both magnetite and hematite are present, accompknied by sporadic and 

generally negligible amemats of sulfides. Until recently, magnetite 

was the only recoverable ore mineral, but with the successful completion 

of experimental work at Benson Mines (Webb and Fleck, 1950) hematite 

has also become an ore mineral. All the hematite is crystalline, rather 

than errthp►, and much of it is primary (in the sense that the accompany 

ing magnetite is primary). However, martite pseudomorphous after magi. 

ratite also occurs. 

Granite gneiss ores constitute deposits of moderate, large, or very 

large rise, uniformly low grace, and remarkable continuity. Though 

in detail they show many minor variations, they have a broad general 

uniformity and con'istengy that contrast strongly with features of the 

skarn ores. In 'articular, the mineralisation is diffuse but persistent. 

The mineralised zones are generally conformable to the contacts between 
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lithologic or sstratigrFp)Ac" units, but on scales that ere extremely 

large or extremely small they transect these contacts. Often the miaow 

eralised tones are not sharply limited; material of ore grade passes 

outward through sub-ore into weakly mineralised rock. In places, one 

wall is well defined and the other is as "assay wall". (At Benson 

Mines, for example, the hhnging wall is sharp end the footwell is 

gradational. See Tillinghnst, 1948, p. 28.) 

Introduction of the iron oxides has been accompanied by bleaching 

of the host rock, changes in phase or composition of the minerals of 

the host, and introductibn or concentration of minerals containing Mn. 

P, 7, and other elements. In places, late hydrothermal alteration 

has affected this ores and wall rooks, leaching them and depositing pyrite, 

chlorite, apatite, epidote, pumpellyite, and seolites. 

The mineralogy and paragenesis of the metallic. and late hYdrethermal 

ninerals ars treated separately. The section immediately following 

teals with general features of the granite gneiss ores. 

Description of typical ore 

Typical granite gneiss ore is a foliated rook in which thin layers 

rich in iron oxides alternate with thin layers rich in light.colored 

silicates. The layering is rather crud. and irregular but generally 

recognisable. Locally it is sharply defined. The layers rich in iron 

oxides range from one-eighth of an inch to an inch or more in thickness. 

Often they are one-quarter to one-half inch thick, separated by slightly 

thicker or thinner layers rich in silicates. Within the recognisable 

layered structure there any be a less obvious netlike distribution of 
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magnetite grains and small ameebeld patch**, blurring sad softening the 

outline of the layers. some dark-greasy, highly garnetiferous varieties 

appear homogeneous except for slight variations in the concentration of 

garnet. In general, both regularly laminated and regularly disseminated 

types of ore are rare. Locelly the metallic* are distributed ac clots 

or gobs, trailed by finer grains, in a very crudely layered pattern. 

In some places, the metallios fora distinct cross-cutting veinlets or 

irregular networks in the host. 

Where magnetite predominates, the metallic is black. ;Where hem. 

tite predominates. the **tall:10 has a dark bluish cast. Sporadic grains, 

small clusters, or veinlets of sulfides may actioapany the iron oxides. 

Pyrite and pyrrhotite are commonly represented, chalcopyrite is sparse, 

molybdenite is infrequent, and boraite is extremely rare. 

Ia addition to the iron oxides and incidental sulfides, one 

usually recognises Apart*, feldspar, snd one or more of the following: 

black biotite, dark-red garnet, colorless, white, or yellowish silli. 

tanite, and (rather seldom) dark-green pyroxesm. often the dark silt. 

cats* are clustered with the metallic* sad only sparingly present in the 

felsic layers. The felsics themselves are commonly green, gray, yellow-

ish, or white, bat locally distinctly pinkish. In general, bleaching 

of the feldspar is sore pronounced in low-grade ore and less pronounced 

or lacking in sub-ore or weakly mineralised rock. The bleached feld. 

spar mey be glassy in appearance and almost iadistinguishable from quarts. 

Koreover, the proportions of quarts and feldspar tre highly variable. 

Most of the ore is fine. or sdiva. grained. In places, magnetite 
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replaces coarse granite or syenite pegmatite, but coarnonly (f) there is 

less magnetite in thin pegmatite seams than in the body of the granite 

gneiss host. 

While on. may IP,. able to fine a hand specimon of typical ore, the 

grade of the material is so variable in detail that one usually needs 

to see a very large slab, a working face, or a series of drill cores 

to know what typical ore looks like. High-wade ore more than a few 

inches thick is virtually unknown from the granite gneiss ore deposits, 

and medium-grads ore is sparse or rare. The material now sizeable 

has about 20 to 32 percent re and averages close to 25 percent or slight-

ly less. As previously noted. the ore is transitional through sub-ore 

(perhaps 12 to 20 percent Po) into weakly mineralised rock. Further 

details are giro* under "grade and rise of ore bodies*. 

Magnetite is th. dominant iron oxide, almost invariably *coos. 

panted by a little hematite. Hematite concentrations are so far know* 

only at Peoson Mines and the ?nrish deposit (a modified granite gneiss 

ore described below). 

Preferred host of ore 

In general, granite gneiss ores are confined to the biotitic and 

sillimanitic facies of microcline granite gneiss, though locally the 

pyroxenic facto• serves fts the host for part of the ore in a gives dm 

posit. As a rule, hematite ore is closely associate* with the 

manitic facies, thou41 that rock mar contain apkgnstite as well. Ore is 

not Known to occur in hornblendo-microcline granite gneiss. A desorir. 

tic* of the several facies of microelims granite gneiss was given in the 
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section on rocks of the district. The highly variable character of 

the gneiss, and the presence of metasedimentary relies, was pointed 

out. Buddington (1948) developed the hypothesis that the microclin* 

granite visit's** are is large part the result offponitisation of meta• 

sediments and amphibolite. 

Subordinate layers of metasedimentary gullies** within, adjacent 

to, or neer the mineralised sheets of heterogeneous microcline granite 

gneiss may also be mineralised with iron oxides, giving a wide variety 

of possible host rocks. The metasedimentary gneiss*, are principally 

biotitic and pyroxenic gneiss** somewhat modified by introduced potash 

feldspar. However, indepen6 nt ore bodies exclusively in such gneiss*. 

have not been found in the district: to be significantly mineralised, 

the 'meioses must be part of a heterogeneous aicrooline ,ratite gneiss 

sheet. 

Locally, pyroxeae skarn or migmatitic pyroxene skarn adjFcent to 

or near a mineralised granite gneiss sheet may be replaced by a minor 

or significant euaatity of magnetite. Such skarn is likely to be a 

typo slightly modified by quarts, potash feldspar, or both these miner• 
of 

ale. However, a laggE4oagnetite mineralisatioa in skurn is the general 

rule in the immediate neighborhood of granite gneiss ores. ?or examole, 

at the Jarvis Bridge deposit layers of pyroxene skarn in the hafting 

gad footwalls within 100 feet of the ore-bearing granite gneiss sheet 

are =mineralised except at Role 8, where migmatitie skarn at the foot• 

wall of the ore zone Gerries eons magnetite. At the Spruce Aountain 

Northwest ore body, a 33..foot layer of migmatitic pyroxene skarn 8 feet 
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below ore in Hole 9 is completely barren. Ia Role 5 at this same de-

posit. 30 feet of salitic pyroxene skarn 42 feet above the upper ore 

sone carries sporadic pyrite and chalcopyrite but not magnetite. The 

avoidance of skarn by magnetite at granite gneiss ore deposits is both 

startling and provocative. 

Perhaps the following summary will give a clearer picture of the 

occurrence of granite gneiss ores, The ore deposits occur in sheets 

of heterogeneous microcline granite gneiss enclosed in a series of meta-

sediments. They show a marked preference for the biotitia fqciee or 

the sillimanitic facies of the granite greiss, both of which may occur 

together, with or without garnet. (Crystalline hematite ofter shows a 

strong preference for the sillimanitic facies.) Locally, a pyroxenic 

facies may carry part of the ore. Incidental layers and relics of meta-

sedimentary rocks my also serve as the host of ore, but these ore 

always subordinate. The mineralisation has tended to avoid skarn or 

its derivatives. 

The granite glades shoots that carry ore range is thickness from 

38 feet to more than 575 feet. C. sal? taw thiiikamem is about 100 

to 300 feet or less. For a given deposit, the thickness may be roughly 

constant, but it is usually variable. The ore-bearing -cart of the 

sheets constitutes 4 to 30 neroent or more of the total thickness. Oae 

or more distinct ore sones may be recognizable. In addition to ore 

averaging about 25 percent Fe, there is alwE41 some weakly mineralised 

rock and sub-ore. 

The metasedimentary rocks enclosing the granite gneiss sheets 
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include many varieties. Mowever, at several deposits (Jervis Bride., 

Spruce mountain, Parish, and perhaps others) the immediate wall rocks 

and much of the remaining metasedimentary sequence are dominantly pyroxenic. 

(Thin zones of biotite gneis, may or mny not separate the pyroxenie 

metasediments from microclime granite gneiss.) Yet the granite gneiss 

sheets themselves contain relict layers mostly of biotite gneiss, to-

gather with varietal minerals derived therefrom. It seems clear that 

the granite gneiss sheets have been emplaced in biotitic sons enclosed 

by pyrogenic rocks. Perhaps this localisation of the granite gneiss 

sheets was due to the greater fissility of the biotite gneiss, as well 

as to its more favorable chemical composition. An alternative hypothesis.« 

that the biotite within granite gneiss sheets his resulted from the re-

constitution of ryroxenam.is entirely unsupported by field or petro-

graphic evidence. 

Scattered thin sheets of microclim, granite gneiss are Dresent 

in the wall rocks that enclose the main sheets. The subsidiary layers 

may or opy mot Ns appreciably mineralised. They have no 1,C011011a0 

sisaitioaaeo. 

Locally (at Skate Greet, for example). the main microcline 

granite gneiss sheets come within a few feet of hornblende-microperthite 

granite. Ilsewhere the sheets are as much as 0.3 mils from the hornblende 

granite or its equivelent gneiss. Moreover, all the ore deposits in 

micrecline granite gneiss are within 0.4 ails of alaskite or its equivalent 

gneiss (ganerally within 0.2 mils). 

The position of ore within the granite gneiss sheet varies from 
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one deposit to another end usually vp.ries in any single deposit. The 

ore bodies appear to be continuous. not lenticular. to at leskst one 

deposit (Jarvis Bridge), the variable position of the ore gives rise 

to an undulating ore body within the granite gneiss sheet. in addi• 

Lion to. or along with, this internal variation, the mineralised sone 

may transect the borders of the granite gneiss sheet. (See below.) 

Possibly. undulation and transaction of rook contacts are also charae-

teristic features of the granite poise sheets themselves. 

Discordant relations 

Ore bodies in granite gneiss are in the mein concordant, bat they 

also exhibit local discordance. For purposes of prospecting. exploring. 

and developing the ore bodies. it is well to emphasise the domimamt 

feature of concordance. Yet from the gen.tic viewpoint. the local dis-

cordance mey be highly significant. 

Discordant relations are apparent in very large or very small 

samples of the ore bodies. Os samples of intermediate sire. concordance 

is the more impressive feature. in some polished sections and small 

hand specimens, the ore minerals have a crude planar structure that 

makes as angle of 5 to 15 with the sharply-defined foliation of the 

host rock. llsewhere, the ore minerals have a net-like or meshwork 

pattern partly controlled by foliation in the host and partly independent 

of that etrusture. row drill cores or polished sections show a rigorous 

parallelism of the metallic, and noamswitallios, though the parallelism 

"improves as the concentration of ore minerals increases. 
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Some outcrops show veinlsts of magnetite, an inch wide and several 

inches long, splitting off from rather regular maanetite seams at an 

angle of 45° or so. These veinlets transect the planar structure of 

the host rook before they peter out lr join up with other seams parallel 

to the dominant foliation. 

Undulation of ore bodies within the enclosing giinito gneiss has 

already been mentioned. Ia addition, real or apparent transaction of 

the contacts of the granite gneiss sheets is a feature of several 

mognitite bodies, including Union Deorlick Rapids, Jarvis Bridge. 

Skate Greek, and Spruce Mountain. 

At Skate Creak, the ore-bearing Dart of the mineralised zone lies 

along the contact between biotite.wicrocline granite gneiss (locally 

sillimmaitie 'na gnrnetiferous) and underlying pyroxenic rocks (in. 

eluding pyroxeno-microclino granite gneiss, pyrozeae greiss, and skarn). 

If, at it appears. this contact between two recognizable and very dif-

ferent rock types is essentially a continuous surface, then the ore• 

bearing part of the zone warps gently back and forth across the contact. 

At both ends of the 7,000.foot belt, most of the ore is is pyroxenic 

rocks, with subordinate mineralisation in the overlying granite gneiss; 

but in the middle of the belt, most of the ore is above er straddling 

the contact. The maximum "stratigraphic distance" tromeected by the 

ore zone is ^bold 25 feet. However, the horisomtal distance over which 

the transgression takes plans is 1.300 to 2,50C feet. Thus the angle 

of transaction is extrenely small-mabout one-half to one degree. 

At the Spruce Mountain Northwest ore body, Pole 9 cut ore in 
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pyroxene gneiss 75 feet stratigraphically above the usual base of the 

granite gneiss unit that carries the ore. Unless the pyroxene gneiss 

represents an isolated lens within the granite gneiss, the top of the 

lower mineralised tone has cut across 75 feet of host rook in a horizontal 

distance of 500 to 600 feet (to adjacent holes 6 and 7, respectively). 

giving an angle of discordance of about 80. Somewhat similar relations 

obtain at Deerlick Rapids (heed and Cohen, 1947, p. 9) and Jarvis Bridge. 

John ma*. (1944, personal communication) told the writer that the 

ore sone on the east limb of the Benson kines structure migrates some 

feet fro one lithologic unit to another over a strike distance of 

several thousand feet• 

•11 the above examples of barge-scale discordance can also be 

explained by lensing, boudinage, certain types of minor folding, and 

other moans. Clearly, the discordance is slight (loss than 10°); 

discrete, cis/trip-defined 'shear zones" are lacking; and the data on 

which discordance is based are meager. Nevertheless, the mineralised 

zones do shift position within the enclosing host rocks, and they do 

give the appearance of transecting the contacts between their customAry 

host and customary wall rocks. 4hether these features are indicative 

of obscure but through•going zones of deformatien. only detailed informs. 

tion can make clear. 

Mineralogy of host rook and gangue 

In the initial stages of mineralisation, the siorocline granite 

gneiss's show no significant change in mineralogy except for a slight 

increase in their qoantity of iron oxides. As mineralisation increases 



is intensity, marked chews take place in the concentration, phase, 

or composition of minerals previously preseat, and, locally, new miaerals 

mike their appearance, The several facies of ticrooline granite galas. 

have been described earlier, and additional mineralogic Information is 

found in buddington (1948). 

One of the easily-recognised outward signs of ohmage is the bleach-

ing of the host rock. Roughly. this bleaching increases in intensity 

as the host rock esquires more iron oxides, but there are mamy local ex. 

captions. Moreover, bleaching of any one of the granitic rocks of the 

district a. also take place where the rocks come against amphibolite. 

skara, or limestone. (See for example Prucha, 1949; ()lashing, 1910; mad 

Laitekari. 1920.) nowever, the Waage of pink potash feldspar to a grey, 

green yellowish, or colorless variety seems characteristically related 

to mineralisation. It is generally effected by the conversion of micro.. 

cline to as untwinned potash feldspar (see below), though locally the 

microcllas itself merely shames color. The bleaching nor take place 

without any significant change in the mineralegic composition of the 

host rode, but changes in mineral content are likely to accompany the 

bleaching. 

Changes in concentration of minerals 

The principal silicates in the host are quarts and potash feldspar. 

Their ratio is highly variable in ore-bearing rocks.mnoh more variable 

than in the unnineralised equivalent. Generally, both minerals are 

present. but either may be found almost to the complete exclusion of 

the other. Plagioclase is rare or absent. Whom present, it is usually 
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highly sericitised or altered to chlorite and clay minerals, even when 

the accompanying potash feldspar is entirely fresh. Possibly some 

of the altered "plagioclase is cordierits (of. Lple„ 1935. p. 87), 

though this mineral has not been identified by the writer. Scapolite, 

generally altered, is a rare constituent of some ore. 

Accompanying the felsic minerals are one or more of the following 

varietal aineralst garnet, biotite, sillimaaite, pyroxene, or amphibole. 

Garnet, biotite, and sillimanite occur singly or together. Pyroxene 

(rather infrequent) may be accompanied by biotite or a little blue 

amphibole. Very small amounts of blue amphibole mar be present locally 

in biotitic rocks that lack garnet and sillimenite; however, granite 

gneiss ores containing amphibole as the sole varietal mineral are um. 

known to the writer. Accessory minerals are apatite, al]anite, and siroon, 

all of which are likely to be radioactive. as indicated by their *coon-

panying haloes in biotite. Sphene is an extremely rare accessory. All 

the varietal and accessory minerals noted above are common to the um. 

mineralised granite sneiss, as well as to ore. Their concentration may 

be essentially the same in both rocks, but it is likely to be different. 

This applies especially to the accessorise. Is the mineralised granite 

gneiss, apatite and siroon are slichtly more atemdamt. and. apatite is 

concentrated locally to the 'stoat of one percent or more. Allaaltfe 

rare or entirely lacking in =mineralised great* gneiss. is a cosmos 

accessary in the ores. The reverse is true of spbsne. 

Phase change is potash feldspar 

A phase change in the potash feldspar is perhaps the most *While ;. 
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widespread, and distinctive acoompaniment of mineralisation. In the 

initial stage of replacement of microcline granite gneiss by iron 

oxides, the microoline shows characteristic twinning (grid structurf; 

as it does in the unoineralised rock. Where the quantity of iron 

oxides reaches about 10 to 12 pereeat, microcline disappears. Instead 

we find a clemr, untwinned potash feldspar that very rarely shows a 

shadowy" or undulatory extinction rand never shows grid structure, This 

feldspar would at first glance be called orthoclase, if in cursory 

examinAtion it were not mistaken for quarts. (Oleavage is often very 

difficult to see except in broken grains at the edge of a thin section, 

and cloudy alteration is extremely rare.) The feldspar characteristically 

has a negative optic anal angle of 35 to 55°--generally 40 to 48°. 

Preliminary U-stage study of the cleavage* with respect to the optical 

indicatrix Shows almost without doubt that the untwianed potash feldspar 

is triclinic, rather thea monoclinic. The X-ray diffraction powder 

patter's is nearest that of anorthoclase, a triclinic X-Aa feldspar 

(J. M. Axelrod. personal communication. 1950). Powever, the feldspar 

has the composition 0r90.9Ab6.8C112.3°—/ The writer believes the feldspar 

Onpublished eaealoal analysis by . X. Oslund, 1950; Ba0 = 1.18 

percent. The aamlysed material came from the Parish denosits a modified 

granite gneiss type. The identity of the analysed material with feld-

spars in typical granite gneiss ore at Amnon Minos was checked optician 

by the writer. spectrographically by X. J. Murata. and by X-ray by J. M. 

Axelrod, A single-Motel investigation of the analysed sample is being 

undertaken by Axelrod. "One of the formula equals oelsian. 
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may be merely a microcline that has lost its twinning, but further 

work on this and other feldspars will be necessary before a definite 

statement cna be made. Certainly the original potash feldspar (micro« 

cline) of the host has suffered a change of phase. In addition, it has 

acquired Be. pork on the relation of these two features is in progress. 

The Da0 content of representative St. Lawrence County granites, 

including two varieties of nicrocline granite gneiss, ranges from 0.02 

to 0.10 percent. Comparison of the 3s0 content with modal potash feld-

spar in the rocks indicates that the potash feldspars In typical micro-

cline granite gneiss heave only ca. 0.1 to 0.15 percent Deo, assuming all 

' to be present exclusively in the feldspars. 

The change in phase from microcline to untwinned potash feldspar 

is hot so complete or so regular as mae perhaps suggested in the fore-

gOing account. The change noes not always take place abruptly when 

the iron oxide content reaches 10 or 12 percent; in places, some well-

twinned microcline mar be retained until the iron oxides numb 15 per-

cent, and some ore has a large proportion of shadowy feldspar grains 

with the completely uatwiaaed ones. rurthormore, some unminerslised 

microcline granite gneiss has subordinate shadowy and untwinned potash 

feldspar, some weakly-mineralised pales (ca. 5 percent magnetite) 

has nothing but untwinned feldspar, ind one even finds rare specimens 

of or• (ca. 20-25 percent magnetite) with well-twinned mlerocline. 

Rowever, these instances are minor exceptions to a remarkably general 

rule. The transition from mineralised rock with microcline to ore with 
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untwinned potash feldspar is especially well shown in contin,lous series 

of drill cores from the Spruoe Mountain and P rish deposits. Zimmer 

(1947b) has described a similar change of aicrocline to "orthoclase* 

in the ore at the Obinteaugay magnetite mine. Lyon Mountain, Clinton 

County district, New York. From this sorthoclasisations ho inferred 

a temperature increase during the period of ore deposition. There is 

so ouch uncertainty regarding the nature of the St. limmence County 

feldspar. and indeed the stability relations of potash feldspars as a 

group, the; the writer does not believe the observed phase change is a 

reliably ind.tcator of temperature increase in the St. Lawrence County 

ores. One might with equal force argue that the ohmage from micro-

cline to untwisted potash feldspar is analogous to the development of 

adularia in vein deposits, and thereby infer a decreasing temperature 

concomitant with mineralisation. 

it is interesting to note that the replacement feldspar in ore 

deposits in modified host rooks (modified granite gneiss at Parit'h, 

modified skirt at Trembley Monatein) is this same untwinned variety with 

a small or moderate ortic angle. Most modified skarn*. regardless of 

their location in the district. have untwinned potash feldspar rather 

than microcline. in addition. some amphibolites. pyroxene gneiss**, 

and biotite gailisoes have untwinned potash feldspar locally, though 

their potash feldspar is commonly microcline. Phase differences in 

the feldspar of these last three rooks appear to be entirely sporadic. 

(It is worth pointing out that normal pegmatite' in the district have 

miorocline, and so do most quarts-feldspar granulites.) 
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Change in corposition of minerals 

Some red garnet associated with grnAite gneiss ores seems to hive 

been inherited from metasedimentary garnet-biotite gneiss. Much of 

the dr-rnetiferous ore, however, contains more garnet than one normally 

finds in the metasedimentary gneiss. Also, some weakly-mineralised 

rock consists of thin 'autism of the magnetite and cinnamon..brown 

garnet in an otherwise "close crAnite gneiss. This brown, speesaititic 

garnet appears to have been introduced with the magnetite. (See Parish 

derosit.) The relative Importance of reconstitution versus replacement 

for garnet in much of the ore cannot be assessed, nor has it been possi-

ble to investigate the composition of a number of garnets from typical 

ore. However, one garnet from typical "hanging-well ore at Denson 

Mines has the composition A1m4 3Sposs26Oross23'yre. An analysed 

J Unpublished chemical analysis by the late Norman Davidson, 

U. S. Geological Survey; MnO a 11.51 percent. 

gernet from garnetmbiotite-warts..plagioclase gneiss of the Grenville 

Lowlands has the composition Alm65.9Pyr26.4Spess .5GrosslaAndr1.9. 

Unpublished analysis by A. K. Oslund, 1950; Mn0 1.57 percent. 

Analysis from forthoomiag report by A. s,. J. r.Niel, U. S. Geological 

Survey. 
irompagno.11 

Raintive to almandite from the metasedimentary gneiss, the Benson rnet 

shows a notable increase in Ma. (Barnet-biotite-quarts..plagloclase 

gneiss from the massif is very similar is bulk ohamionl composition to 
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correenonding rock in the Lowlands; so it seams likely that the analysed 

alaandite is representative of alsandite in metasedimentary biotite 

friftille layers near the magnetite deposits.) Vastly more Ma has b4en 

introduced directly as spessartite at the Parish deposit. 

Biotite' from the granite gneiss ores have not yet been analysed. 

They appear to be rather uniform in composition, whereas biotite. from 

metesedimentary biotite gneiss are highly variable (conclusion based on 

optical Beta, chiefly determination of 1g). If the biotite in granite 

gneiss ores has beea largely inherited from metasediaentary biotite 

esolsemi, as field evidence suggest', some process has brought the 

formerly variable biotite to a relatively uniform composition. 

Introauction of new aimerale 

Locally the granite poles crea contain distinctive accessory 

minerals which are unknown in the unmineralised microcline granite 

gneiss or so exceedingly rare therein that they any be regarded as *nee 

minerals in the ores. These accessories are green spisel, goethitc (t), 

fluorite, barite, assail** (,), and soisite. They are not all found in 

every specimen of ore, but usually several of them are nresent as traces 

or as grains totalling a few tenths of one oercent. The spinet is 

d rk.green pleonaste or possibly heroynite. It usually occurs as ir-

regular granules within or attached to the edge of magnetite grains and 

aggregates. barely, a free grain is present in the silicate groundmass. 

Osethite (7) forms small ellowish-brown prisms and reticulate aggro-

gates of prisms in iron oxides or, less commonly, in biotite. In places 

the prisms ire dark reddish brown, probably owing to admixed lepidocrocite 
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and "limonite". Gosthite M. as well as epinel, often appears to be 

an exsolution product of the iron oxides. and there is no in ication 

that the goothite (0 is summon*. Fluorite and barite occur as 

scattered granules or minute patches. Wonasite (t) is a disseminated 

accessory accompanying 'aroma. Zoisite—rather rare-.forms prisms 

in some magnetite grains. 

In addition, the granite gneiss ores often show incipient or ex-

tensive alteration to late hydrothermal minerals. separately described. 

Chemical character of the ore 

Chemically. the granite gneiss ores are moderately high in 7e, 

and high in 8102, I, and Al. They contain a small but appreciable 

qvaatity of Ma, Ti, cad Ba. They are generally low in S and P. though 

these elements are concentrated locally. The iron oxides that they 

carry have a higher oxidation state than iron oxides in skarn ores. for 

the granite gaols* ores invariably contain some hematite. Pangonese is 

contributed by opessertitio almasdite. Titanium is present as sparse 

exeolutioa blades of ilmealte is the iron oxides, and locally in solid 

solution in primary hematite. Barium is found in the potash feldspar 

and in sporadic grains of barite. 

Grade and sise of ore bodies 

The known depoeite in granite gneiss are moderate to very large in 

sure. The Bosoms Wines deposit is one of the largest single magnetite 

deposits in the world. It it the only one of its kind now betag worked 

In thy. dietriot. Several promising deposits of similar type have been 
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explored by a few shallow drill holes to as average depth of only 200 

to 400 feet. The grads 0 these deposits is essentially the seine as 

that of Pinson, but the inferred sise of the bodies is considerably 

smaller. The lack of deep drilling on these newly found deposits is 

a serious handicap to their evaluation. Their continuity and relative 

uniformity of grade, together with the persistence nnd depth of mined 

ore bodies of similar type, give them a potential value musk greater 

than a few scattered drill hales can suggest. 

Tbo gala ore body at Benson Mines is about two miles loag and 

The Jones and Laahlin geologic staff has done very detailed 

magnetic and geologic work on the Benson Nines deposit, payiag special 

attention to the correlation of magnetic end geologic information. 

?or that reason, the Geological Survey has done only moues reconnais. 

sauce work on the deposit to get a "nodding acou4tance with some 

of the geologic problems. It is hoped that the company memoir will 

soon be published. 

80 to 400 feet wide. according to Tillinghast (1948, p. '8. J The 

Webb and neck (1950) give the width as 400 to 1,400 feet. 

ore reserve within the oDen.pit area is about 65,000.000 tons of mini-

tite ore and 38.000,000 tons of hematite ore, equivalent res-Amtivelly 

to 22,00C,000 tone of magnetite concentrates and 12,000,000 tons of 

iron oxide concentrates. lbeserves of ore for potential underground 

development have not been thoroughly explored; thy may be very large 

(11,11124Amato 1948). If--or when--iron-bearing material with a con-
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centrating ratio of 4, 5, or 6 to 1 becomes of economic interest. 

the reserves within the Benson deposit alone would be increased many 

times (Webb and neck, 1950. p. 410). 

Webb end Fleck (1950, p. 447) give the following typical analyses 

of crude magnetite ore and concentrate; 

Soluble Magnetic F S T10 Ma 510 
re ..,/ J'e 2 2 

Crude ore 26.75 24.00 0.192 0.48 0.68 0.25 40.80 

Concentrate 63.75 62.54 0.024 0.21 0.77 0.25 5.66 

_j All figures are in weight percent. 

These are not necessarily "paired analyses° carried out on equivalent 

ore and concentrate. They show very clearly the presence of 2 to 3 

percent of soluble but nonmagnetic re that is a common feature of all 

the granite gneiss ores. From our knowledge of other deposits of similar 

type. we my infer that part of the soluble nonmagnetic Ye le in priaary 

crystalline hematite and part in martite. 

Analyses of lenses hematite ore (with some associated magnetite?) 

are not available. Webb and Fleck (1950. p. 447) state that the war 

()outride to be obtained from such ore will be higher in P and Ti02, 

and somewhat lower in 7o. thin the magmotite concentrate now rroduced. 

Several promising new deposits were investigated briefly by the 

U. S. Bureau of Minos during World War II (Millar, 1947; /toad and 

Cohen, 1947). These deposits contain magnetite bodies 3,500 to 7,c00 

feet long with average thicknesses of 20, 30. and perhaps 50 feet of 
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ore averaging 24-25 percent magnetic Ye. Some of the bodies also have 

substantial thicknesses of sub-ore and mineralised rook. Magnetite ore 

from all the deposits marries several percent of soluble nonmagnetic 

re in the fora of primary crystalline hematite and martite. No in. 

dependent bodies of hematite ore were found with the magnetite. 

It is worth noting that a magnetite deposit of similar type in 

granite gneiss at Lyon Mountain, Clinton County. New York, is several 

thousand feet long at the surface, has an average mineable thickness 

of about 15 feet of ore averaging 25 percent Ye. and is now being mined 

more than 2.000 feet below its outcrop (w. J. Linney, 1943). 

Magnetite deposits in modified rocks 

Magnetite deposits in modified skarn and in modified granite 

gneiss are intimately associated with areas of microcline granite gneiss. 

Indeed, the process by which the fundamental types of host rock were 

modified reoresents a* esteastoa (or possibly a renewal) of the same 

process that yielded the aicrocline granite gneiss itself. This process 

has been likened by )*ddington (1948) to the development of a opegmatitic" 

residual magma that intruded *ad substantially replaced the muntrylock. 

ModificKtion of skarn and miorooline granite gneiss took place before 

the introduction of msgmetite and involved additions of marts. potash 

feldspar. fluorite. barite. amd local apatite* Soapolite developed 

locally in modified skate. Its absenoe from modified granite gneiss may 

be explained in part by the relative scarcity of carbonate rocks at the 

site of intense modificPtion. Large waste of Mn in the form of rpessartite 

were introduced into the modified granite gneiss. Iquivaleat Mn-rick 
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minerals have not yet been identified in the modified skarn. late 4ydro• 

thermal alteration affected the modified host rocks and their mineral 

deposits more strongly than it affected either of the unmodified types. 

Magnetite deposits in modified skarn 

General characteristics 

The Trembler Mountain deposits bridge the gap between ores in skarn 

and those in granite gneiss. Zssentially, they are skarn deposits 

modified by the introduction of quarts, potash feldspar, and subordinate 

scapolite before the onset of magnetite mineralisation. In addition to 

extensive rmAl-Si metasomatism. there has been local introduction of 

considerable la, 7, cad. B in the form of barite, fluorite and apatite. 

es well as widespread introduction (?) of small quantities of rare 

earths in the form of abundant accessory allamite. Leaching and develop'. 

meat of late hydrothermal minerals are a conspicuous feature of the area. 

The resulting complex deposits show evidence for the intensification of 

severill n7'00088011 that were already apparent in the simpler skarn and 

granite gneiss types. Structurally, the deposits have the intricate 

patters of sons skarn deposits, but the grade and habit of their ore 

are very similar to those of deposits in granite gneiss. 

Bone geologic features of the Trembley Mountain mires 

The Trembley Mountain area, north-central rectangle. Cranberry 

Lake quadrr ngle. contains two belts of magnetic anomalies underlain by 

aot^sedialeato sat magnetite derlosits. A sheet of contaminated adores 

cline ilyenite gneiss (and granite?), estimated to be 150400 feet thick, 
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separates the two belts; one rock of similar type appears to wrap around 

the north end of the area. The folded complex of metasedimeats and 

'granitic° sheets is effectively enclosed by borablende.microperthite 

granite. Alaskite oomes against the northwest part of the area. 

Rocks of the northern belt consist of a 40 to 50-foot sone of 

*Molded marble and pyroxene skarn underlain by biotite gneiss. Sheets 

of contaminated microclins granite gneiss sad wait* are also preseat, 

along with subordinate amphibolite. Ore is restricted to a 15- to 20-

foot layer to silioated marble occurring at the top of the sone of cal-

careous rocks, just beneath biotite.microcline granite gneiss and 

granitised biotite gimlets. 

Rocks of the southern belt are predominantly highly modified 

pyroxene iktra, most of it mineralised. The thicker tones of Utter.• 

grade ore are usually close to the hanging wall of the skein unit. 

soilltarts-rock" is ubiquitous wad locally abundaat. Layers of laminated 

pyroxens gneiss and vary thin biotitic tones are present locally. The 

maximum thickness of the sone of modified skein is estimated to be about 

300 feet, though in places the sone thins to about 120 feet. 

Structurally, the area is as isoclinal syncline--possibly compound--

plunging southeastward. Many minor isoclinal folds are present, causing 

rapid variation in the thickness of the modified skarn tone mad the ore 

it contains. 

The modified skarn, described in a separate section, has been in-

terpreted as a pyroxsas *era partly replaced by foists minerals. The 

"quarts rock° may have bad a similar metasomatio origin. qmartz roce 
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is a glassy, gray to colorless, generally medium.graimed, locally 

foliated rock consisting of °marts (80.90 percent) with accessory dark 

minere.ls, metallics, and sporadic untwinned potash feldspar (also glassy 

is appearance). In plum, pftrts rock is the host of ore, but more 

often it is present as thin, weukly.mineralized or barren layers in 

modified skarn. The rock minot be described in detail in this work, 

but the main features of its occurrence will be pointed out. quarts 

rock is limited to the sone of modified skara where it apparently occurs 

as discontinuous layers of variable thickness (generally a few inches 

to a few feet; maximum of 27 feet). Drill cores show that quarts rock 

grades into modified sham, often through a quarts-feldspar or feldspar. 

rich zone. Ilsewhere, nearly "pure" sitar* adjacent to quarts rock has 

thin layers or fine, wispy replacement areas of glassy quarts. At sad 

near the contact, the quarts rook may show vonoorysts of pyroxene di. 

rived from Jim's. Gradation, rather than sharp transition, is indicated 

by the study of thin sections: modified skarn adjacent to quartz rock 

may contain 40.50 nercent quarts. The quarts rock itself always ocn 

tains disseminated magnetite or pyrite (less often, pyrrhotite). when, 

it is enclosed by modified tkara, it is pyroxonie, carrying ferrosalits 

and legal Orpersthene; where it is intimately involved with remains 

of garnet-biotite gneiss, it contains garnet and biotite. The Blom. 

fabric is highly inequigranular and generally shows a strong foliation. 

In part, the rook appears to have been deformed and recrystallized; in 

part, its component minerals appear to have crystallised late, replacing 

or recrystallizing prroxenir from skarn. 
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Certain thin layers of quarts rock differ from the rest in having 

a finemgranulose texture and a regular, fins-scale lamination. These 

are interpreted as meta-quartsites. Locally the coarser type of quarts 

rock accompanies them, and the micro-fabric of the two types is similar. 

wily not, then, interpret all the quarta rock as metamorphosed quartsite1 

first, because of the scientifically indefensible but geologically 

seasonable criterion thpt they do not 12211 like mitaquartsites.at 

least not like any other quertzites found in the St. Lawrence County 

district. Second, because the writer has been unable, with one excep-

tion, to correlate :ones of quarts rock from drill hole to drill hole. 

Third, because the quarts rock is confined to the sone of modified skarn; 

it is entirely absent from the enclosing rocks, which include some 

metas,dimentary gneisses. Fourth, because the contact relations between 

skarn and quartz rock often resemble those between charm and granite 

potrmtite or demonstrable vein quarts. Fifth. 'bemuse the quarts rook 

appears, la places, to grace into skara by replacement. Sixth, because 

the quarts rook is 'comparable in general occurrence to introduced carts 

present in the Parieb magnetite deposit 01.v.). 

'rem this interpretation of the available evidence, the writer 

concludes that much of the Trembley Mountata gaits rock has been in". 

trodue,ed as a rather irregular replacement of skara. The physical 

differences between skara sad thin layers of sedimentary ouartsite or 

garnet-biotite gneiss may have localised some of the replacement. The 

quartz rook lacks the sharply-walled habit of quarts veins, and it seems 

doubtful that emplacesrat of the quarts was localised by fractures or 
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mccompani d by dilation of the host rock. Much or all of the quarts 

may have been contributed by the desilication of the surrounding micrem 

cline ayenite gneiss. which is inferred to have been formerly a micro.. 

cline granite gneiss with normal quarts content. 

Metasomatic quarts-rioh rock. very similar in occurrence to those 

at Trembley Mosstais have bees described from the OrlArvi region, Yin. 

land, by imkola (1914. p. 209, pp. 256-257); from the Falun district. 

Sweden. by Geijer (1917. pp. 303-308); and from Attu. southwest Yimland. 

by Pshrmaa (1931). Somewhat analogous rocks are perhaps represented 

by one *tease of °Pochuck Granite" closely associated with etite 

bodies in southeastern Mew 'fork (Coloay. 1923, pp. 52-53). 

Description and occurrence of ors 

ical low-grade ors consists of disseminated grains, ameeboid 

blotches. and irregular layers of magnetite is a silicate greuadmase. 

In ore of intermediate grade. magnetite forms coalescing layers and 

veinlets that in part conform to the color.bamdimg (foliation) of the 

modified akaru, but in part transact and replace the foliation. Locally. 

magnetite serves as a matrix for angular remnants of coarse feldspar 

crystals. In a few places, the magnetite itself shows a lineation ism. 

herited from the elongate amphibole of the host rook. Is All its 

imposts, the ore exhibits features customarily attributed to metasomatic 

replaessest. 

Magnetite mineralisation has affected, in some places, every rock 

typo in the area, with the possible exception of hornbleade-microperthite 

granite. splits* certain pyrexens and hornblende gneiss's, and diopside 
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skarn. Accessory ungnatite is present in these four rock types al 

but hers it msy be syngeretle. Powever. not all rocks within the sone 

of ,lodified skarn have beenequally susceptible to replacement by IVAIROND 

tit.. The preference for skarn ,Ind modified skarn...especially the latter.-

is striking. These tem rook types contain almost 70 percent of the 

"minsralisatioa", and almost 8o percent of the ore. Modified tetra 

alone contains more than 60 nercent of all the *mineralisation" and has 

about 70 percent of the ore. Quartz rock contains relatively little ore 

but has a high proportion of sub-ore. A little ore is found in cmarts• 

feldspar rock (aggregate of quarts and untwingied potash feldspar) and 

contamimated granite gneiss end syenite gneiss (both of which now have 

untvtnned potash feldspar instead of microoline). 

'When the modified skarn is so conspicuously preferred as a host 

rock, it is surprising to find that within this host the dark minerals-. 

pyroxene and amphibole.-are preferentially replaced is advance of the 

attack oa fillet° minerals. Accessory apatite and allanite is modified 

skarn are concentrated loesallI to tics extent of one percent apiece. 

la the northern deposit, the host of ore is a pyrex**e skarn that has 

beea extensively replaced by barite add, locally, by fluorite. in 

some places, moors than half the gangue is barite. The rock shows 

slight local modification by quarts and feldspar, which astedate the barite 

wad fluorite but precede late hydrothermal alteration. are from one 

small "pocket" of magnetite occurs in a biotite-quartz schist that vas 

extensively replaced by barite before the introduction of magnetite eat 

sulfides. le manganese minerals have bee* ideatified in s of the ore. 
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The overall grade of ore is low. averaging close to 25 percent 

magnetic Fe. Sulfides are sporadic. Several percent of chalcopyrite 

is present in the northern deposit; elsewhere, the mineral is in-

significant in quantity. Much of the magnetite shave exsolution blades 

of ilsenite, but the average TiO2 content of the ore is comparable to 

that of typical granite gneiss ores. The writer has not form& any 

significant quantity of hematite in the ore. It seems likely that 

the 2 or 3 percent of voluble nonmagnetic Ye shown in the assays has 

come from pyrozene and is not recoverable. (Buddington, personal 

commtusioation, 1951, has found that pyrozene in hematite-free pyroxens. 

ricrocline granite gneiss from the district is selectively attacked 

by HC1 to yield an assay for soluble nonmagnetic Yes) 

?Re ore cut in 9 drill holes ranges in thickness from 7 feet to 

135 feet. A substantial pert of the zone is 2( feet thick, but at the 

southern deposit an area of unknown size is %nderlain by a very thick 

uody of ore. The thicker zonJA of better-gr-.de ore in the area are 

usually close to the hanging wall. though in places they are grouped 

in the middle of the modified skarn song, found near the base, or (at 

the south end) distributed ,more or less throughout. 

Magnetite deposit in Modified granite gneiss 

Jeneral characteristics 

The Parish deposit closely approaches a hypothermal vein in many 

of its features. yet it is clearly transitional into the norm,1 granite 

gaols, type of deposit. Magnetite, locally with much crystalline hematite, 
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has replaced a sheet of microcline granite noise that has been ex-

tensively 'modified by the introduction of quartz, untwinned potash 

feldspar, spessartite, fluorite, amid barite. The ore body is more 

compact and more sharply defined than other deposits in granite gneiss. 

The coarse cad irregular texture of the introduced material, its ir-

regular distribution, the mineral assemblage present as gangue, the 

nature of the accompanyiag sparse sulfides, the associated local altera-

tion of wall rocks to chlorite, sericite, and clay minerals, and the 

conspicuous local leashing sad seolitisationl all these sr, strongly 

reminiscent of the mineralisation that yields hypothermal replacement 

veins. At the Parish deposit, this process included a thorough E.41-Si 

maisonettes followed by the introduction of large quantities of re, 

Ma, and 7, smaller quantities of Be, 5, OR, and Co,, and minor quantities 

of Cu and traces of Zs. The pattern is the sane as that found in all 

the granite gneiss deposits, but here the effects of the mineralisation 

process are muck more intense. Incept for the difference is ere minerals 

concentrated, the Parish magnetite-hematite deposit has a remarkable 

similarity to the sphalertte-galena denosits of Broken Rill, New South 

Vales (Andrews, et al.. 1922; Gustafsoa et al., 1950). 

General geology of the Parish deposit 

Ike Parish ere body replaces oart of a sheet of miereclimi granite 

and granite gneiss found in a narrow belt of biotite gneiss flanked by 

pyroxene gneisses. the rocks of the belt dip almost vertically. They 

show antsy tight crumples and minor folds, and there is more than a chance 

that the ore body occupies tar axial sone of a verticalisoclinal fold, 
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either anticlinal or synclinal. The flanking pyroxene gnelesee, 

locally quartsose, carry microcline as well as plagioclase. Some 

of them carry primary, polygonal calcite grains and a little grossularite. 

Thin lagers of pyroxene skarn appear s aoradically in the pyroxene 

gneiss. The biotite gneiss ranges from the normal biotite-quarts• 

plagioclase variety to one rich in aicrocline. Garnet and sillimanite 

are present locally. The biotite gneiss belt, whose inferred thickness 

is 40 to more than 200 feet, is preserved as a fairly continuous sheath 

between the flanking pyroxene gasisses and the nicrocline granite 

gneiss sheet that carries the ore. peasants of granitised biotite 

gneiss are also found within the aicrocline granite gneiss sheet. 

The central aicrocline granite gneiss sheet is generally 100 to 

140 feet thick, thinning to 40 feet or less at the north and south ends 

of the 3,000-foot prospected belt. The aicrocline granite gneiss is 

highly variable in texture and composition. Mask of the rook is a 

wispy or schlieren-banded, pinkish or grayish biotitic gneiss in which 

sillimanite is distributed sporadically, locally occurring in abunme. 

dance. Part of the rock is aplitio; part of it, also poor in mafioso 

is nedIum.grained and extraordinarily cleaso.leeking. Granite pegmatite 

veins, a few feet thick, are rather common; sone of them contain schorl. 

While aiorocliner is the usual feldspar in these pegmatite*, coarse 

pinkish or yellowish plagioclase is present locally. The pegmatite 

veins generally appear to be conformable, but in places they are cross-

cutting. The granite gneiss sheet as a whole appears to be slightly 

transgressive witbin the biotite gneiss sone. 
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Irregularly Osattered through the granite gneiss sheet ere 

sericitised and kaoliaised areas. Concentrations of biotite is such 

areas are commonly altered to a brilliant green chlorite. Ammo 

Tosaying or independent of the altered areas are zones im which granitic 

rocks and ore contain small rugs, a few ma La diameter, coated with 

epidote, seolite, and other miasmas. These leached sons are confined 

exclusively to the granite gneiss sheet; they are not found in the seta. 

sedimeatary wall rocks. However, the lhtter my show local microscopic 

Alteration to epidete, pumpellyite, chlorite, eadcarbonate, without the 

develeproot of rugs or &luminous alteration nroducts. 

Discriptioa and occurrence of ore 

Ore is restricted to the heterogeneous microcline granite goons 

sheet, whisk it replaces rather irregularly. Meekly-miaeralisod host 

rock is a streaky biotite.microcline granite gneiss, splits, or medium.. 

grained microcliae granite. In places, these mike carry sub-ore and 

even some low-grade ore. Grealte pegmatite and highly biotitic granite 

gneiss are seldom mineralised. Most material of ore grade replaces 

median. to coarse aggregates of reddish-brown or yellowisb.browa 

spessartite; quarts; untwinnod potash feldspar J colorless and 

J Typical untwinned potash feldspar from the Parish deposit has 

the composition OryO Ce2.3' calculated from unpublished chemical- #all.,--6.8--

analysis by 1, X. Oelund; ba0 a 1.18 percent. See discussioa of fel& 

spar problem is granite gneiss ores. 
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glassy; pink. green. or purple fluorite; and white barite. All these 

camas ainerals are highly variable is proportion. Small quantities 

both of iron oxides and gangue minerals have been found replacing recog-

nisable granite gneiss whose aicrocline shows progressive transformation 

to untwinned potash feldspar. However, where either ore minerals or 

spessartite and fluorite are congeptrate4. the "best• is quarts, uni. 

twinned potash feldspar, or a mixture of the two; traces of recognizable 

granite gneiss are lacking. The inference is that the microclise granite 

gneiss has been completely replaced by quarts and feldspar before intro-

duction of the other gangue minerals and metallic,. Moreover, where 

iron oxides or spessartite appear in force, they are intimately associated 

with each other and definitely younger thea the quarts-feldspar host. 

These features are borne out by the paragenetic sequence determined 

microscopically. 

Two types of ore are found in the deposits high-naagaaese ore (also 

as a rule high in iron) and lew-mangaaese ore (generally a medium.. tie 

low-grade iron ore). The On in the ore is directly attributable to 

spessartite. fiery portion of drill eery giving a high Ma assay is 

rich in spessartite, and all sores assaying low in Mn have little or 

no spessartite. The composition of this kn-rich garnet is 

SP.9961A1mleadr 14Gross5Pyr4. J (It is interesting to note that the 

*a./ Unpublished chenioal analysis by the late J. J. Fairchild, 

U. S. Geological Survey; Iiin0 • 25.66 percent. 

only known speseartiteclosely approximating the Parish garnet in 
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composition some from Broke* fill, fey South Wales.) To date, no other 

Ms mineral has been positively identified from this deposit. Some 

spessartite-rich ore lying beside am old test pit has sooty coatings 

of what may be secondary Ma oxides, but similar oxides are entirely 

absent from all the Mn-rich drill core examined by the writer. The 

medium- and high-grade ore with abu*da*t spessartite has as irregular 

distribution within the ore body. 

walker (1943, p. 519) gives the following analyses of ore from 

the Parish deposits 

Fe 

kill ere 
(perqemj) 

39.70 

Namganiferous ore 
(percent 

55.80 

0.063 0.026 

Ma 4.70 9.92 

6402 23.30 

0.030 

7.80 

0.261 

T102 0.24 0.20 

The ore body has as undulatory outline within the microcline granite 

gneiss sheet, weaving from side to side. In addition, the ore body 

pinches and swells slightly. Generally, about 12 to 35 percent of tha 

granite gneiss sheet constitutes ore. Toward the north end of the de-

posit, one segment of the ore body frays out into several thinner layers 

before resuming its usual average thickness. There is a suggestion 

that local concentrations of iron oxides and garnet occur As shoots 

within the mineralised sone, but additional data will be needed to 

confirm this suggested distribution. 
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Metallic *inertia and paragenetic sequence 

Some primary crystalline hematite and sporadic martite are present 

with the magnetite eves is weekly-mineralised rook. Portions of the 

low-, mediums, and high-grade ore have abundant hematite. I:solution 

blades of limonite are fine, minute, and rare in both magnetite and 

hematite. Internal alteration of macnetite to martite is generally 

slight, and many magsettte grains contain no martite. Magaetite, with 

or without martite, is replaced locally by primary crystalline hematite, 

though the hematite usually replaces gangue is preference to magnetite. 

There is a slight suggestion that the martitisation of magnetite has, 

as • counterpart, the local internal replacement of n imam crystalline 

hematite by traces of secondary crystalline hematite. 

In general, sulfides are sparse in the Parish deposit, and much 

of the ore has none whatever. Where a sulfide is megascopicaliy de-

tecteble, it is usually chalcopyrite, commonly occurring to the extent 

of 1 or 2 percent bet locally forming 5 to 10 .percent of layers a few 

feet thick. Pyrite sad pyrrhotite are relatively rare minerals in the 

deposit. In polished sections, boratte is as common as chalcopyrite, 

and a few hermit. groins were noted megascopically. Inasmuch as tarnished 

bornite looks very such like tarnished hematite, some boraite was umm 

Coubtedly overlooked in logging the drill core. :loth chalcopyrite and 

bornite show slight local replacement by gray or blue chalcselte. The 

gray chalcocite (and buratto?) may be slightly replaced by covellite. 

Traces of sphalerite are present in about half the ore snecisens. Traces 

of a soft white unknowa ore are occasionally found with bornite and 
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chalcopyrite. Several diserete mains of valleriite (t) are present 

in one specimen. 

The paragenetic sequence of the nonmeetallios is: 

_if Symbols and abbreviations stand fors 

- replacec by or followed by 

• transitional to end replaced (?) by 

is -- internal alteration 

• essolution of 

4- -- plus unidentified minute bodies in magnetite and hematite 

r-- relic, 

microcline untwinned potash feldspar 

quarts quarts -÷ speseartite--),(barite t fluorite) ---> 

biotite 

srsnite gneiss 

(barite fluorite)- *stall ics---y(carbonate fi pumpellyite-ohlorite). 

The paragemetis segaence of the :metallic minerals iss 

martite hematite (secondary)
ra is f is 

linOetite--"hemspite haleritspj -1,borstite ---,chalcopyrite —7 

js 1, e 9 
ilminite 4 ilaknite ♦ chstcepyrito 

chaloopyrits- *bite umilltnewichelcoeits---2, mevelllte. 
e( 

wri 
chal6opyrit• 
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The position of pyrite and valleriite 01 is unknown. The position 

of sphalerite and the unknown white metallic is uncerteia. Pyrrhotite 

has not been found in polished sections. Further dete.ils on the metal-

lice are give* in a separate section. 

Mineralogy and paraonetic sequence of the metallic* 

General features sad paragenetic **guess* 

A relatively small and simple suite of metallic minerals is found 

in the magmetite deposits of the district. Arranged roughly according 

to frequency and quantity, these metallics are magnetite, hematite. 

pyrite, pyrrhotite, chalcopyrite, sphalerits, molybdenite, aad bornite. 

all recognisable mogascopically; J aad ilmeaite. marcasite (t), ohal-

opaque but nonaetallio mineral graphite is present locally 

in diouside skarn sad silicated warble. 

cocite, Govialit*, vonsesite, loelliagite, unideatified minerals. 

vallerilte (?), sad cuprite (0—generally detectable only under the 

reflecting microscope. Primary crystalline hematite is restricted to 

the granite gneiss ores and their modified equivalent. kartite (helm-

tite that has replaced maga/tits) is present in traces or minor amounts 

in the magnetite from a number of denoeits, regardless of tyne. Pyrite 

sad pyrrhotite. with subordinate chalcopyrite. are ubiquitous. Sphalerite 

nand molybdesite are sporadic aad qusatitatively insignificant. limonite, 

as exeolutioa blades in iron oxides, is widespread but generally negligible 

la qmantity. Bornite, ohalcocite. and vallitriite (t) have been found 
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only at the Parish deposit, where the last sulfide is extremely rare. 

The other metallic, are found in small amounts at one or more de-

posits. Galena has not yet been found in the district. Xiaor values 

for Au and Ag have been reported from one magnetite deposit (Mills,,, 

1947, p. 12). 

A small part of the disseminated oxides in the metasedimeatary • 

gneieses end quartzites may represent reconstituted irom-bearing material 

present in the original sediments, and pert of the iron oxides in granitic 

rocks and their pegmatite* is undoubtedly epigenetic. Aa additional 

*mall part of the iron oxides present in both classes of rock appears 

to be the product of metamorphic reconstitution. However, the writer 

believes that the iron oxides present es corcentrations represent 

material introduced from a magmatic source. The iron oxides were accom. 

panied or closely followed by sulfides of Fe. Om. It, and to. Locally, 

a second generation of Pe sulfides is represented in some deposits. 

The evidence mow available strongly favors a hypogene origin for all 

the sulfides, though Ye sulfides of the inferred third generation algid 

be supergene. 

There seems to be no systematic distribution of sulfides eocording 

to typo of MAIIMAPtitO deposit, though concentrations of pyrrhotite are 

usually associated with skarn deposits and concentrations of pyrite with 

granite gneiss deposits. Also. Unite. chaloocite, and vialieriite (1) 

are restricted to the deposit (Parish) that most closely resembles a 

hrpothermal vein. Zoning of suffices Atkin the district has sot been 

detected. However, the magnetite district shows a relative coaeentretioa 
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of Om, and the lidwares.Aalmat Sinc district a relative concentration 

of Pb. 

The paragenetic sequence of metallic* for most deposits of the 

district is: 

Symbols and abbreviations stand fort 

-- contemporaneous with 

Mi.. replaced by or followed by 

is internal alterationMaga 

011040b exsolution of• 

4. -- plus unidentified minute bodies in magnetite and 

hematite 

martite 

magetite • hemmtite—,pyrite---”irrketite----3sphs4sriteolialcopyrite 

f
ilaite ilaits I chaloepyrit• 

chalcopyrite ›covellite. 

Specifically, the sequence as written applies to the granite gneiss 

ores. Deleting hematite gives the sequence for slam ores. :he poli• 

Lion of molybdenite is not knows. lot all the metallic* occur in every 

deposit of the appropriate type, but usually only one of this is missing. 

?he position of several rare metallic, is discussed following the de. 

scrirtion of those minerals. The paragemetic seauence for the Parish 

deposit has been given separately. 
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Some deposits Show slight additional mineralisation after the 

bulk of the sulfides. This second generation 9f metallic. (convenient• 

ly referred to as minerals of stage II) occurs as local replacements 

of the host rock; as thin fissure veinlets of calcite accompanied by 

chlorite and opidote; and as small rugs lined with epidote, pumpellyite, 

chlorite, and seolites. Pyrite (with marcasite?) is the common sulfide 

is such occurrences. Locally, sphalerite is also present. harelY. a 

trace of chalcopyrite (and specularite?) has bees found. Pyrite of 

this generation is known to fringe **slier pyrite and vein magnetite. 

It is also the youngest mineral in vugs that cut all the sulfides, 

magnetite, and silicates of low-grade ore. flu minerals of stage II 

overlap somewhat, but their usual, generalised sequence tel 

host. rock oxides-->sulfides of stage I- 7(opidote, 

gumpellyite, chlorite, calcite, seolitessulfides of stage 

II (rder uaknowd. 

Perhaps a third stags of mineralisation is represented by the 

sporadic chlorite calcite veinlets, locally carrying pyrite, that cut 

ore and country rocks. Use Mallets of similar habit °entrain quarts 

or fluorite. Signs of faulting, or of sunergene alteration to chlorite, 

carbonate, and hematite, may or may not be found with the little vein-

lets. It is probable that some of them are summons, though it is 00*-

sible that they are all hypogene, belonging either to stag* II or to 

& separate stage III. They are mineralogically simpler that aggregates 

of stage II minerals but have never been found cutting those minerals. 

)Nauss of their simpler composition sad close association La places 
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with faults and alteration zones. it seams desirable to assign them 

provisionally to stage III after emphasising the uncertainty of their 

position in the sequence. 

A few general features of the habit of the metallic. deserve memo 

tion. Throughout the whole of stage I and locelly through stomp II, 

the boundarise between grains served as primary sites of attack by 

metasomatising solutions. Sulfides are likely to show more obvious 

replacement criteria than iron oxides. and coarse veingolike patterns 

for certain sulfides of stage I are more °moon than for oxides. The 

evidence of setasomatic replacement improves with increasing clantity 

of the aetallics; small quantities of metallics may take Cho form 

of single grains or ustrilsairat•d aggregates. Sulfides of stage I may 

or may not replace gangue or other sulfides in preference to ire* oxides 

(until sulfides become abonatiant). Sulfides of stage II mmy vein or rim 

both iron oxides and gangue. but they usually show a marked preference 

for replacement along cleavages and cracks in silicates. 

Thus it appears that the habit of aa individual metallic depends 

partly on the concentration (or effectiveness of precipitation) of its 

compoaeats in the ore obeariag solutions, tnd partly on the stage of 

mineralisation during which the individual metallic was deposited. The 

habit asikumed in a given stage largely depends, in tura. upon the 

deformational history of the host rook. The fabric of the host rocks 

subjected to iroa oxide replacement is essentially granoblastic or 

crystalloblastic. Ividence of oatacissis is extremely rare; instead. 

the deformational fabric is a more subtle one evidenced by foliations. 
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mineral eloagation, amt slight variations in grain sise. The host 

appears to have been deformed and recrystallised, wholly or locally, 

before or at the time the iron oxides were deposited. The sulfides 

pyrite and pyrrhotite closely followed the deposition of iron 

Deposition of younger sulfides of the same stage I impart (or in places) 

continued without interruption, though in some places the host, iron 

oxides, ant earlier sulfides were very slightly fractured before pro. 

cipitstion of chalcopyrite. 9nbstaatial local fracturing occurred 

before the deposition of sulfides of stage II; *ad in several granite 

gneiss deposits, leaching of the host rooks sad development of vugs 

lined with epidote, seolites, sad other minerals, preceded or &peons 

panted the sulfide deposition. Later, local crackling and fracturimg 

of the now brittle rocks took place before the advent of stage III 

minerals. 

Descriptive mimeralegy of metallice 

This section comers. chiefly the microscopy of the metallic 

minerals, The covered. is net complete, aaa no attempt is made to re., 

peat commas diagnostic properties already recorded in the literature. 

Larger...cal* features of the more important metallic* have been given 

is descriptions of ore types. 

Oxides and bomtes 

Magnetite 

Magnetite occurs as single elliptical grains, irregular areas, 

amoboid blotches, coalescing blotches, irregular Layers, sal (rarely) 
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as streaks, crude veinlets, and homogeneous masses. All except isolated 

grains ars aggregates of gently-curved, subpolygonal, or polygonal in.. 

dividuals usually of a size roughly equal to or slightly greater than 

that of the constituents of the host rock (i.e., roughly 0.5.5 mm). 

Their aggregated state is usually visible only is polished sections and 

is further accentuated by etching in HC1. There is no sign of con-

centric growth. Zuhedral crystals of magnetite are very rare. 

keong the metallic*, magnetite always seams to have developed 

first. While some of it is interstitial to aad molded on minerals of 

the host rock (particularly where the aagaittits is sparse), most of it 

shows clear evidence that it has replaced pre-existing minerals by 

attack at the grain boundaries or at isolated points. Small projec-

tions of magnetite, finger- or U-shaped, commonly occur at the periphery 

of magnetite aggregates, awl thinner lam*** connect single grains aad 

aggregates, isolating and eabaying the minerals of the host. Primary 

control is exercised by any planar structure within the rock, but with 

increasing quantity of magmetite this planar structure is transacted 

and the minerals of the host are enveloped indiscrininately, either 

as individuals or as aggregates. In a rock containing both light aad 

dark minerals (e.g., a salitic pyroxene skara with calcite relics, or 

a granite gneiss with biotite and garnet), the magnetite often► attacks 

the dark minerals first er more extensively, usually showing; slight 

regard for cleavage. A4 n result of initially preferential and later 

indiscrimiaate replacemeat of host-rock minerals, the magnetite grains 

amid aggregates contain a wide variety of subhtdral. reloaded, or cor-

roded inclusions of dark silicates, felsics, apatite, fluorite, barite, 
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or other minerals appropriate to the particular host. These include 

relics. particularly if they are very small, cad may give a badly pitted 

surface to individual grains in a polished section. 

In addition to inclusions, the magnetite grains often contaia small 

and generally regular bodies exsolved from the magnetite on cooling. 

The commonest exsolution 'bodies are ilaeaite (see below) and *pinta. 

Dark-greet spinal (hercynite or pleemastel) forms small, scattered 

grains and larger cress at or near the borders of some magnetite opine 

from all types of deposit. though these recognisable snivel bodies are 

fairly common in grknite gneiss ores sad ores of modified type and fairly 

rare is skarn ores. Very rarely, a stray epinel is found outside the 

magnetite. Polished sections show that maay magnetite grains have 

extremely minute "dashes' or flattened spindles of an apparently isle* 

tropic monopaque thought to be *pima.. These minute bodies are regularly 

aligned along either the octahedral or cubic direction in magnetite; 

locally, both sets are present. Similar bodies are noted is Schaeider-

hoha aad Ramie*? (1931, pp. 581..582) and have been described briefly 

by Sims (1950, p. 209). 

Ximate yellowish or brownish prisms of goethite (0, as isolated 

crystals or as reticulate aggregates aloag (ill) in magnetite, are 

sees is may thin sections of granite gneiss ore. Very rarely, they also 

appear in skara. Their ruhedral shape and regular orientation suggest 

exsolution from magaetite, but the fact th..t rare prisms of similar 

r terial occur loc!lly in oiotite mmq mean that the goethite (?) is 

an piterntion product. If so. it is almost certaialy holukiene. 
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Another mineral sparingly present in eons magnetite is olive-brown, 

weakly-birefringeat chlorite (I) as minute irregular patches. This 

material may be an alterction product. or it may be an unusual extolu-

tion nroduct. Its identity and origin are uncertain. It does not re-

semble certain types of late chlorite occurring with carbonates as vein-

lets is the ore and country rock. 

None of the magnetites has yet bee* analysed, chiefly- because most 

grains hems inclusions or exeolutioa products. Imadecuate data from 

certain assays and polished sections suggest that small quantities 

of Ti. Al, Ma, and Mg are present within the crystal lattice of some 

"pure magnetite. 

Hematite 

ftinary crystallize hematite 

Primary crystalline hematite of hypoomis origin occurs as a dis-

crete phase in most of the granite Laois* ores and their modified 

equivaleat. As an accessory or major mineral in a umber of magnetite 

deposits, and as * disseninated accessory mineral in certain rock belts 

of the district (Auddington, personal communication), this nrimary 

crystalline hematite is associated exclusively with potash-rich rocks. 

Sillimanite is a very charnctoristic but not ubiquitous associate of 

the hematite. 

It is undesirable to cell the primary crystalline "specularitel„ 

fer.-thersigh netallio.it lacks the platy habit and extremely high 

luster of specular hematite. It is eau wrong to ctll the mineral 
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"martit0. for that term is limited to hematite pseadomorphoms after 

magnetite; this the primary crystalline hematite certainly is not. 

Where clarity is essential. the cumbersome term oprtmary crystal• 

The long term itself is ambiguous. but the writer has not thought 

of a better one. 31ageestions are in order. 

line hematites will be used to designate this discrete crystalline phase 

of iron oxide; elsewhere "hematite" or 'primary hematite" will ruffles. 

Megascopioally, primary crystalline hematite has a bluish cast 

relative to black or gray magnetite. in thin sections viewed by ro.. 

floated light. the hematite is distinctly lighter than magnetite. 

and in polished sections the hematite is extremely bright and whitish 

or bluish-white relative to brownish magnetite. The hematite °court 

in grains sad aggregates of the same sise, shape. and relation as those 

of magnetite. Locally it is somewhat elongate. but it is never platy. 

Sporadic grains--especially the larger ones.-have one or two sets of 

twin lamellae. Inclusions and oxsolution bodies are common but less 

conspicuous and less abundant thee similar foetuses in magnetite. 

Hematite replaces host-rock minerals the same way magnetite does. 

However, in *11 deposits except the Parish, the two iron oxides appear 

to have developed contemporaaeously as discrete phases. ♦t the Parish 

deposit, where hematite is locally abum4amt, hw►tite looks slightly 

younger than magnetite. {Aggregates of hematite grains partly en-

circle grains of magnetite; w4hhedral hem►tite crystals project into 

anhedral m%gnetitt grains; angular projeotions of hematite appear to cut 
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magnetite; and hematite grains lie at random athwart magnetite aggre-

gate, having a definite plower orientation, (uddington, personal comma-

cation, does not believe the relations convincingly demonstrate that 

hematite is younger thins magnetite in this deposit.) Averywhore else, 

magnetite and primary metalline hematite appear to be contemporaneous 

or "conjunctives. 

Primary crystalline hematite never contains corroded relics of 

magnetite; in fact, magnetite completely included in hematite is very 

rare. This notable feature at once sets apart the primary crystalline 

hematite from martite. (See below.) Primary hematite is commonly 

aocoupamiet by magnetite, but the latter may be entirely lacking. 

Within the district. economically important concentrations of primary 

crystalline hematite are limited to the leaeoa Mines and Parish de-

posits, so far as we now know. 

gartite 

Martlte (hematite poeudomorphous after magnetite) occurs sporadically 

and in variable quantity in skarn ores, granite gneiss ores, and their 

notified equivalents. The martits consists of very fine aggregates 

of hematite that replace parts of individual magnetite grains. Marti• 

tisation begins at grain boundaries and works inward, successively 

forming partial rims, patches, blades, stringlets, veinlets, lattices, 

dendrites, and networks—all with highly irregular, ragged boundaries. 

Control of replacement by definite crystallographic directions is the 

magnetite is often pronounced. Is places, a magnetite grain will be 

almost wholly replaced by martite. leaving only a few scattered relics 



of magnetite to indicate that the *hematite" grain, as it now exists, 

developed by replasememt of magnetite, instead of by replacement of 

silicates by primary crystalline hematite. The remarklble fact is that 

martitisation is seldom covplete; progressive replacement is observable 

in some magnetite grains in a given specimen, and relics or '"islands" 

of magnetite are left in the grains that at low magnification appear 

to be all hematite. From the evidence now at hand, it appears that 

martite never contains exsolved bodies of limonite or 'pima. whereas 

primary crystalline hematite moy have such bodies. More dote are re. 

quired before this apparently distinctive difference can be stated as 

e. rule. 

Martite is more likely to be found in granite gneiss ores than 

in skarn ores. Its distribution in & given speciosa is usually highly 

irregular, and the extent of sartitisation shows), the mpgaetito in a 

given deposit varies widely. Primary crystalline hematite may or may 

not be pretreat is the seise specimen with martitised magnetite. Ordin-

arily, there is methimg about its distribution to suggest that 'Partite 

is supersonic and on the whole. martite is usually present in rocks that 

are entirely fresh. For these reasons, it seams that most eartit4 in 

the district--particularlY in granite gneiss ores--is hymens. (Similar 

views have been expressed by Schneiderhiihn and )ilandohr„ 1931, pp. 529-

532. and by others.) Bowever, the position of martite in the nars. 

genetic sequence is uncertain. It is, of course, younger them magmas 

tits; but its relation to sulfides of stage I is nab:mown, for sulfides 

and martitissd magnetite have seldom been found touching one another. 
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Locally in the skarn deposits, some =posies* martite is present. 

Ivor example, a few magnetite-bearing ticks have been altered by super-

gene agents, sod part of the magnetite they contain is sanitised. 

The same skgls hive thin hematite veinlets cutting indiscriminataly 

through the rock. Also, some skarn magnetite near inferred faults shows 

partial mitrtitization. 

Mart its Is present and locally abundant in magnetite from the 

Clinton County district, New York (Postel knd Rogers, in preparation), 

and the Dover district, Mew Jersey (Sims, 1950. p. 20). 

Other varieties of hematite 

Other varieties of hematite are present in the district. These 

include the veinlets of finely-crystalline or jaspery hematite cutting 

skarn and skgls locally; the earthy red hematite (accomnanied by dark.. 

green ferriferous chlorite, carbonate veinlets, and sporadic pyrits) 

in fault zones sad along contacts of some marble and sick; and the 

scattered deposit* of hematite (earthy, finely crystalline, or specular) 

replacing pre..Cambriaa marble beneath or close to capping" of Potsdam 

sandstone. All these occurrences are believed to be supervene. 

limonite 

limonite is widely distibuted in very small &somata in almost 

rll the ssontitaniferoms" magnetite deposits of the district. Generally 

the Limonite ea* be detected only by none of the reflecting microscope 

but tioma polished speeimens of ore have blades of limonite visible to 

the uludiMIL eye. The ilmenite occurs exclusively as an exsolution 
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product in magnetite or--less often--in primary crystalline hematite. 

It is common in all the granite gneiss ores and in the modified skarn 

ores. It is sparse in modified granite gneiss ores, and its occurrence 

in skarn ores is sporadic and quantitatively insignificant. The ilmenite 

occurs as hairs, slivers, and blades, and (very sparingly) as small, 

angular groins. None of the material has enough ilmealte to be classed 

as titanomlignetite. Hairs and blades are always confined to individual 

grains of iron oxides. And this is usually true also of the limonite 

grains. However, the latter occur very rarely with one site touching 

silicates and the other three surrounded by magnetite; or as small. 

elongpte, curving •bridges" connecting two larger aggregates of magnetite. 

Discrete limonite grains is silicates hive never been found. 

Riedel or hairs of ilmenite is magnetite are present in almost 

every polished section of granite gneiss ores and modified skarn ores. 

Commonly, a few magnetite grains will show one or two blades apiece, 

but in some spools**s more thous half the magnetite grains have several 

blades of ilmenite. Included ilmenite grains are always present when 

blades are abundant. The blades often occur hit-or-miss in the magnetite, 

though reticulate plates parallel to the (111) plane of magnetite are 

observed in places. Infrequently, the (100) directlon of nassetits also 

has a few ilmenite blades. Soms blades fail to reach the borders of 

the own tits host, but a great many have one end at the edge of the 

host and may even extend across the entire magnetite grain. limonite 

blades have not been detected in the smallest magnetite /grains prison 

in the sections. Locally, ilmenite blades are Skeletal and seem partly 
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replaced by a am:opaque or by hematite. The secondary hematite may be 

present even when the enclosing magnetite shows no martite. irery 

rarely. the ilnealte blades contain minute exsolution bodies of hema-

tite and oplael. 

The quantity of limonite is variable but small. Perhaps can average 

value for a thick ore sone in granite gneiss is about 0.5 percent. De-

tailed studies of the distribution of limonite have been made only at 

the Tremblay Mountain deposit (modified skgra type). where the quantity 

visages fro nil to a TIOXIMUM of oa. 2.8 percent. averaging ca. 0.5 

percent. A statistical study of cores from two ore zones cut by one 

drill hole (T3) at the deposit shows a relative concentration of il 

omit* at the ton of the upper ore zone and the bottom of the lower one. 

There is no direct correlation between the Quantity of limonite and any 

one of the following: grade of ore. type of host rock, quantity of 

sulfides. tua*tity of apatite. 

Nowlaad (1908, 9. 23) long ago pointed out thnt the *noatitaniferous* 

Adirondack magnetite deposits are only relatively free of Ti02 . as 

some 1,102 has bees found in almost all of them. Re writes: *The titanium 

is traceable usually to the mineral titaaite which is a common constituent 

of the wall rocks Ann is often intergrown with the magnetite. Its propor-

tion is generally higher in crude ores thous in concentrates. the titenite 

being removed t• a greater or less extent by mill treatment.* Fowl:Lade s 

work vas done long before the days of mineragrapbar, and he sa►s less 

familiar with the St. Lawrence County denosita than with others in the 

Xdirondaoks. We now know that irihone (or titanite) accounts for very 
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little of the TiO2 in the St. Lawrence County ores. 

Gallagher (1937. p. 67) found limonite and spkene in ore from 

Lyon Mountain. Colony (1921, p. 114 and plate 11, fir" 1) reported 

ilmenite from the Comoro mine, southeastern New York. More than 

forty years ago. y►ley (1910, p. 115) inferred that ilmenite, either 

modal or normative, was present in some ores from the Righlands of New 

Jersey, and Sims (1950, pp. 207-208) has recently noted limonite in 

magnetite tom several deposits in the Dover district. 

Itugge (1943. p. 130) lists ilmealte among the minerals found in 

the skhrn-iron ore deposits of Arendal. Norway. but gives no data on 

its occurrence. To date, a little has hems published on the mineragraphy 

of the magnetites of central and northern Sweden. The writer believes 

that ilmenite has not been reported fro the Central ..:/wedish district. 

where the ores are characteristically very low in Ti02. However. 

Oeijer (1910, p. 102) found ilmenite as well as sphene occurring locally 

in ores fro the Kiruna district. northern Sweden. 

The above notes point up the fact that small amounts of Limonite 

are present in many magnetite ores that are regarded metallurgically 

as nontitaniferous. This limonite may account for cart or most of the 

TiO2 'resent in the ores fro• several districts. (Additional comments 

"re found in the section on economic applications.) True titaniferous 

magnetites are also found in the It. Lawrence County district, but these 

are associated with etag►bbre eat as ultramafic differentiP.te of the 

qUarts syenitic series. These titaniferous ores are considered very 

briefly in a embeequest section. 
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Toasenite 

Introduction 

The rare mineral voasenite (iron-rich ludwigite) is found with 

Ludwigits is an Hewn borate of the composition (Mg,70)20r40 01 110 

according to Winchell (1951, p. 136). 

magnetite in ore from the Sayville deposit, w.c.r., Osmegatchie Imadm 

ranee, New York. Jayville is a deposit of the akar* type, differing 

from others in the district in having abundant fluoritemrick form. 

hastingsite skara and considerable esithopb7llite &ars, as well as the 

usual oyroxeme *karat. .,iotite Sk;ls rare promises% at Arvin*, cad 

theg carry much of the ore. Yonsenite has been found in abundance in 

'high-grade ores (half vonsenite, half magnetite, with a little gangs0 

from one of these ials. It also 00CMYI as a subordinate metallic in 

ore that replaces quarts-bearing ferrohastimgelte skarn. 

Discovery and identification 

In the winter of 1947. the writer found an uaideatifiable metallic 

in ore from drill holes J2 and J3, Jayville deposit. The striking optical 

properties of the unknown set it apart from other metallic* that had 

bees investigsted mineragraphically cad described is the literature. 

It was thought for a while that the unknown sight be ilvaite. Owing to 

tits pressure of other work, the writer had no time for a thorough study 

of the material. In the spriag of 1950, Kr. G. G. L. Headersoa. of 

Princeton University, investigated the unknown for the writer under the 
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directioa of Professor Idward Sampson. Henderson made the usual etch 

tests and et great labor bored from the nolished specimen enough "pure" 

material for spectrographic analysis and X-ray stud►. His X-ray work 

showed that the =knows was not ilvaite, but attempts to identify the 

miaeral were fruitless. During January, 1951, samples isol&ted by 

Henderson yore studied ay J. K. Axelrod &Rd Miss Janet D. Fletcher of 

the U. S. Geological Survey, under the direction of Michael 41eischer. 

X-ray work by Axelrod and spectrographic analysis by Miss Fletcher 

identified the **known Jayville mineral as vonsenite. 

Physical properties in hand specimen 

In band specimen, voasenite is indistinguishable from the fine-

grained magmetite with which it occurs. The voasenite forms gray, 

granular aggregates with metallic adamantiae) luster. powdered 

vonsenite is very weakly magnetic, but beams* of the intimate associa" 

tion of vonsenite and magnetite, this property is not of mock use in 

distinguishing the two minerals where they constitute ore. If one examines 

polished * ecimens of ore with the naked eye. one sees that the vonsenite 

is definitely metallic. Relative to magnetite, the vonsenite appears 

bluish; and its reflectivity or "brightness° relative to magnetite is 

about the same as the reflectivity of magnetite relative to primary 

crystalline hematite. 

Optical properties and etch tests 

Yosemite is completely opaque in thin section. In polished 

sections examinee with the reflecting microscope, veasesite shows the 
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following properties. Color--pleochroic from brownish to bluish-gray; 

looks very gray with respect to magnetite, which appears brownish; 

enhodral vonstaite crystals appear brownish in this position • 

and bluish-gray in this position kaflectivIty—relatively 

itisOropism--strong, from reddish-brown to blue; no internal reflec-

tion. Hardness—less than hematite; equal to sagnetito (i.e., bards.** 

of F on S) ort's scale or 6 on Mobs' scale). 

*Xtch tests made by Henderson ge,ve the followiag reactions: 

RCL--definite etch, appears to reveal cracks; soluble aureole formed 

around drop• possibly a "sweat aureoles. 1gC12, KOl, FeC13, XCX, 

1103..-mosative• 

Distinction from other metallic* 

When so little informatioa on vonsenite is available, it is diffiw 

cult to say with assurance how that mineral can be distinguished from 

others of similar appearance. Nevertheless. the following suggestions 

may be helpful-wet least until the exceptions make themselves felt. 

Vonselite is most likely to be confused with ilvaite, and the 

distinction mey be very difficult to make in polished sections alone. 

The occurrence, habit. harasses, etch reactions. pleochroisa, and aniso-

tropism of the two are almost identical. Rowever, ilvaite is almost 

always at lout slightly translucent in thin section; in polished sec-

tion, it may show a red-brown internal reflection. Some ilvaite shows 

one good oleevego, sad some shove sonal growth. (These data are compiled 

from Pardokr. 1950, pp. 739-76o; sad from Hots. 1949, pp. 34..35.) I -ray 
patterns of the two miaerals are vary different (Henderson. 1950). 
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In general. color and pleochreism alone are vurficient to dis-

tinguish vonsenite from bixbyite, cftssiterite. hematite, lepidocrocite, 

ando/,- vredenburgite. (See Mason, 1942, 1943b e for data on the nange.nese 

mineral.; lomdohr, 1950, fer data on the others.) 

Tks properties of ludwigite is polishei seatiom (Schseiderh;hn 

and Ramuhr, 1931, 7)p. 567-568) are almost ideatical with those of von. 

senite, given above by this writer. The distinction between ludwigite 

and vonsenite would probably be very difficult to mks without a semi.. 

quantitative determination of the Is content. Eowever. the ludwigite 

so far described is at least sli htly transpareat in thin section or 

in thin splinters. ?or sons varieties, prismatic habit and silky luster 

are characteristic though sot diagnostic. 

Z•-ray and spectrographic analysis 

Rendersoals data on the vonsenite, obtained by mesas of the I-ray 

spectrometer, aret 

12,tek 21. 

1 44.1 2.5802 
2 33.70 3.3417 
3 47.95 2.:v817 

4. subsequent (ray investigation by J. N. Axelrod identified the amoral 

as vonsenite. Axelrod notes that the pattern of the Jayville vonsenite 

is slightly different fray that of the standard, vosasaite from River-

side, California. 

A qualitative spectrographic analysis of Jayville vonseaite, made 

hy Miss Janet D. Fletcher, confirmed Axelrod°. identifioatioa of the 

mineral and showed the following elemeats to be present* 
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amok Perctnt 

Ye. B 5 
Mg, Si, Al 1-5 
Sn. Pb. Za, Ti .X 
Cu, Cr, Zr. Be. Ca .0X 
Ag, Co, MI .00X 

.000X 

(Looked for but not found: Aa, Bi, A*, An, Pt, Mo. W. 0., St. Cd, Ti, 

Oa, V, Y, La, Tb, Cb. Ta. U, Sr, pia. P.) 

Microscopic occurrence 

A thin section of "high-grade ore" from a biotite sk8l shove 

magnetite and vonsenite (both gray aad opaque) replacing a crystal. 

loblastic aggregate of pale-green biotite sad strongly-pleocbroic 

anthophyllite -- possibly blypersthone). A few grains of bluish 

ferrohmstingsits and traces of sircon are also present. together with 

traces of one or more unidentified accessories. The anthophyllite (t) 

is slightly altered to greenish-brown chlorite. The polished sootiest 

of this rock shows aggregates of magnetite and, vonsenite, geasra1/7 

es polygonal grains. replacing the aonopagimm. Teasenite aloe occurs 

as scattered diamond. or loseage-sha od crystals nerd as small suhhodral 

flecks in the ono*. The magastito and vonsenite appear to be co*. 

temporaneous. A few hair-thin veinlets of secondary hematite cut both 

caaguA and vonsenite. Ragged, crudely-bladed atch.s of hematite re-

place the vonsenite locally. 

4 this section of high grade ore from quarts-bearing ferrohasting-

site skarn that contains a little pale-green mica (biotitet), grim 

chlorite rosettes, aad traces •f unknowns has abundant magnetite, pub-
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ordinate voasenite, pyrite (ca. 5 percent). sad a trace of hematite. 

Magnetite mad vonsenite replace am-ohibole, mica, and euarts. Subbedral 

vonsenite grains, usually attached to magnetite, appear to be contem.. 

poraneous with or slightly younger than the magnetite. Pyrite of stage 

I replaces magnetite and gangue. Sparse secondary hematite is 'resent 

as flecks *ad as crank fillings is faagall. 

Iconomic significance 

Yemenite and magnetite look so nook alike, to the unaided eye. 

Find are so intimately associated in granular masses which in bulk are 

strongly wgnektic, that the writer cannot estimate the quantity of 

vonsenite in the Jayville deposit. It may be substantial. 

'hip finding of voasenite at Alvin* makes one wonder if other 

magnetite-bearing skOls of the district also sorry this rare boron 

miaeral. ?be number of polished sections of sk:1 ores in the writer's 

possession is too small to sample the skols ad*quately. Some drill 

cores logged as high-goads magnetite ore showed medium-grade ore upon 

assay; possibly this merely reflects the difficulty of making a fair 

estimate of grade by eye, but possibly it means that vonsenite Rocco. 

posies the magnetite in some of this ore. (The total Fe content of 

vonsenite may be as. 55 percent, whereas the total Ye content of Oleo-

nkticelly owe miNgnetits is 72.3 peraft%). 

Other occurrences of vonsealte 

Yosemite was first described. analysed, mad named by A. S. Zakle 

(1920). The original vonseaite occurtia with nagnatito, chlorite. 
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green pyroxmae, sat& white talcose mineral is a large mass formed 

at the contact between limestone and granite at Riverside. California 

(Yekle, 1920, p. 141). Butler and Schaller (191?) had previously die-

cussed the ludwigite series, ranging as they thought from one knows 

end-member--magnesioludwigite«to an inferred, iron-rich end-meiber-e• 

ferroludwi ite. Geiger (1939, D. 21) mentioned vonsenite as as end-

meber of the ludwigite series and presented ALA excellent review of the 

Swedish occurrences of ludwigite, summarising their petrologic significance. 

Ludwigite is, of course, known fres a number of pyrometasomatic deposits 

is Sweden, central Iurope, loxes, and the Western United States. 

Additional work 

Optical and chemical data for various magnesia* and intermediate 

members of the ludwigite series are available in the literature, but 

the only published information specifically regarding vonsenite seems to 

be that of Zakle (1920). ter that reason„ ea early account of the Jew.' 

villa voasenite is desirable, emphasising optical properties (on which 

there is no published information) cad occurrence. This account should. 

if possible, be accompanied by a chemical analysis of the vonseaite. 

provided *sough material can be isolated for analysis. It is doubtfUl 

if 010 Jayville samples will provide suitable material for *Lula-crystal 

X-ray study, bat such as investigation needs to be undertaken. 

(Takeuchi, Wataaabi, and Ito, 1950, have recently investigated the 

crystal structure of warwickite, ludwigite, and rinakiolite.) It would 

also be desirable to determine sad present optical data for the original 

vonsenite of Zakle. 
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Sulfides and arsenide* 

The occurrence, distribution, cad (sacral features of the mule 

tides have already been summarised* The observations that follow 

are scattered and iscomplete. 

Pyrite and marcasite 

Pyrite of stage I occurs as flecks, elliptical grains, irregular 

aggregates, partly or wholly developed cubes, arrays of partly developed 

pyritoLedrs, stout veinlets„ cad .asses. It is pyrite of this genera-

tion that one usually sees in hand 'pot:amens. Most of the pyrite is 

isotropic, tut some of it (including certain partly developed cubes 

fad pyritohedra) is weakly to moderately anisotropic. Pyrite of stags I 

is melded on sone silicates, replaces others, and locally replaces 

magnetite and primary hematite. Concentrations of pyrite with chlorite, 

epidote, and abmadant apatite are found locally is granite (seise ores. 

Much of this pyrite mmy belong to stage II, but some of it may belong 

to stage I. 

Pyrite of stag, II occurs as extremely fine veinlets that fill 

fractures sod cleavages in silicates and, lees often, fractures in 

magnetite. The veinlets pass into thin films and fringes of pyrite that 

partly or wholly envelop some grains of silicate, magaetite„ and sob• 

hedral pyrite I. Because the veinlets sad easy films are exosediaily 

thin, they are usually seen only is polished section. Sore "filigrees 

pyrite may also belong to this later seaeratioa. All pyrite of stage II 

is, with ems questionable exceptioa, isotropic. Pyrite eseigaed to 

stage III also appears to be isotropic. 
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Marcasite has not been positively ideatified from the noatitaalferous 

magnetite deposits. (It has been found sparingly in titaaiferoum 

magnetite deposits associated with netagabbro.) Hoverer, some of the 

"moderately anisotropic pyrite* mar really be marcasite, though this 

seems doubtful in view of the crystal form assumed by some of the 

material. (See notes on pyrite of stage I.) 

Pyrrhotite 

Pyrrbotite occurs as grains, knots, stout veinlets, irregular 

aggregates and masses, and rare fracture fillings. Local protuberances 

out silicate* and magnetite, though when magnetite and pyrrhotite are 

sparse they tend to show "mutual boundaries°. Pyrrhotite is known to 

replace silicates, carbonates, magnetite, limonite, and pyrite of stage 

I. Its relation toward molybdenite is indeterminate. Aggregate* of 

pyrrhotite are made up of individuals with curved or sutured borders. 

Certain pyrrbotite veialets in skarn tail out into veinlets of chalco-

pyrite. Pyrrhotite masses in skarn are likely to be rich in apatite. 

Sphalerite 

Sphalerite of stage I occur, as *peeks, grains, and small areas 

in silicates, as rims on magnetite, as elongate grains cutting ma a*, 

tits sad primary crystalline hematite, as iatergrowthe with pyrite, and 

as 'AWNS aloag cleavages and cracks is pyroxene. The sphaltrits is 

!mead in small quantities in all types of magnetite deposit, but its 

conceatration seldom reaches 1 percent. Often it is present only as a 

trace. It is always accompanied by another sulfide, though individual 
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areas of sphalerite may or may not be intimately associated with the 

sulfide. Locally, sphalerite of stage I contains ezeolved blebs of 

chalcopyrite. 

sphalerite of stage II has been identified in calcite veinlets 

from several deposits, as perched crystals with 'milts* from the 

Parish deposit, and as a oblate accessory in ore fro Trembley Ntountotin. 

About half the specimens of ore from ?rembley Mountain show minute grains 

of sphalerite tentatively assigned to stage II, restricted almost wholly 

to ore in which fringes and veinlets of pyrite II were present. This 

spbalerite II occurs as minute irregular aggregates about 50 microns 

is diameter, made up of individuals about 10 microns in diameter. The 

grains occur in trains near (but not on) the borders of magnetite grains, 

on the outer edges of distinct silicate rims. In addition, they are 

present as rare scattered specks in silicates. In a few grains, tiny 

projections of sphalerite cut the enclosing silicates, 

Sphalerite of both stages is spry► sad isotropic, with whitish, 

Illow, or brows► internal reflection. The identification of sphalerite 

of both generations was checked by etching the eaterial with KMA04 reagent. 

After the brows stain (locally rad and blue) vas wiped off, single 

"grates" of sphalerite were found to be aggregates of smaller individuals 

showing prominent cleavage (or twinning). 

Bornite 

'uornite, so fAr known in this district only from the Parish deposit 

(q.v.), occurs as *tottered flecks, small grains, sad irregular small 

areas is the gmmiss of seas ore sad weakly-alaoralised rook. Ms borders 
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of the bornite are very ragged, and the mineral seldom comes against 

iron oxides. However, in places it replaces magnetite and cuts primary 

hematite. Its relations with sphalerite are uscertaiu; bornite sees 

younger. Against grains of chalcopyrite, the bornite usually display* 

"mutual boundaries.. lowever, at high magnification some of the 

"mutual boundaries" are clearly seen to be irregular, showing tiny 

filameats of chalcopyrite projecting int• the bornite. Pro* this it 

seems certain that chalcopyrite is younger. Moreover, much of the 

bornite has exsolved chalcopyrite as regularly-oriented minute blades 

or shreds, and as rare "flames° and lenticular blebs. In places, the 

•xsolved chalcotayrite blades form square or rhombic lattices where they 

lie *long the cubic or octobedral directions of the bornite. Part of 

the bornite is usually replaced by chalcopyrite (c.v.). 

Chalcopyrite 

Chalcopyrite mar be the only sulfide in an ore specimen, but it 

is usually accompanied 1, at least one other sulfide. Pyrite and 

pyrrhotite are its common associates. The chaloopyrite occurs as 

flecks, grains, and minute voinlets In silicates and earlier metallic*. 

In parts of some deposits (Trembley ',Wanton North). disseminated 

chalcopyrite is present to the extent of 2 vercent. Rarely (at Bread,' 

Brook Northwest) it forms a vein as such as a foot thick. It is also 

found as replacement veinlets in magnetite, networks in pyrite, and blebs 

d veinlets in pyrrhotite. It is younger than s halerite. Itsrls17. 

the chalcopyrite is twinned. Some chalcopyrite grains have corroded 

cores of pyrite. As an exsolution product. ohalcopyrite is found in 
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ephalerlte of stage I and in bornite. 

Chalcocite 

Chalcocite, like bornite, is restricte. to the Parish deposit, 

where it occurs as irregalar rims on boralte and chalcopyrite. as 

ragged networks is boraite, gad sv sheaths about exsolved chalcopyrite 

blades in bornite. The cbalcocite is blue-gray *M anisotropie; some 

of the "sheathe type is a deeper blue. Locally, chalcocite replaces 

all but the centers of bornite ascl chalospyrite grains, leaving ragged 

islands of the host. Porerer. b rnite is usually replaced sore extensive.► 

ly this chalcopyrite. Ia a few places, the chalcocite contains regularly 

oriented blades of chalet, rite that resemble as ezeolution product 

but arerare probably unreplaced chalcopyrite =solved from borate that was 

later entirely replaced by chalcooite. There is no golden°e to tamest 

that any of the chalcocite is supergene. 

Covellite 

Microscopic traces of covellite have bees found is sulfide* from 

the Pariah Benson Mises. sad Jarvis Bridge deposits. Covellite from 

the Parish deposit occurs as local replacemeats of chalcocite and bornite. 

Covellite from Benson Mines forms a partial fringe on chalcopyrite graias 

that coatala pyrite relics. Covellite from Jarvis Bridge occurs as a 

rare fledk.like alteration of chalcopyrite. All the covellite is 

strongly pleochrolo frog silver-white to d*ep blue; betweea crossed 

niools, the mineral is a brilliant, fiery red. Were it not for its 

=mistakable optical propertlee, the miaeral would pass unnoticed, for 
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it Is very sparse. The covellite may or may sot be hypogese. It is 

found ia fresh 'poetess* collected at the surface and la freak cores 

from deep drill holes. 

Loelliagite 

Traces of loelliagite have bees found in, I single toecisea from 

the Clifton miae. Brilliant silvery-white loelliasite occurs as specks 

with mainstits4 ablandeat pyrrhotite, and as maideatified collofora 

metallic is silicated marble from a weakly-oiaeralised sone of sikara. 

The lmolliagito was acted by the writer and P. Z. Rots is 1948. The 

silken' seemed very easily scratched. 0. 0 . L. leadarsoa iavestioted 

the mineral microchemical/7 and by X-ry in the spring of 1950, wider 

the direction of Professor idward Sampson. J Henderson found re and 

_J Polished sections of the sample were sot made at that time. 

NORMS* the unknowns were so sparse is the rather crumbly speciosa, it 

seemed better to perform as many tests as possible before risking the 

loss of the material is sewing. 

As by microchemical tests sad. inferred the pros • of other uadetermiaot 

elsowats. His Z-ray data are as follows: 

Lek 1 

1 44.4e 2.5593 
2 48.60 2.3538 
3 43.90 2.5914 
4 62.76 1.8602 

A.spectrograT4his analysis of the umitsowa seemed desirable. This 

VOA made by Kiss Jason D. Fletcher of material that Readers** had bored 
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from the sample. Miss Fletcher prepared a special set of standards 

to get a rough quantitative analysis of the unknown. Rer results aret 

Mama :4-1E2SSI 

As (70) 
P.(20) 

>5 

Co (3%) 5 

Oa. Pb. Bi 
Si. Kg, Si .x 
Al 

Cu, Za, M 
Ti, Zr, Ba ,ox 

Cr .00X 

Ag .0001 

(Many other elements were looked for but not found.) The spectrographic 

analysis confirms J. M. Axelrodle 16-roty identificktion of the unknown 

as loallingite. 

Pellebod section studies by the writer are in progress. 

Miscellaneous setallios 

Several metellics of uncertain identity. including vallerlite (f). 

curvrite (/), and others, are still being investigated by the writer. 

Those minerals are present only in very sma11 amounts. but some of them 

are interesting for their genetic significance. As the observations are 

tentative and incomplete. they will not be given here. 
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Late hydrothermal minerals 

Minerals of late kydrothermal origin are found sporadically in 

and close to the magnetite deposits of the district. The quantity of 

these minerals ranges from microseeple truism to heavy concentrations 

in certain :ones a few feet thick. Use of the cemmomer minerals 

have been found as veialets or local alteration products in rocks far 

removed from the magnetite deposits, but the wait• as a whole shows 

a notable restriction to the immediate vicitity of the mineralised sone*. 

This suite of late bydrothermal ai*erals includes: &malaise, 

(?) mesas that the mineral has bees identified megascoploallYJ 

but has mot yet bee* checked siorostopicaIly. 

• mesas that the mineral is comae* sad frequently prominent. 

apephyllite Oh calcite*, ohabasite*, chalcopyrite, chlorite*, d*tolite (?), 

epidote*, fluorite, kaoliaite peetolite (1), prehmite (I), sompelllite, 

pyrite*, quarts, sericite, specula:Ito (1), ephalerite, stilhite, and 

uminvestigated minerals thought to be seolites. 

The predomimanet of hydrous minerals is striking. The parageaetic 

sequence has not been entirely worked out, but epidote and pumpellyite 

are known to be relatively eer17, while ealcite, pyrite, sad traces of 

other metallic, are late. (See preceding seetion en parageaetio sequence 

of astallics.) The writer believes that the members of the suite were 

deposited from hydrothermal solutions representi the final stage of 

the connected process of mineralisation in the district. Minerals of 

relative/7 higher temperature sad high Pe content (epidote sad pompellyite) 
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formed first, a series of hydrous 1-Na-0a.A1 Gillette* followed with 

falling temperature, mad a feeble srurt of base-metal sulfides sad 

calcite concluded the mineralisation rrocess. 

The late hydrothermal minerals are found to some extent in aaaocia•. 

tion with all types of magnetite deposit in the district, but as a rale 

they are sparse is skara ores, =mom in granite gneiss ores, mad common.. 

even abundant locally—in modified deposits of both types. The minerals 

occur is three ways: (1) as sporadic or pervasive internal alters tioa 

and replacement of earlier minerals; (2) as linings of Tugs; wad (3) as 

joint•costiags and fracture-fillings. The distribution of the minerals 

according to the first two modes of occurrence is entirely unsystematic; 

that is, there is ao relation to land surface, depth within bedrock, 

inferred faults, rock type, stratigrsphic positiaa, grade of ore, kind 

of host or wall rock, of internal structure of the rock. Moreover, the 

distribution of joints and fractures locally occupied by minerals of 

the third group has no know* relation to the featuret cited above, 

though more information is emitted on this point. The one feature comma 

to all occurrences is the restriction of the more oemplex nimerals and 

parageaesis to the immediate vicinity of ore. 

The writer cannot give a reliable quantitative estimate to show the 

relative significaaoe of alteration by the late hydrothermal minerals. 

At most, perhaps 20 or 30 perconst of all the rocks cored at a gives de-

posit would show some sign of late hydrothermal minerals. Rowever, if 

all the late hydrothermal minerals in the deposits most affected were 

Packed together, they would pleambly not exceed 2 or 3 perces! of the 
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bulk of the rocks drilled. If vuggy !ones alone are considered. their 

aggregate for the deposits most affected would be a very small part of 

1 percent. Nevertheless, their "frequency'' would be considerable. 

The only minerals commonly occurring as internal alteration products 

are chlorite, epidoto, pyrite of stage II, pumpellyite and soisite. 

These are present. singly or together, as granules and aggregates in the 

form of flecks in silicates, replacements along cleavages of silicates, 

and veinlets in--or irregular rime on--amy earlier-formed mineral. in 

skarn deposits, the modified *eras are often the only rocks *bowleg 

puspellyite, aad is most deposits the flash, minerals of a given rock 

are sore pumpellyitised than the other constituents. 1aolinite 

and chatasite from vugs locally s2read out as alterations of the host 

rock. 

Tags occur sporadically in ore and wall rooks at a number of des 

posits. The Tug' are usually more *bulkiest in the ore and its immediate 

wall rooks, but they may occur several hundred feet ewer from the magne-

tite-bearing somas. A few of the Tugs are simply leached cavities, but 

most vugs show a liaise of new aiaersls of the late hydrothermal suite. 

The yoga are small-mat most a few mm long aad a as or two wide--; roughly 

circular. irregular, or slightly *lomat.; aad oriented with complete 

disregard for the foliation or say other structure is the host. The 

adjacent rock may be substmatielly altered for a few ma about the Tug, 

though is general the host is quite fresh; only traces of alteration 

are vteltle b ad the vug itself. The Imp are definitely younger then 

magnetite sad pyrite I, for these minerals and their host have is places 
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been dissolved and have received a coating of the vug minerals. 3pidote, 

pumpellyits, chlorite, ohabasite, and pyrite are the commonest minerals 

lining these Tugs. (like chalsasite is very easily mistaken for colorr► 

less fluorite.) Vugs from the Parish deposit show the greatest number 

of late minerals. 

The vugs are similar in a very crude way to the omiarolitess at 

Lyon Mountain, shown by Zimmer (1947s) to be leached cavities post. 

diabase in age. The St. Lawrence County Tugs cannot be miarolitest 

Fluorite-bearing vugs found very rarely in alaskits in the 

district may be true miarolites. They are not the same as the rags 

just described. 

they are not lined with projecting crystals of the same minerals found 

in the host, and they are not restricted to rocks of magmatic origin. 

The host rocks are known to include microcline granite and its gneissic 

equivalent, pegmatite. mstasedimentary gneisses, modified 'kern, mineralised 

and ore-bearing parts of all these preceding rocks, biotitic amphibolite, 

and skarn (very rare). Moreover, the vugs and their linings are almost 

tortainly not supergoast their host is often singularly 'close, with. 

out earthy hematite and with only local, sporadic chlorite; they are 

sot distributed in any manner that suggests supergene alteration; they 

often, contain numpellyite, so far known only as a hypogene mineral; and 

the linings consist of minerals typical elsewhere of late hydrothermal 

origin. 

The late hydrothermal minerals cannot be genetically related to 
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diabase, as that rock is rarely forced is the district and is sot knows 

to occur near say of the magnetite deposits. The association of these 

late ainerals is with mineralised rocks, ,,riaeipally those is whisk t, 

Al, Sl, sat OK had already effected none modification. Somewhat similar 

relations apparently exist in other districts, including Areadal. 

liorway (Bugg*, 1940, p. 93); the Oslo regioa, Norway (Oeldichaidt, 

1911, pp. 469.473); the Br8torp Iliac mins, OriArvi district, liaised 

(Borgstram, 1908, pp. )34-337); *ad miaow is the Central Swedish die. 

trict cad Magnusson, 1944--seolitese etc., cited in aineralogical 

appendix). 

PumpelLyite warrants special comment. So far as the writer knows, 

St. Lawrence County is the first magnetite district found to contain 

pumpellyite. The mineral was subsequeetly found by Sins and identified 

by the writer at the Scrub Oaks nine, Dover district, Sew Jersey (Sims, 

1950, p. 210). ?mesa of a mineral that say be pumpell it* have recent. 

ly hoes fiend in the Andover district. New Jersey (Sine and Leca&rd, 

in preparation). The St. Lawrence County puapellyite appears to be a 

fermis, variety occurring as local pervasive replacements (minute to 

extensive), veinlets, cad vuj linings in a variety of wallrocks sad 

ore types. Its optical properties and harther details of occurrence 

rill be prostate(' in a subsequent publieatioa. Aside from the New To* 

cad New Jersey magnetites, pumpellyite has been found (1) in amygdules 

and veinlets, ant as an alteration promuct, in basic igneous rocks; 

(2) in chlorite schist*, glaucoplane schist*, and other metamorphic 

rocks; (3) in quarts veil's; and (4) is modified skaras. Most of the 
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significant references are cited by Winchell (1951. p. 519). 

Several minerals found as alteration products of host-rock tali• 

cites cannot yet be fitted into the paragiaetic sequ ace. These in. 

clods muscovite (from microcline, eillimaaite. and combinations of 

silicates), soisits (from feldspars). dark mica (from pyriboles), and 

hydrogarnet (1) (rare--in skarns). Oae has the impression that suck 

minerals are more or less oontemporftneous with magnetite and definitely 

older than the late hydrothermal miaerale. but the relations so far ob. 

served are entirely inconclusive. The quantitative extent of these 

alterations is very small Weed. 

Structure of the magnetite deposits 

The magnetite deposits of the district are replacement deposits 

developed on the noses ma limbs of folds after deformation of the host 

rocks by plastic flow. The deposits are essentially confermable to the 

structure of their host, but locally they are transgressive. The pattern 

of at least one deposit has been altered by post-ore faulting. The 

regional structural setting of the deposits has already bee* preseated. 

It is often difficult or impossible to maks a smooth transition 

in relating major folds, miles in leagth, to the local folds, hundreds 

or thoussads of feet long, is which the magaetits deposits occur. 

Much of this difficulty stems from the iaadequacy of outcrops is the 

issediatte area of the deposits, but part of it is due to the complexity 

of the structural patters imposed by at least two major deformations. 

in general, the local folds La their preseat form are not simple drag 

folds or flowage folds accompanying the *ajar anticliaal masses of quarts 
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syenitic rocks, nor are they minor folds related to major folds la 

areas some miles from quartz syeaitic masses. They are, in varying 

degree►, the result of later deformation acting on an earlier pattern 

to give a composite effect. 

In the accouat that follows, the writer summarises the structural 

types of deposit before discussing some of the •lemeats that make up 

those types. This departure from logical order seems justified because 

the shape and pattern of the ore bodies are of primary concern to the 

men who must work them. 

Structural types of deposit 

The structural type•-or simply the shape.-of the deposits can be 

classed as follows* simple (?) tabular, fishhook, linear, multiple 

drag fold, and complex. Before these types are discussed, two features 

must be pointed out. First, no single deposit—operating or inactive.. 

Is so well known that its structure can be described with comfortable 

*asuman'. Second, most deposits is the district seem to have two long 

dimensions sad one relatively short one, rather then one long dimension 

and two relatively short oats. There are exceptions to this rule, but 

is general the remarkable lath-like habit of oertaia New Jersey and New 

Tort magnetite deposits is inconspicuous--perhaps even leaking..la the 

St. Lawrence County magnetite district. 

Simple (t) tabular bodies 

Our may 0:peel; to find relatively simple tabular or sheet like 

bodies oa the lifehe of folds. The long, straight magaetic ammonia 
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given by the Jarvis bridge and Skate Creek deposits, coupled with the 

eoatinuity of the miaeralised cones shows by initial diamond drilling, 

suggest that these two deposits are roughly tabular in shape. They 

extend for several thousand feet along the strike. are generally about 

20 feet to less than 30 feet thick, and have bees tested down the dip 

to a distance of less than 500 feet. The dip of the Jarvis Bridge de-

posit chaages gradually along strike from on. 50 SW. st the southeast 

end to 70 SW. at the northwest end. he dip of the W.A. Creek deposit 

varies somewhat more. As neither deposit has been tested by a fan of 

drill holes, the possible variation in dip et increasing depth is um.. 

known. 

The writer has described these deposits as relatively simple tabular 

bodies. However, he would point out that the structure of the magnetite 

ore body in granite gneiss at 1,yon Mountain, Clinton County district, 

Yew York, appeared to be relatively simple for some distance along strike 

sad down dip, yet the body Is now known to have inherited a very complex 

group of folds. The structure of the upper parte of the ore body was 

that of a steeply-dipping, crudely-tabular mass; mining to depths of 

2,000 feet and more eventually showed a complex, plunging with 

sharp anticlinal cross folds. A small sample of the structure of sey 

one part of a magaetite deposit may be a poor guide to the structure of 

the deposit as a whole, if one optimistically thinks of 0the whole* 

as aabrAcing bodies that possibly extend to great depth. 

Fishhook bodies 

Magnetite bodies whose plea views have the shape of a fishhook are 
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common in the district. (See fig. 3.) Whether these deposits are also 

fishhook-shaped in cross section, we to not know. Xxamples are Spruce 

Mountain Northwest, Trembley Mountain, Deerlick Rapids, Dead Creek, 

Wilson Mountain, and Benson Mines. The fishhook pattern results frog 

the replacement of host rocks on the nose and one limb of a fold. In 

this district, there is reasonable evidence that most or all of the 

'fishhooks* are isoclinal synclines. The synclines any be relatively 

open (Spruce Mountain Vorthwest), or closely oppressed (Dead Creek). 

The inferred axial plane of the syncline may be vertical, or it may be 

inclined at a moderate angle, giving an overturned isoclinal fold. The 

magnetite d sit my lie on the overturned or upright limb of the fold. 

The inferred plunge of the fold axis may be gentle or eteeo. 

The fishhook shape of ore bodies in metamorphic rocks is very 

common, though many American geologists, recalling the unusual ore 

bodies of the Yranklin district, Neu Jeremy, are loath to think of 

this structural pattern as common in any way. However, a few references 

to other deposits will suggest at least the geographic range of "fish,. 

hooks deposits! Broken Rill, New South isles (Oustafson et al., 1950); 

eamlaren, Northwest Territories (Henderson and maser, 1948); Sherritt 

Gordon, Manitoba (Ansley, 1948); Sullivan, British Columbia (Swanson, 

1948); Azind01, Iorway (Kierulf /qui Dahll, 1861; Bugg,, 1940); Central 

Swedish district (3eitier and Magnums**, 1944); Dover district, Nev 

Jersey (Sims, 1950); Ducktown, Tennessee (lmmena and Lam', 1926)i 

Zdvards.-balmat district, hew York (Brown, 1936); Franklin, New Jersey 

(Spencer et al.. 1908); 81 mine, Iwo& Mountain, Mew York (Zimmer, 1948). 
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Three points relating to the fishhook shape of the magnetite de-

posits of St. Lawrence County deserve mention. First is the apparent 

restriction of mNgnetite deposits to synclines. This does not mean that, 

within a given deposit, ore will be absent from minor anticlinal struo• 

tures; it does seem to menu that the noses of anticlines of intermediate 

size (amplitude of several hundred feet to 1.000 feet or so) have been 

unfavorable sites for replacement by magnetite. anticlines of Appro.. 

prints size end rock type are blown within the district; they simply 

do not carry magnetite deposits of significant wise, LIn the Sterling.. 

Iingwood district, Sow Tomb-Rev Jersey. Rots (1945) found ore on the 

noses of overturned anticlines as well as synclines. Simi (1950. p. 

152) states that a mineralised zone of dark gaaisses can be followed 

around the nose of the Hibernia anticline. Dover district. New Jersey2 

A second paint is the occurrence of ore on the upright, as well 

as on the overturned, limb of the syncline. postal (personal communion. 

ties) found that in the Clinton County district, New 'fork, magnetite 

depostts were usually related to the overturned limb of isoclinal *yap 

clines. This be attributed to greeter shearing in the rooks of the over-

turned limb, giving a more favorable site for ore deposition. 

k third point. of general application. is the prevalence of the 

fishhook structure in so many ore deposits in different dietriotsi 

fishhooks, instead of symmetrical Wit or Yost The common explanation 

is that deformation on the nose and in the axial sons of the fold was 

most intense; this. coupled with the plunge of the fold. gave a favor• 

able site for ore deposition in those areas. But what deformational 
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feature or nee limb caused replacement there, instead of on the nose 

mad axial zone only, or on both limbs symmetrically? 

Linear bodies 

The apparent absehce of distinct lath-like or -eacil.like bodies 

from the district has already been noted. However, tvo deposits only 

partly explored by diamond drilling may have eloagate ore sheets of 

analogous habit. These deposits are Brandy rook Northwest sad Jaye. 

ville. 44 both ceposits. a prominent k liaeation (parallel to the axes 

of local folds) is seen in some wall rocks. This, together with the 

distribution of ore is the few scattered drill holes. suggest* that any 

additional drilling ought to consider the possibility of linear shoots 

of ore, as opposed to continuous sheets. (at Jayville, a very pronounced 

lineation is A is also present locally. A bole drilled to test the 

aseumntioa that ore might occur in shoots parallel to the lineation 

was barrea.) 

at fipruce Mountain gorthwest the TAPOSORCO of elongate lobes of 

magnetic "highs", parallel to the axis of the syncline. suggests linear 

ore shoots beneath (Leonard, report is preparation(). At Dead Creek No. 

1 (Puddington sad Leonard, 1945a), ea elongate sires of low noeitl,0" 

readings at the southeast end of the magnetic aaoealy suggests the edge (11 

of a pitching ore shoot. 

It must be emphasised that the existence of linear or• shoots in 

tills district has not boas denoastratod, though such shoots are knows 

to occur is asighborinc magaetite districts (e.g., 81 mine, Lyon Moue-

tain, z.', York.....Zimmor, 1948). Rowever, the pessibility that linear 
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ore shoots arc present in some deposits ought to be kept clearly in 

mind. The extant to which the "fisahookes may persist as large linear 

features parallel to the axial plunge of their associated fobs. ex* 

only be conjectured. 

Deposits on minor folds 

Several prospects, distinguished chiefly for their small its., are 

on minor folds that interrupt very slightly an otherwise continuous 

belt of skarn and associated metasediments. At the Green Farm (Newland, 

1908, pp. 138..139) several pits were sunk in ore on the axes of minor 

folds. These folds, having an amplitude of only 15 to 20 feet, are found 

in intervals of 25 to 100 (?) feet along the X. 30 W. strike of the 

'vein°. "le folds trend ca. S. 15 W. and plunge ca. 20 SSW. The magmatic 

anomaly is continuous along the covered belt for ca. 430 feet, and one 

does not know if the pits are on the best part of the deposit or on 

sewerage ore., Somewbat similar structures are feud is the 1lAmpart 

Momatain-Lake :Aarion megaetite prospects, :Dapper Lake quadrangle. 

Ore is kaowa to occur on minor folds, both anticlinal and synclinal, 

La many larger deposits of other structural types is the district. 

for that reason, it is perhaps unfair to place is a separate class the 

prospects noted above. Rowever, the presence of magnetite concentrations 

on minor folds stems to be the only distinctive structural feature of 

these prospects. 

Complex deposit 

The Clifton deposit (sagaetite in tkara) does not fit any of the 
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simpler structural types found in the district. It is a deposit of 

complex habit. Perhaps this "relative complexity" is due mainly to our 

greater knowledge of the deposit--the only mine is the district that 

has underground workings, and the only one the Geological Survey has 

been able to map in detail (40 feet to the inch). However, there is 

also a sound geologic reason why the ceposit is more complex: Clifton 

lies just within the aaticlin*l Stark complex of old, rigid granitic 

rocks, twice deformed by regional forcer. Because of its unusual 

environment, the deposit mss► represent, compounded and accentuated, 

most or all of the structural features expectable in the rest of the 

deposits of the district. this is a comforting but probably unreliable 

speculation. Similar complexities are likely to appear as our knowledge 

of other deposits (particularly skarn ores) grows. 

The Clifton deposit lies within a sorrow belt of metasediments. 

several hundred feet thick, on the extreme eastern flask of the north-

trending Stark anticline of phacoidal hornbleade granite gneiss. At 

this latitude. the anticline is upright and its axis nearly horizontal 

or plunging gently southward. A very thin body of ph&coidsel granite 

gneiss, locally absent, intervenes between the metasediments and a 

large mass of younger hornblende granite on the east. Ia the immediate 

neighborhood of the mime, this hornblende granite is a completely 

deformed and recrystallised gneiss, loyally boviag an alaskitic facies 

along its contact with the older rocks. The metasediments are in-

timately penetrated mad locally brecciated by sheets of phaeoidal 

granite gneiss. Both groups of rocks are cut. in one area, by dikes 
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and sheets of hypersthene metadiabase, known from its occurrence else. 

where to be older than the hornblende granite gneiss and its alaskitio 

facies. 

The average strike of the belt of motasedimeats is I. 45° Z., and 

the usual tip is southeast. Two principal systems of folds are present 

in the sine area. There is considerable local evidence indicating that 

the two systems belong to two different periods of deformation. One 

system has axes trendiag ca. S. 10 1. and plunging 0-40° S. Let us 

designate the axes of this system as be. The Vs folds are essentially 

parallel to the axis of the great Stark anticline of phacoidal granite 

gneiss, the major structure of the area. Folds of this system appear 

to be relatively older; they soy be laterpreted as flanking drag folds 

subsidiary to the great Stark anticliat. The second system of felds 

has axes trending ca. N. 580 i. Let us designate the axes of this system 

as h. The axes of b folds plunge gently LIS. or WSV., seemingly 

averaging about borisontal. The Vz folds appear to be relatively younger. 

Some members of this system are severely overturned toward the northwest. 

and in places the movement has approximated low-eagle overthrusting. 

A third mad subordinate fold system. intermediate between the first two 

in direction, apparently bears the relation of a resultant toward the 

first two. (Why this should be so, is not entirely clear.) Folds of 

this system ere similar in character to those of the a1 vets*, and 

their present trend suggests that they are be folds rotated (or by sane 

mesas moved) into a new trend by the forces that produced the b folds. 

Lot us designate these rotated (t) resultant folds as b1. Nasky other 
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types of liteation accompany the three fold systems. Most of these 

lineations appear to be in with respect to the individual fold 

system. but some are in 1. In addition, there are a few anomalous 

lineation, whose significance is at present unknown. 

The thickest knew* area of high-grade ore at Clifton formed a 

large. blunt lens, rhomb-shaped in plea. whose knows' and inferred 

boundaries were clearly controlled by elements of the b5, byR , and bs 

fold systems. (see fig. 4.) The stoped-out ore body lay in a synclinal 

sag between anticlinal folds of the 1s and b systems. The body was 

elongate in a H. to 2HZ. direction. The northeast edge of the ore 

body ended rather sharply against ea overturned anticline of the bs 

votes'. The southwest edge thinned and frayed out over the top of a 

broader anticliae made up of many minor folds of the b$R system. 

Relations at this edge are muck less certain, owing to the appearance 

of dikes eat sheets of hyperstheao metadiahase. The thinned upper 

part of the main ore body cropped out at the surface. This area was 

mined out in the open cut, so that the structural relations are now us. 

observable. According to the writer's restoration based on field map. 

ping and drilling data, the upper edge of the ore body had thinned SUSS 

the crest of an anticlinal roll of the b/ system. Troa underground 

mapping and drilling data. we know that the lower edge of part of the 

thick lens thinned abruptly along as overturned fold of the 1z system. 

Present mining is largely from a part of the ore body lying southwest 

of the thick main leas. and at greater depth. This Tart may represeat 

another crude Iloilo arranged ea echelon with respect to the main stoped. 
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out ore body. Axploratioa is this area has bees limited, but the re-

sults are promising. NC attempt has bees made to prospect for deep ors 

bodies down the plunge of the bs folds, below the male leas. 

The pattern outlined above gives only the general features of the 

ore body or bodies. This patters is greatly complicated by many sub• 

ordinate folds belonging to the bsh, and bg systems. These result 

is subordinate but conspicuous plashing, swelling, mad billowing of the 

ore. Where folds of the b5 system are relatively open, they are warps; 

where folds of the bz system are relatively *pea, they are rolls. 

Locally, folds of the b5 and b5, systems are tight, isoclinal crumples 

and "drag's; and folds of the 113 system are overturned isoclinal folds 

whose under sides approximate lows-angle overthrusts. A few repro• 

sontative cross seatioas are gives La figure 4. 

The most favorable places for ore deposition were the intersections 

of synclinal folds of the two maia systems. Less favorable sites were 

the intersections of syaoliaes of one fold system with anticlines of the 

other. Ore seems to be lacking where anticlines of the two fold systems 

intersect. (These tentative conclusions aro based on grade-thiCkaess 

contour maps prepared by coaealtants for the Maas Coal and Ore Oorporia.. 

tioa and on the results of detailed mapping by the Geological Survey.) 

The relative ages of the fold systems are not definitely established, 

but several 'Laos of evidence point to the bs system as the older one. 

The fact that the two deformations (or recurrent phases of the sane 

deformatioa) yielded so complex a structural pattern can be attributed 

to the inhemogemoity of the rest units iavelved, especially t• the 
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presence of plastic carbonate rocks iaterlayered with more rigid metam 

sedimeatary granulites and sheets of phacoidal granite gaeiss. 

Very similar complex structures in magnetite...sulfide bodies is 

skim have been described by Magnusson (1940b, pp. 105-110) And others, 

but space forbids the citing of comparisons here. 

The ore is entirely post..foldiag. Sono of the very coarsest 

magnetite is in fact found with a few inches of crushed, sheared, de-

formed, and recrystallised phacoidal granite gneiss. Part of the skarn 

was probably developed by the quarts syenitic magma that yielded what 

is now phacoidal grnaite gneiss; however, most of the original limestone 

vas probably deformed as such and subsequently metasomatised slightly 

is advance of ore deposition by solutions emanating from the younger 

granites. 

A few small normal faults cut the rocks in the mine area, bat these 

faults are not yet known to produce mftjor dislocations of the ore bodies. 

Primary structural features 

The main structural types of magaetite deposit have been described, 

and details of special structures mad replacement relations have been 

given in description of the different ore types. The conformable, 

layered character of much of the ere, aid the general regularity of 

many of the deposits, has been pointed out. All the deposits show local 

irregularities due to the sporadic effect of replacement; and some show, 

in addition, local irregularities such as pinching mad swelling, or 

marked thickening sad thinning due to folding sad extreme flowage of the 

host rocks. SkOls have dowel. ed locally, sad hendiaage is known to 
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occur in sons. places. Other special features, already acted, are cons 

ridered below in more detail. 

Local transgressive relations 

All types of magnetite deposit in the district exhibit local trans.. 

egression on several amiss. Gentle undulation of mineralised sues 

within the host rock and locrl trmisection of "stratigraphic" contacts 

by these zones is *vides** of transgression on the seal, of hundreds 

or thousands of feet. 

Small discontinuities betweea ore and wall rocks are well shown 

at several places in the Clifton miss. live or 6 feet of the footwall 

contact of ore against nyroxem, gneiss and garnet ikara is well exposed 

in the face of a small cross cut, 430 X, 195 w, off the stelae sub below 

the first level. The contact is a surface of discontimity, truncating 

drag folds in the underlying gneiss. The contact strikes X. 770 1. sad 

dips 40° 52., whereas the drag folds tread S. 15 and plunge 5° 82. 

(If these drag folds were is the plata', of the contact, their plunge 

would have to be 40°, for the angle between the strike of the surface and 

the tread of the folds is Fe.) These relations suggest incongrueat 

flowage between limestone (now represented by ore that has replaced 

skRrn) and more resistant sones of impure calcsreeus gneiss** contained 

within the original major limestoae unit. The discontinuity may have 

been emphasised (or used again) during late shearing that preceded ore 

deposition. Similar discontinuities &loaf contacts between what were 

carbonate rooks and their less plastic adjoining rocks may have been ea 

important mesas of access for the ore..depositiag solutioas. 
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Tranrg►ression of host rock by magnetite on the scale of a► few tubas 

or feet is indicated by the magnetite voinlets that cut across structural 

surfaces at small angles, and transgression oa a microscopic scale is 

shown by fabric and replacement relations previously described. 

The role of discontinuity and traaogression is emphasised here be• 

cause structural features of this sort are believed to have controlled 

the replacement by ore. ?or purposes of prospecting and developing the 

ore bodies, of course, the more usual and more obvious concordant rela-

tions of the bodies should be stressed. 

Linear atm:taros mad their use 

In New Jersey, it has long been known that the tread sad plunge 

of lineations in the well rocks could be used to predict the course of 

the elongate ore shoots characteristic of several districts in the state. 

The lineations, of Several types, ars all essentially parallel to ) (fold 

axes) is an arse where all field axes have a remarkably uniform plunge 

(Sims, 1950). Zinser (1947b) has noted a similar relation at the 81 

mine, Lyon Mountains and the relation is duplicated by many deposits 

in Swedea, Noma►, the Appalachians, and elsewhere. tlafortuate1r, 

multiple liasabioas•-that is, lineations of many types J with diverse 

ai Including roddisg, fluting, and pencil structure-.elements whose 
orientation is in some districts • highly reliable guide to the course 

of the ore shoots. 

but systemhtic orientation--are typical of several deposits in the St. 

Lawrence County district. 'Notably the Clifton rime. Oae of the major 
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structural problems, still sot entirely solved, is the relation between 

certain sets of lineation and the probable direction of elongation of the 

ore bodies. The problem is not one of Awl set controls the *load*. 

tioa; several do. The problem is: how are the sets related, spatially 

aad genetically, and what does that seas is terms of structural control 

of ors. Se writer would urge extreme caution is the use of lineations 

to predict the course of ore bodies until the individual patters is worked 

out for each deposit. (See discussiou of soomplex deposit'.) 

Localisatioa of ere 

The importance of regional sad local structures is localisimg ore 

has already bees detailed, with considerable emphasis placed en the role 

of structural discontinuities. We still do not know why a particular 

part of a favorable host rook is replaced by ore. Detailed mapping at 

Clif tea has show* that many opparoatly honegoaeous portions of skara are 

intensely drag.folded on the scale of inches *ad several feet, the tight 

folds and crumples frequently being outlined by fine films of micaceous 

minerals. Similar and each more obvious minor folds are present in some 

granite amass ores, sad lom.grado ores of all types are likely to be 

foliated to some extent. Tot signs of catisclasis of host minerals are 

usually lacking in thin sections of ore. In contrast, Postal (Pastel 

and Rogers, is preparation) found that many ore nix:imam from the 

Clinton County na4notito district shoved prominent sons* of nicrogranula. 

Woe serving as site, for replacement by magnetite. if the host rocks 

of the St. Lawrence County magaotite deposits were ever subjected to 

siorogranalaties, the evidence has largely been oblitor-ted, either 
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because the last deformation of the fabric occurred at temperatures high 

enough to induce complete recrystallisation, or because the mineralisam 

tioa process itself induced a recrystallisation of tho uareplaced host 

minerals. Brown (1947) has considered at length a similar problem re. 

lilting to the sphalerite deposits. lerhaps a study of porosity of the 

magnetites would be equally rewarding. 

Secondary structural features 

Shear *ones, faults, and joists are s000adary structural features 

affecting the magnetite deposits. 

Shear sonic a few inches thick have bees felled locally at the Clif-

ton mine. £11 the shear *ones are small. Moot of them strike ZS'. and 

dip very gently southward, but one in the epee pit has a steep northward 

dip. These shears are poll akar*, post-pegmatite, aadpostimore. The 

writer believes they represent late movement ileum' by the same forces 

that earlier produced the premineat hi rolls and ovorturned folds that 

show local evidence of limited overthrustiag. 

,Iinor faults at several deposits are inferred from drill cores 

showing nylonito and chioritised breccia. The extent and character of 

the faults are entirely unknown; displacement has probably bees negli. 

gills. At one deposit (Brandy Nrook Northwest), as inferred fault has 

displaced the northwest end of the ore body for an apparent horisontal 

distance of 200 feet (Leonard. report is preparAtion). Imasmuch no 

leoal post-ore faultiag is a relater common feature of other magnetite 

districts is the Adirondack*, we may expect similar faults to "appose 

is the St. Lawrence County district as knowledge of the iadiviAual 
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deposits grows. 

Joints is the magnetite deposits have sot bees studied or mapped 

in detail. Time did not permit the tedious neasuremeat by sue compass 

of the orientation of joints when data on planar and linear structures 

held priority. Such a joint study might prove highly desirable, both 

as a means for iatsrria orientations of lineations (and ore shoots?) 

in areas where normally prominent lineations are locally obscure or 

absent, sad as a possible means of relating the ages of fold systems. 

Joints and inferred faults have controlled supers*** rock alter-

ation at several deposits in the district. 

Supergeno alteration 

Supergese alteration of the magnetite deposits is generally 

slight, owing to the preseat rigorous climate and the erosive action 

of Pleistocene glaciation, which removed most signs of earlier weather-

ing. However, sone deposits show a characteristic type of alteration 

believed to be supersonic Several sicara deposits show local into*** 

(.1 This belief is based mainly on the similarity of the alteration 

products with these developed elsewhere in the district by supers*** 

agencies. Until more data are at head, the evidence from drill cores 

mad dump specimens alone is inconclusive though strongly suggestive. 

alteration, but atilt of the deposits in granite gneiss are unaffected 

or merely show slight leaching mad claromiaeral alteration in the rotten 

Upper sone of bedrock covered by a thick mantle of glacial debris. 
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Alteration is preaineat in certain rocks at the west end of the 

Brandy Brook Northwest deposit. The central and eastern parts of the 

belt show similar alteration, weakly developed, in a few places. 

Skarn and limestone are by far the most frequently and most exteasively 

altered rocks; alaskite, mica sk:ls, and quartsose gneiss.* have bee* 

affected locally. The principal alteration product of skarn is "veils• 

stone"-..a soft, blue-gray or greenish aggregate of extremely fine 

chlorite or serpentine, or perhaps both,. Usmally accompanying the 

"greeastole° are specks or stained areas of red hematite, groups of 

thin calcite veinlists, or voinlets of calcite, chlorite, pyrite, and 

hematite. Teialets are sometimes found where "green/tones is absent. 

Soma logreenstoae" seems to have formed directly from limestone adjaceat 

to altered skarn, sad hematite within the altered limestone is black 

and granular. The rock alteration is not limited to a particular part 

of the skara, though it is especially premineat at *ad near the top and 

bottom of the skftra sone. 

At several places, the alaskite sheet is chloritised, veined by 

calcite (with or without pyrite), stained with hematite, or altered to 

clay minerals. Usually these features are combined. Where the alaskite 

is se affected, thin zones of sheared rock or mylealte may be visible. 

The inferred fault sone J is chioritised sad hematite-stained, 

See preceding section on secondary structural features. 

as well AR brecciated. Considerable oarboaate may ones have been present, 

for the some is porous and had to be grouted repeatedly during drilling. 
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The writer believes that the alteration described above le almost 

wholly suDergene. Owing to their greater susceptibility to solution 

and alteration, skara sad limestone have been affected most. Sk;ls--

now completely altered except for relics of mica, rarely seen.-mgy 

have been chamnels especially favorable for downward movement of stay.. 

Lions. (Soo Zekela. 1914, p. 259). The inferred fault and minor sone* 

of pyloniter have also served as ohasaelvays, per/maps assisted by Joints 

that are scarcely visible in the unweathered core. One cannot exclude 

the possibility thAt a small part of the alteration is hypegene, for 

calcite.fluorite-pyrite veinlets (ia part with chloritised selvages) 

are found locally in the deposit. These veinlets are thought to be 

hypogene, but the veinlets and their ahloritic wall-rock alteration are 

a minor feature indeed. 

The dumps at the Jayville deposit show magnetite-bearing biotite 

skOls highly altered to earthy chlorite and cut by networks of this 

calcite-hematite-pyrite-jasper veinlets. The same kind of alteration 

has been found in drill cores fro that deposit. 

The greatest knows vertical depth of hematite-chlorite alteration 

in the magnetite deposits is 450 feet (Nolo B9, Brandy Brook Northwest). 

It must be noted that this intense alteration is always localised along 

joints, faults, skOle, or marble layers, whereas the mere pervasive 

"rotting*, leaching, limoaitisatioe, and clay-mineral alteration found 

at the sub-outcrop of some deposits extends downward Late the bedrock 

ter only 40 or 50 fest. (Hovever, the overburden itself may be 50 or 

100 feet thick.) Only the better protected zones that extended deep 
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into bedrock along faults, etc., have beea preserved after glaciation; 

weathered surficial aa►terial was Almost entirely scraped away. 

Similar supergene alteration to chlorite, hematite, and secondary 

sine minerals has been described by Brown (1936) from the Balmat sins 

mine. Supergeue alteration at Balmat extends t• depths of 1,000 feet 

and more (Brown. 1936. p. 340). A neighboring belt of earthy hematite 

deposits (see fig. 2) derived from the weathering of pyritic gneiss** 

was mined for iron ore during the last century (Buddington. 1934. pp. 

194.202). The age of this type of alteration is the northwest Adiren. 

dacks is not certain. Buodington thinks that most of it took place is 

post-Archaean, pre-Potsdam time, while brows believes som• of the alters,. 

tion may be much younger. There is no direct way of dating the alters. 

titan that accompanies the magnetite deposits. 

Secondary hematite derived from weathering yields one type of 

"soft ore" associated with magnetite deposits of the Central Swedish 

district (Geier and Magnassen. 1926). Hematite.ahlorite alteration 

along a fault sone cutting a magnetite deposit at the Andover miae. 

Andover, Sew Jersey, has been described by Sims and Leonard (report in 

preparation). Stalls! alteration is known to occur in the Arnold Rill 

group of mines. Clinton County, Sew York (hostel and Rogers, is prepare,. 

tion). 
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Origin of the magnetite deposits 

Metasomatism effected by younger granites 

?he writer believes that the magnetite der,osite of the district 

are high-temperature replacement deposits nroduced by emanations frost 

younger granite magma. The oeposits represent one aspect of a promo*s 

that, under slightly different coalitions. yielded the neighboriag 

nyritio sphalerite deposits. pyrite and pyrThetite deposits, and per-

lisps also tremolite-talc deposits. The evidence on which such an inter-

pretation can be based has already been presented. A brief suaaary 

of the sore importaat geologic events is given below, together with a 

discussion of the origin of the ores. All thoughtful geologists will 

realise that this is but one reading of the record. that malty other 

interpretations have merits, and that there is still ao sure answer for 

some of the most pressing geologic problems found in this sad related 

districts. 

Summary of events 

The first major deformatiea of the r►diroadacks took place after 

the consolidation of the quarts spinitic rocks and their intrusion by 

scattered dikes of hyperethene aetadiabase. The conclusion of that 

defermatioa marks the end of one great ehepter of Adirondack gf,014047. 

Subsequently, younger granite magma was intruded into the netamediments 

eat partly metamorphosed older igneous rooks. This mama. which cos• 

Wilidated chiefly as hornblende-microperthite granite. differentiated 

to give a volatile-enriched phase that worked upward rno outward, 
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crystallising as alsskite, in part as °roof rock", in part as satellitic 

sheets and phacolithic bodies in the mstasediments. Probably the same 

fundamental magma also yielded u hit h.potaeh. volatile-enriched phase 

that intruded the metasediments as thin sheets, reacted with the country 

rock, and in places metaeomatisad it extensively. yielding heterogeneous 

microcline granite gneiss. J In places, or at times, the younger 

The possibility that the nicrecline granite gneiss is relatively 

old mast also be borne is mind. 
01•1111.111110111.11 

granite may have consolidated under directed pressure; part of it is 

deformed. part of it is not. 4onors117. dsformation of the younger 

granite occurred after the rook vas completely solid. 

An advance stave of metasomatiem by volatile emanations rich in 1, 

(C1). (p), ON. and Si preceded the intrusion of some of the granite. 

for in places contact :ones of skarn are cut by alatkite or granite peg.. 

matite (often syenitic in this relation), or replaced by microcline 

granite. The character of the skarn as it existed in this stage is 

entirely unknown, The silicates that composed it amy have been very 

poor in iron. or the, may have been slightly ferriferous. Moreover. 

the duration of the period of metasomatisa is uncertain; though skarn is 

locally cut by granite, aM ammo granite areas have bee* metamorphosed 

locally, none of the *era *fowl to have been appreciably deformed or 

reconstituted. These facts weiggoot (1) that the metasomatiem that 

Yielded skarn began before the intrusion of the &rialto* gad continued 

(or vas renewed) after most of the granite bad largely consolidated; 
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or (2) that the rare cutting of skarn by granite is a purely local 

phenomenal". not entirely in phase with the main consolidation of the 

granite masses; or (3) that the skarns have indeed been &formed, 

recrystallized. or eves reconstituted without leaving ally recognisable 

sign of these happenings. At the momeat. the writer favors the first 

possibility. 

Once the ekaras had been developed (and partly enriched in iron) 

and the heterogeneous microclins granite gaols* hat formed, both rocks 

were-.in especially favorable sites...modified by introduction of quarts, 

potash feldspar. fluorite, barite, and (locally) scapolite or spessartite. 

This modification was highly localised said quantitatively insignificant. 

as it affected just two major deposits of magnetite and is found elwem 

where only is traces. Axtensive modification of skarn in this character. 

istic WV took place only where the skarn was enclosed in micrecline 

granite gneiss. Initially, small masses and veinlets of granite Dego. 

_I Warn close to alaskite and far removed from aicrocline granite 

gneiss has been modified locally. especially to scapolite-fluorite• 

garnet.pyroxene skarn. Magnetite is not known to occur in gmastity 

in this type of akar* associated with alsakite. 

Ratite, eyenite pegmatite, and quarts were introduced. From these 

sites. Wens' looal replacement of skarn took place. giving modified 

skarns of the Tremblay Mountain type. At one place (P%rish deposit), 

the microcline granite gaols* itself was modified in a very similar way. 

The type of modification aesoribed above represents a coatinuation (or 
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renewal) of the same 2rocess that developed all the microclirs granite 

gneiss.. of the district, but the small giber of magnetite deposits 

in modified rocks mast again be emphasised. 

At sites favorable because of their structure and their proximity 

to the supply of netosomatiting solutions, the skarns were subjected 

to the progressive introduction of more iron. Initially, iron was sub" 

stituted within the silicate lattice of diopside, nroducing &elites and 

ferrosalites. Where the appropriate concentrations of volatiles existed, 

pyroxenss were locally replaced by amphiboles or by micas. Low.), access 

of e'3 ( rbaps moray local oxidation et 7.12) permitted the develop• 

meet of andraditic skarn. at some appropriate but usksowe pressure, 

temperature, amid degree of coscentratioe, the silicates could so longer 

accommodate all the to within their lattices; at that stage, magnetite 

was precipitated, closely followed by a series of simple sulfides, minor 

in quaetity. 

Very similar processes, locally affecting biotitic or sillimonitic 

microclint vitiate gneiss, resulted ie the formation of mageetite de-

posits in those rocks. Perhaps the local development of hematite in the 

granite gneiss ores (representing an increased oxidatiee state of the 7.) 

is analogous to the local develor,neet of andradite in Us skarns, where 

primary hematite is lacking. A comparison of the preeseses at work la 

shares mewl granite gasisses is lives below. 

Progressive decrease is the concentration of 7., decreasing tempera. 

tux's, end & chew is the character of the metasomatisies solutions 

towards dilute water-rich fluid led to local alteration of or* and wall 
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rocks. This alteration was generally week in the skern ores am& marked 

is grftnite gneiss ores sad modified ores of both types. Its most semi. 

spicuous result was the partial leaching of ores sad immediate wall rocks, 

followed by the deposition of hydrous silicates, calcite, and sporadic 

base-metal sulfides. 

At sone later date (possibly in late prompOsabriam time), a few of 

the deposits were faulted. Still later, faults, joints, and permeable 

rock unite conveyed surface waters downward, yielding local masses of 

earthy hematite, dull-green chlorite, and minor calcite, jasper, and 

pyrite,' 

Comparison of skara ores and granite gneiss ores 

The skarn ores and granite gneiss ores, outwardly so dissimilar, 

have many features in common. Both are relatively aontltaniferous ores 

with magnetite as the principal ore miaerml. They occur together not 

only is the same district but even in the sane deposit, though in the 

latter ease they de sot usually Garry equal concentrations of petite. 

Their temporal relations are the semi both are post.ipegmatite and 

postadeformation. Their absolute ages are roughly the same: 1, 00 

million pmrs for Jayville (akara typo) asi 1,200 millios years for 

kensoa Mines (grnnite gmeiss type). ffrilliminary determinations of the 

ago by P. N. Hurley; letter to A. Y. suddingten, 1942. These ages 

Agree closely with Ph.Th age determinations gives by Shaul) (1940) and 

Marble (1943) for s.dirondaok pegmatite minerals:7 Both types of dem 

posit Rre conformable replacements with 'Goal transgressive relationc. 
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Magnetite from both types of deposit shows the same •sselutios phomomena. 

Both types have essentially the 11412P suite of eccompanyiag sulfides, 

Arranged is the same paravnetion sequence. The 'maim* in which metaIlios 

replace the host rock is the sc.me in both types of deposit. 

If ens considers a loaf; enough spa* is the history of both types 

of deposit, ea* finds that the same eheminal substances have bees intro• 

duoild into both. The absolute quaatities and their proportions were very 

different. &ad the stage at which a gives eleneat appeared nay have been 

different. Certainly the meaner in which the elements were concentrated 

was often very different. These comments are speculativis, and much more 

work neppda to be done before even the preliminary results cask be pre. 

seated in orderly fashion. table 5 below is entirely a qualitative et 

pression. Actually. to roach a fair quantitative expression would be 

extremely difficult, principally because netasomatism affected two coos 

plstoly different "source rocks" is very different conceatrations. 

The behavior of X and Al if eepecially interesting. Is the *kerns. 

these elements entered more and more into the lattice of the pyroxemei 

and their successors. amphiboles and micas. (See discussion of skaras.) 

Is the granite omission, however, I and ♦1 developed preponderantly as 

potash feldspar. Ba, relatively lasignificast is unmodified *kerns, 

concentrated with & and Al in the granite gneiss ores and is modified 

ores. of both types. 

eelation of magnetite deposits to ycOnger granites 

TM space relations of magnetite deposits to younger granites has 

beefs described above. (3.4, seetioi ea gfteral goolegy of the district.) 
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Table 5. Zlements introduced in skara ores and granite gaols. ores. 
(Cosparison is only oualitativs.) 

It:lament 
Tr ion Sk&Di otos 

Si Pyroxene, garaet, amphibole, mica; ‘Zwarti, potash feldspar 
impolite mad feldspar in local 
modified skarn. (Initial introduc-
tion; subsequent partial removal.) 

Ti Dark skara admirals; exsolutiea or liotito; exeolution in iron 
solid solution is magnetite; Sate oxides; solid solution in 
in local modified Wawa hematite? 

Dark skAra silicates; feldspar ia 
local modified skara biotite 

Magnetite; dark skara silicateo, 
especially andradite tite; biotite 

Magaetite; dark Wawa silicates Iron oxides; biotite 

Dark skarn silicates; magnetitet 

Omit* jaetiist otiol 

Potash feldspar, sillimaaite. 

Iron oxides, especially hema-

Spessartitic almandite; iron 
oxides? 

Initially introduced? .14W BMCTZD 

I.A.,RG4LY WIMOVID 

Scapolite in local codified skarn ?otash feldspar. LABGZLT MOTU 

Micas (very slight) Potash feldspar. barite 

Dark skarn silicates, esp. ferro- Potash feldspar, biotite 
hastingeite and micas; potash feld-
spar in local modified *karma 

OH Amphiboles, Mess. Late hydrothermal Biotite, sericite. Late 
minerals (little) hydrothermal 'animals (cm*. 

siderable) 

LOWLY MOTU 

Apatitep Apatite 

Sulfides; iscapolite in local Sulf ides, barite 
modified skarn 

I' Fluorite, amphiboles, ales. apatite Apatite, biotita, fluorite 
Mainly (?) as local impolite01 

8 Tonsenite, datolite (both local) Tourmaline (local) 
00 Allanite; meaasite (?) Allanite; sonasite (t) 
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Inasmuch as concentrations of magnetite have not been found in hornblende. 

nicroperthite granite far removed from alaskite or microoline granite 

gneiss, it seems reasonable to rule out hornblende.microperthite granite 

as an immediate source of iron-rich emanations. However, the relation 

of unmodified deposits to alaskite nc microcline granite gneiss is, 

in some places, equivooal. The writer believes that most skarn deposits 

(and perhaps all of them) are genetically related to alaskite. How-

ever, the granite gneiss deposits are related to their host, though one 

cannot rule out the possibility that alaskite (allows occurring near 

then) was also essential for the occurrence of ore in the granite gneiss. 

The restriction of modified deposits of both types to close association 

with microoline granite gneiss strongly suggests a genetic connection 

with that rock, though again alaskite cannot be entirely excluded. 

The writer believes that both alaskite and nicrocline granite gneiss 

were capable of contributing iron-rich emanations. Both appear to tie 

the product of volatile.eariched awns developed by differentiation 

of the magma that yielded horablendommicroperthite granite. It seems 

as reasonable to suppose that both volatile-enriched, siliceous, potash. 

rich residua were locally capable of emitting iron-rich emanations as 

to sucvose that only one of them could do so. It is at present quite 

beyond the capabilities of our knowledge to prove, that any granitic 

magma did yield magnetite deposits of the typo found in this district. 

However, the development of ferrehastingsite (high in Ye, T, OH) in 

the microperthite granites, locally qmarts-rich; the relative enrich-

ment in Fe shown by analysed aleskites and aicrocline granite gneiss** 
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of the district; the presence of biotite and accessory fluorite in the 

alaekites; the field relations of the alaskites and microcline granite 

(masses; the concentration of le. Si. Y. OH, and other elements in the 

magnetite deposits; and the areal distribution of the magnetite deposits 

themselves: all these are, to the writer, strongly suggestive that a 

granitic mem concentrated le, (local Mn), Si, alkalies, volatiles, 

and other constituents that *soaped into structurally favorable sites 

and yielded ore deposits. 

Perhaps the chief distinction between the material that crystallised 

as alaskite and the material that formed microoline granite gneiss was 

the relative concentration of individual volatile constituents (in 

particular. more 7 in alaikite, tad more 011 in microcline granite?), 

the order in which these escaped, cad the extent to which the emanations 

were modified by what they came in contact with. So far as we now know, 

Ba and Ma were concentrated with the emanations gives off by the material 

that yielded microcline granite gneiss deposits. 

It is possible, of course, that the emanations that yielded mow,. 

tits deposits came from deep source related to the magma that yielded 

all the younger granitic rocks. If this were so, the remarkable space 

relations of ores with alaskite or microoline granite gneiss would be 

even more difficult to explain. 

Character of the metasematising solutions 

Unlike some arias containing skarn deposits, J the St. Lawrence 

J In this regard, one sometimes wonders how such pale fluorite 
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has been overlooked in other districts. Much of the fluorite in the 

St. Lawrence County skarns, skols, aad ores of all types is colorless, 

pale-green, er pinkish, and rather fine grained. MegeacopicallY, 

the colorless, granular stuff is likely to be mistaken for ouarts, the 

greenish fluorite for apatite, and the pinkish fluorite for microcline. 

Purple fluorite is not rare, but the other varieties are mach more common. 

County district has preserved ample evidence of the former existence of 

smiaeralisers". Signs of these mineralisers are preserved at individual 

magnetite deposits of all types, as well as in the grenitic rocks that 

are regarded as sources of the metasomatislag solutions. As is commonly 

the case, the quantity of mineralisers preserved at a given deposit is 

not always proportional to the quantity of 10, Si and other elements 

that apparently were introduced. However, this does not mien that the 

mineralisers were always deficient; at several deposits, the preserved 

aineralisers now locked up in Or-. 1-, Cl., P-, SO,.. and B.hearing 

minerals are nore than adequate to have transported all the heavier 

introduced elements with which they are associated. Also, it is quite 

impossible to estimate the quantity of mineralisers (and heavier elements) 

that may have swept out of the granitic rocks and through the host rocks 

without being fixed. If, for example, we assume that as mash 7 *seeped 

from alaskite as is now fixed in the form of accessory fluorite (giving 

as. 0.2 world 7 in typical analysed alatkites), mkt if we make very 

liberal aseumptioas regarding the total quantity of iron oxides in the 

district, we find that there is roughly two to three times as mum* 
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alaskite present as would have been required to transport all the Ye 

in the fors of fluorides alone. This does not mean that was the 

only mineraliser or eves necessarily the chief one, or that alsskite 

vas the exclusive source of all element* introduced. It is merely 

a very crude yardstick to measure the quantitative sigalficance of 

gig mineraliser that has left its mark Upon the district. 

What the character and connosition of the aetasomatislag solu-

tions were, we can only guess. The mineral associations and their se. 

quence of developmeat suggest that the solutions were initially 

opneumatolytics. passing with decreasing temperature end changing con* 

centration into dilute hydrothermal solutions. At first, the concen-

tration of Y was probably high; with it were 01. P, $03, 01, sad (locally) 

much B. The greater quantity of 7.b.sriag minerals in the nkarns suggests 

that the emaaatiens (chiefly from alaskite) that formed the Skarns sad 

their ores were richer is F than emaaatioas that yielded granite gneiss 

ores. The latter probably were higher is 01, P, and $03. 

Perhaps at the magnetite...depositing stage, the solutions had al* 

ready become substantially hydrous. Iron-poor ohlogopites from shares 

are rich in P sad relatively poor is OR, whereas to.rich biotites is. 

timately associated with magnetite are 011.rich and relatively poor in r• 

The various mechanisms for transvortiag Ye as halides, hydroxide 

hydrosols, oxides, sad the like, are discussed and illustrated by lekolli 

(1939. pp. 372, 384), rieijer (1925. p. 687), SUM (1947. p. 635) 

511t see Raiser (195C. P. 108017. sad may others. lieetating the equa-

tions and argummnts serves no useful purpose here. 
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The presence of primary hematite in the granite gnats* ores re-

quires oxidation of 74 relative to that required for the dovelopmeat 

of magnetite. Primary hematite in magnetite deposits of the district 

is confinod exclusively to X-rich rocks.-the granite gneiss ores and 

their modified eamivalent. Moreover. Buddington (personal commanicatioa) 

finds that the disseminated, accessory iron oxide of all the microcline 

granite gneiss** of the district is hematite. not magnetite. The writer 

believes thrit the development of hematite in these rocks is chiefly a 

consequence of their alkaline environeent. Mason (1943a. p. 128) 

notes that the oxidation of 702 to 7e0 takes place mach more readily 

is alkaline than in neutral or acid solutions. and it seems likely 

that the extreme concentration of alkalis in the forms of IC, assisted 

by OH, was responsible for most or all of this oxidation. 

Several otherwise pusslinc features of the magnetite deposits are 

explicable in this light. Simra ores. which lack primary hematite. 

may have come from solutions too said (i.e.. too high in 7) to oxidise 

all the Fe required for hematite at the stage favorable for the precipitam 

tio* of Fe oxides. (In some districts. however. oxidation of Ye by 

halides is the presence of water vapor has been inferred as the mechanism 

for developing paeumatolytic specu]arite deposits.) Very modest and 

local re oxidation in skarn*. reflected in sporadic martite, took place 

well after the magnetite had formed; it may have resulted from increasing 

alkalinity of the solutions in the waning stages of miaeralisation. 

The absence of primary hematite from the Trembley Mountain deposit 

(skara modified by X-rioh emanations before magnetite deposition). 
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where one may infer an alkaline character for the solutions or for the 

host rook, must have required action by some reducing agent. If any CO 

were liber&ted during mitasomatiem of the enclosing marbles, and were 

still effective at the time of magnetite mineralisation, that might have 

served a; the reducing agent. 

The prevalence of an alkaline environment for the granite gneiss 

ores makes one wonder why there are any masnetite deposits in microcline 

granite gneiss, particularly when these rocks typically hive heart.tite 

as a "regional" accessory siasral. Perhaps the controlling factor was 

simply the concentration of 702. or the P (represented by ubiquitous 

apatite) and P (in apatite, slicks, ant. sporadic fluorite) say have been 

of an appropriate concentration at an appropriate stage to prevent com-

plete oxidation of the e42. 

For these and many other questions, there is now no certain answer. 

All the writer pas offer is a few suggestions. 

Temperature of formation of magnetSte deposits 

Little evidence is at hand for estimating the temperature at which 

the magnetite formed in the ore deposits. The suite of early-formed, 

associated minerals...4,0th monmetallic and metallic--..is typical of high. 

temperature replacement deposits. Nagaetite and primary hematite from 

the ore deposits characteristically show less exsolved ilmesite than one 

finds is magnetite and primary hematite disseminated in the coin try rocks. 

This suggests that the iron oxides in the ore deposits formed at somslehat 

lower temperature than accessory iron oxides in country rock. 
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ixsolution features in the sulfides give minimum temperatures for 

crystallization of boraite and sphalerite. Zornite from the Parish de. 

posit (modified granite gneiss ore) has exsolution bodies of ahllco-

pyrite. Schwartz (1931. p. 200) gives 475° C. as the minimum temperature 

of formation for such intergrowths. boa* sphalerite I from Tremble,' 

Mountain (modified skarn ore) and Jarvis Bridge (granite Gneiss ore) 

shows exsolution bodies of chalcopyrite. Buerser (1934, P. 530) give* 

150-400° C. as a range for the minimum tempeeftture of formation of 

such intergrowthe. The tempersture o forrrtion of sphalerite from 

other types of deposit is unknown. Sphdlerite is very sparse in 

skarn ores and in the Parish deposit; so far, none of the minute grains 

has been found to contain .xsolved chalcopyrite. When so few grains of 

sphalerite are available for insprection, however, the apparent lack of 

exsolution phenomena bas no sigmaicance. 

The minimum temperatures indicated by intergrowths in bornite 

and sphalerite agree very well with a hypothermal temperature (400° C. 

or more) inferred from the paragenoses. As the sulfides are distinctly 

younger than magnetite, it seems safe to infer a temperature of 500° C. 

or higher (at least more than 475° C.) for the initial deposition of 

magnetite. 

inbnlorito of stage II never shows axsolved chalcopyrite. indicating 

that this generation of isphalerits formed at a temperf, ture below 350.. 

400° C. The association of sphalerite II with the zeolite' and calcite 

actually suggests a considerably lower temperature for this brazing stage 

of mineralization. 
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The depth at which the deposits formed is entirely unknown. It 

must hnve been considerable. Deptias of several silos hive been ewe 

gested for the initial stage of mineralisation for deposits having 

similar characteristics. 

Other hypotheses 

Igneous aource of the iron, nonmPhypothermal emplacement 

A mazmatic or apimagmatic source of Ye has been postulated for 

some nontit4.nift;rous magnetite deposits, as well as for titaniferous 

ones. Vnr,t (1907, 1910). for examr,le, regarded a number of Norwegian 

magnetite deposits as magmatic segregations, and at times some of the 

Adirondack deposits have been so rewarded (Lamp. 1910). Geier (1931) 

has postulated as spimadmatic origin for the firma deposits and the 

apatite-rich (Orlagesberg) type of aoatitaniforous magnetite found 

locally in Central Sweden. (He included, in his stimulating discussion 

of the "Kiruna type". the Minevilles.Port Henry deposits of the eastern 

Adirondacks.) The extensive evidence of tiorAccement shown by all types 

of nontitaniferous magnetite Ocposits in the St. Lawrence County diem 

trict clearly sets them apart from magmatic segregxtions and enisagmmtic 

deposits, and such modes of oriels c==nnot variously be considered for 

these ores. 

For certain shears deposits of the Swedish district, 

meson (1925, 1930, 1940a, 1940b, sad otters) has inferred a complex 

origin. Ths skarn, are closely associated with the leptite formation. 

*ow regarded as supracrustal volcanic rocks with interbedded astasedi. 

seats. This association of ores with the loptitos, together with the 
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occurrenco of some fine-grained skara magnetite suggestive of colloidal 

deposition, led Mcgnusson to believe that the skarn ores were inttiel1y 

deposited at low tomperture from solutions derived fre" the volcanic 

members of tho leptite forration. The ores were subsequently metamor-

phosed rat high tempertture and pressure and in places re-mineralised, 

so that they now appear 4..A highp.temperskt'irt! deposits. Reaction setit 

norphism has played domincnt role in giving the deposits their present 

character. 7evertheless (and this is Leonard's interiettion, the 

initisi source was Igneous--volcanic. Geijer (1923, 1927, 1936, 1939) 

has inthe past argued convincingly that tho skarn ores are essentially 

pyrometasomatic desposits formed by vloictile-rich emanations stemming 

from grenites that intrude the leptite formation. In his view, reartioa 

fiketamorphitm has played a minor part in developing these ore deposits. 

The writer is very beetitent to comment on the current status of the 

problem, for the most recent tnd thorough exposition by both men is 

entirely in Swedish (Oilier and Magnusson, 1944), a laamnadi with which 

the writer is still not quite at home. As there is /1) evidence of the 

former existence of supracrustal volefinic rocks inthe St. Lawrence 

County district, it seems umasoitssary to consider a volcani^ source 

for the ore deposits of the district. 

Metasedimeatary origin 

Lerivetion of the adirondwOk magnesites by intense estamer-,hism 

of sedimentary iron ores has bask advocated by some men, r•cently and 

publicly by coil lies (1950, pp. 85-86), R. J. Linney (1943, p. 488). sad 

Walker (1943, D. 520--for Parish deposit), sad privately by m-ny others. 
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(See also Nation, 1922; and discussions by liner, 1922, and Newland. 

1923.) The arcument applies particulnrly to the foliated grknite gneiss 

ores. It is especially appealing because of the wide distribution in 

the late pre-Cambrian of iron foraltions of the Lake Superior type. 

For convenience, woo may divide the sedimentary iron ores into two 

bead types, nonpyri‘ic and pyritic, and consider each separately. 

The nonpyritic orwe are of three main typest banded siliceous ores, 

banded carbonate ores ( ooth represented in the low-grade *iron forma. 

tions" of the iate pro.Chiebrien). and generally oolitic ores (chiefly 

of .%)rdovician, Silurian, sad Jurassic age). 

Two main lines of evidence bear agninst a metasadimentary origin 

for the magnetite deposits of the St. Lawrence County district. First 

is the complete absence from the entire northwest Adirondacks of any. 

thing resembling the known sedimentsay iron ores. Second is the con.. 

tract between the chemical composition, paragesetio sequence, distribution. 

and fabric of the St. Lawrence i:ounty ores and the highly metamorphosed 

equivalent of demonstrably sedimentary iron ores. 

Nowhere in the vest and vell ,expostd area of the Grenville Low. 

lands is there anything resembling a sedimentary iron formation. Meta,. 

sedimentary rocks constitute about 75 percent of this area. All types 

represented there also occnr in the St. Lawrence County magnetite district, 

within the donisistly igneous complex. It does not seen reasonable 

that highly asstamorphosad iron forAations should appear as magnetite 

deposits wit),.in the dominantly igneous complex when no sign, of similar 

magnetite deposits er sedimentary iron formAtions has been l'oune in the 
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Lavin:ids, where better exposures sad a far greater proportion of 

originally seoimontary material are available for stu4y. It is true 

that a belt of hematite deposits, is part oarryiag spoculorite, is found 

in the Lowlands and foothills cilose to the dominantly igneous massif. 

i:owever, these deposits are suporgene, derived from deep weathering of 

sulfide-boarink, rocks (Buddington. 1934, pp. 194-202; Brown, 1936b, 

PP. 331*354). 

Sedimentary iron ores that have bees regionally motamerphosed to 

a slight or moderate wave° ere well exemplified by the Goulais River 

iron range, district of Algoma, Ontario (Moore and J.rmstrong, 1948, 

pp. 7-36). la on are.. where metamorphosed volcanic rocks predominate, 

a banded-silica iron formation of Keewatin (pro-Cambrian) age has bees 

intensely folded, recrystallised. and partly reconstituted to fine, 

laminated quarts-magnstits rook with a little actinelite, hornblende, 

or grinerite. A few layers of red jasper have been preserved. The 

iron formrtion lz cut by dAss Jf diabase and by dikes and stocks of 

granite and porphyry. 

An excellent petrologic study of bonded iron formations meta. 

morphosed under low-grade and high-„gads conditions in Western Australia 

has been made by Miles (1946). 

Vow geologists would expect to find iron formations rreservini 

their customary low.grado seta morphic ono sedimentary features in an 

area such as the St. Lawrence County district, where granitic rocks 

predominate and regiona dymmothermal metamorphism of rather high 

grade has affected much of the country rock. however, several arose of 
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similar old pre-Cambrian rocks (or highly metamorphosed early Pale.. 

sole rocks) contain magnetite or hematite deposits whose sedimentary 

origin seems well established. Notable among these are the Sydvaranger 

deposits, northern Norway (Geijer, 1911); deposits at the Rana mines, 

Dunderlandsdal, northern Narver (Busse, 1948); deposits in the Rif jell 

syncline, Ofoten, northern Norway (Poale, 1949); and deposits of the 

Striberg type, central Sweden (Hjelmqvist. 1942). 

The Sydvaranger, Striberg, and parts of the Ofoton ores are very 

similar. £11 are low-grade quarts-banded ores found in highly-folded 

areas where granitic rocks are abundant end the degree of metamorDhism 

is rather uniformly high. The Striberg ores are of old pre-Cambrian 

age. The current interpretation of the age of the Sydvaranger ores is 

unknown to this writer. The character and composition of the ores 

is strongly suggestive of a derivation from siliceous iron formations 

of the Lake Superior types. (Of. analyses of taconites given hy Gruner. 

1946.) 

The ore at Sydvaranger (Geijer. 1911) is a finely-banded or 

stratified quarts-magnetite rock with a little green hornblende and 

(locally) red garnet and *diopsides. The magnetite layers are thin and 

sharp, averaging ea. 2 mm thick. They are remarkably continuous along 

the strike; layers 0.5 as thick can be followed for 10 meters. Contact* 

between ore and barren, unstr4tified wall rock are sharp and concordant. 

The wall rocks are generally biotita.quarts.plagieslase gneiss (oisptito) 

and microcline granite. Dikes of pegswtite, and diabase out 

the ore. The ores were earlier interpreted as magmatic by Vogt and 

Sjoitron• Geijer interprets them as metamorphosed silioa-rich sedimentary ores. 
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The main ore type at Striberg (Njelmqvist. 1942) is quarts-banoed 

hematite ore with local andradito, epidote, apatite, "and allanite. 

The ore is very regularly banded in layers 1-10 ma thick. Seme magnetite 

is present more or less throughout; it develops from hematite near 

quarts and pegmatite veins, near skOls. in pinches, and at the borders 

of ore bodies. Locally, scaly hematite ere (sboborg typo) and compact, 

granular hematite ore are present. In addition, subordinate skarn de-

posits of magnetite and sulfides are found in the district, locally in 

close association with the quarts-banded hematite ores. The surrounding 

terrain is made up of leptites (predominantly aodic), with subordinate 

limestone and amphibelite. oUrgranitopee are not exposed. Rjelmqviet 

believes that the quarts-banded ores are metAmorAmosed silica-rich **die, 

mentary ores. Local skarn ores have developed by reaction metamorphism, 

but some larger skarn deposits appear to have formed by mitasematies 

of limestone. 

Metamorphosed sedimentary oree of marine origin sad presumed Calibre.. 

Silurian age are found at Ofoten (Foali*, 1949), Avows they occur in 

rocks metamorphosed in the high-temperature part of the epidote-amrlibelite 

facies. The ores are of two types. The Hifjell type, partly rich in 

Yu, is a mixture of hematite and magnetite with maaganoealoito, sad 

(leoally) granerite and spessartite. The silicates have formed as local 

rotation tiaras. Magnetite is always younger thaa the hematite. The 

Sigfjell type contains marmite bat no hemhtite; ores are quarts.% 

banded, ankeritrbanded, or nom-haaded amid granorite ich, with local 

garnet. 
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Somewhat similar ores. presumably of Cambrian or Ordovician 11414 

are found at Rana. Dunderlandsdal (Itugge, 1948). These eetasedimentary 

ores are memmanganiferous an4 sineralogioally rather more complex. 

Three types of ore are recognisedi magnetite. hematite, sad mixed 

magnetiteahomatite. The iron oxides are usually accompanied by quarts. 

calcite. dark silicates. and (rarely) a little acid plftlioca&s41. 

Chemically the ores are much more similar to ores of the Clintoa type 

than to taconites. This seems entirely reasonable. in view of the earl,' 

Paleozoic age inferred for the Rama ores. 

Ia all the occurrences summarised above. low-grade ores of demon* 

strably sedimentary affinities are found in areas of rather highagrade 

metamorphic rocks, often in close association with K-rich or la-rich 

rooks of granitic composition and variable origin. The ores are highly 

folded and their constituents have been partly recoftstituted during metam 

morphism at elevated temperature and great depth, yet in these terrains 

of alkalic rocks the ores are uniformly low or lacking in alkalis. Their 

chemical composition is in no way comport:1.ble to that of ores from the 

St. Lawrence Coqnty district. though local quartzose ores (derived by 

modification of skarn or granite gneiss) are found in very subordinate 

amounts in the district. Whore magnetite and hematite are found in the 

Swedish and lorwegiaa ores described above. magnetite is distinctly 

younger. Sulfides. if present at all. are commonly of later zed unre-

lated introduction. Most of the ores are prominently, very regularly, 

and very thinly layered. Contacts with wall rocks are generally sharp. 

the iron oxides show no evidence of having replaced country rook, sad 
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the ore bodies do not transgress the structure of their host or wall 

rooks. The deposit* give every evidence of being the expectable meta* 

morphic equivalent of sedimentary iron ores, but only by the severest 

straining of analogy can these setasedisentary ores be compared to 

granite gneiss ores of the St. Lawrence County district. 

The Ofoten ores are significant in still another way. Both 

ankeritemmagnetite ores and manganocalcite.hematitemmagnetite ores 

have preserved much of their primary carbonate. This carbonate has, 

of course, been recrystallised, but only a limited part of it has been 

reconstituted by reaction metamorphism even under the temperatures 

and pressures prevailing in the upper part of the epidote-amphibolite 

Nodes. These fact* suggest to the writer that primary iron oarbonate 

cannot have been the source of iLarn ores in the St. Lawrence County 

district, where conditions of temperature and pressure were not a great 

deal higher than at Ofoten. One might argue, however, that a nixed 

iron oxide-iron carbonate sediment had been extensively motasomatised 

by and Si-rich emanations to yield the granite gneiss ores of the 

St. Lawrence County district. much an argument would of necessity 

overlook the nonexistence of relics of the supposed sedimentary ore, 

the contemporaneity of magnetite and hematite in the granite gneiss 

ores, the present fabric of the ores, their transgressive relation, 

and the relation of the deposits to their regional setting. 

In times ?est, a sedimentary origin has been postulated for the 

Pyrite and pyrrhetite deposits of the Grenville Lowlands. A brief re-

view of earlier ideas is given by Puudingten (1934, p. 214), who con.. 
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curred with Smyth (1912) that the deposits were bypogene. Much chlorite 

was introduced with the sulfides as replacements along sheared zones 

in the migmetitic biotite...quarts—feldspar gneiss. Sone geologists. 

viewing the iron sulfide deposits as metasedimentery, might regard the 

granite gneiss ores of the St. Lawrence County district as the more 

highly metamorphosed, oxidised equivalent of the iron sulfide deposits. 

It is true that both types have roullhly the same Ye content, but 

this mi,r.ht as easily be used as an argument that hypogene Ye.-bearing 

solutions of roughly equivalent Vs content. coming From a common source. 

affected rocks in two different environments. 'Regardless of their origin. 

the iron sulfide deposits clan hardly be viewed as the less metamorphosed 

equivalent of the granite gneisss ores; the iron sulfide deposits them. 

selves %re younger than the latest granite Stites of the district, 

and there is no evidence of subsequent metemerphismmmparticultrly of & 

kind adequate to convert the iron sulfides to magnetite and "primary" 

hematite. 

Transfer of material from the country rock 

Local transfer of material 

Miller (1919, 1921. 1922, 1926) developed the nypothesis that the 

Lyon Mountain magnetite deposits originated from the action of intrusive 

grenito on older mitagabbro. Righly fluid residua of the granite. eta. 

ilex to the moltrrial that yielded quarts and pegmatite veins, removed. 

7e from the gabbro* that the granite intruded and incorporated. Some 

of the le ohne from disseminated magnetite in the gabbro, but most of the 

741 cane free the conversion of hypersthene and hornblende of the gabbro 
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into slightly less ferriferous olinopyroxene. The Ti originally 

present in the gabbro Lid not enter the new-formed melenetite; it formed 

accessory *phone. Newland (1920) pointed out the quantitative inad. 

',gunny of the process envisioned by Miller. To Newland's argument might 

be added the statement that inch of the rock termed "gabbro" by Miller 

is pyroxene skern and related meitasedimentary rocks. Miller's hypothesis 

is not applicable to the St. Lawrence County district, for amphibolite, 

metagabbre, and their granitised egnivalent.hornblende.microcline granite 

gneiss--are found in negigible amounts nopr the ore bodies. Moreover, 

the pyroxene of the accompanying Grenville rocks has suffered an intro. 

duction of Tep not a removol of that element, near the magnetite deposits. 

Bence pyroxens from the metasedimente can scarcely have served as a 

source of To for the development of magnetite. 

Reaction metamorphism and metamorphic hybridism 

Over the years. Magnusson (1925. 1929, 1930, 1940a, 1940b) has 

developed the concept of reaction metamorphism in its relation to the 

origin of Swedish skern ores. Re believes that the skarn deposits 

of magnetite originally formed ps low-temperature colloidel replacements 

of limestone by very fine-gained Iron oxidee. The replacing agents 

emanated from the volcanic members of the leptite formation. with which 

the skarn ores are closely associated. The manganese present in some 

ores J belongs to this same period of mineralisation. Quarts-banded 

_if The manganese in Swedish ores is chiefly in knobelits„ en olivine; 

but it is also found in pyroxene, amphibole*, And (in 90210 deposits) garnets. 
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iron ores accompany some of the skarn ores. The present character of 

the deposits iv due mainly to regional metamorphism of later date. 

During this metamorphism. local (?) transfer of material took place 

among leptites, limestones, end early-formed Ina ores, developing him 

temperAture mineral assemblage* in skeins formed by reaction (reconsti-

tution}. Subsequently. Mg-I metasomatism has affected the skarn, 

develoning treaolite, diopside. and phlogopite frost earlier 7e-rich 

ailicrttes. Sulfide mineralisation is related to the rariod of Mo. 

motasomatism and intrusion of surersnites" (eld granites). rather than 

to the early stage of magnetite mineralization associated with leptites. 

The area has also been intruded by younger granites (and other rock*); 

pegmatite* derived from the younger granites have in sone places modi. 

fled the older skarn* and introduced wolframite, scheelite, and a new 

generation of sulfides. Magnusson himself stresses the importance of 

reaction metamorphism is developing the skarn ores. Oeijer (1923, 1927, 

1931, 1936, 1939) has maintained a very different view. According to 

him the skarn, iron ores. and sulfides are closely-related pyremetaw 

woortie denosite produced by emanations from the wurgranite0. 

Small bodies of mAgnetite with a little sulfides are found in 

dolomite, tremolite skarn, /WA ectinolite.chlerite schist at the con• 

tact between dolomite and phyllite in the Karelian rocks of North Bothnia. 

Pielead. Mikkela (1947) interprets the magnetite and eWarn as the re-

set of ectomorphic reaction between phyllite and dolemits. The absence 

et minerals suggestive of pyromstasomatic or hydrothermal processes, the 

absence of nearby intrusive*. and the chemical character of the ore rule 
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ont a hypogene source, according to Mikkola. Re believes the phyllites, 

locally iron-rich, aequired their iron by volcanic processes acting 

during the deposition of the phyllitee. This iron was later concentrated 

in the dolomite-pbyllite contact zone, possibly (?) in connection with 

the intrusion of poste4arellan granites. 

Some 'emanate of dark silicates in setasedimentary pyroxene gneisses 

and granulites of the St. Lawrence County district may have formed 

by reaction metamorphism and metamorphic differentiation. Some of the 

quarts-rich rocks in modified skarn at Trembley Mountain may have had a 

similar origin. nowever, the writer duos not believe that reaction 

metamorphism of the kind inferred by Mimosa % has yielded any major skarn 

layer or magnetite dwoosit in the district. 

Regional transfer of material 

Basic fronts 

The development of "basin frontal as an essential forerunner of ad-

vancing granitisatioa sight be regnrded by some geologists as a suitable 

mechanism for developing the skarn' and npgnetite deposits of the die. 

trice. ($.., for exuepli, Reynolds, 1.946.) However, it appears that the 

maxima concentration of granites And the maximum concentration of msfic 

material have both advanced to thd same place in this area. Relative 

to the neighboring Grenville Lowlands, rocks of the mhgnetite district 

show a market increase in Ye--in dark skerns, in magnetite deposits, 

and is disseminated accessory iron oxides. Relative to the Lowlands, 
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the magnetite district also shows en abrupt increase in the proportion 

of granitic rocks. If advancing X. (Xs). and. Al ions must—to make room 

for themselves.push out Ye, Na, and Mg ions, the Alkalic and *luminous 

constituents of the St. Laurens County district suet now be quite USD 

comfortable in sharing the same menage with the erstwhile resistors 

of their hemted attack. 

Netasomvtic exchange 

While the coexistence e 7e-rich material and the major areas of 

granite is entirely imcnne!stent with the concep, Of the "basic front", 

it might be explained by Berths* develepmeat of the idea of metasomatic 

exchange. Accordi to Perth (unpublished MS), this type of metasomatism 

by ionic exchange requires that, as the "injected ions" make their way 

into the country rock and transform it, the "rejected ions" more awOr 

and towsrd the source of the injected ions. The "rejected ions" thus 

make up the lose in ions suffered by the dbpletion of the ionic Ftource. 

If so, according to Barth, the "rejected ions" of Fe, kg, etc. , will 

probably dieappeer downward. and. we might add. if the "rejected ions" 

disappear downward they would become available for subsequent pmeumm-

tolytic or hydrothermal transport and emplacement. (Cf. Landergren. 

1948. on the need for exogene concentration of P..) 
Let um assume for the moment that such an ionic exchange might 

have occurred in the St. Lawrence County district. Am-,hibolite and 

metagabbro will have to be ruled out as a source of Ye; they are sparse 

in the neighborhood of the magnetite deposits, and their grnnitised 

uivaleat....hornblende.microcline granite gneiss...is extresely rare neareq 
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the deposits. Pyroxeae gmeiss is initially 7e-poor and can therefore be 

eliminated, Biotite-quartio.plagieclase gneiss is the only possible con-

tributor left among the aetasediments. It seems a reasonable source of 

Ye, for it is intimately associated with all the granite gneiss ores. 

If we calculate the "standard cells" (Barth, 1948) for biotite.. 

quarts-plagioclase gneiss, its granitised equivalent (biotite-sicrocline 

granite gneiss and sillimanitewmicrncline granite gneiss), and typical 

granite gneiss ore, we find that the net change produced by converting 

the metasedimentary gneiss to granitic gneiss*s liberates a very small 

amount of re (0.6 peel ion por standard cell). ror the district as a 

whole, the known volumes of biotite gneiss and its granitised equivalent 

are of the right order of magnitude to yield the inferred volume of ore. 

!layover, the quantity of re liberated in any one place is so small that 

the le would have to travel several miles in order to form ratite 

deposits of moderate size, and tens of miles to fora a deposit as large 

as Benson Mines. The likelihood is slight that such as extended migra• 

Lion could take place by diffusion in the solid state; the diffusion rate 

for 120, a rapidly moving substance. is only 1,000 feet (300 a) ia 3 

billies years at a temperature of 700° C. (Jagitsch, 1949). *tea if the 

return of Ye to a deep source could be aided by some fluid medium, and 

even if the re could than be re-introduced through the ag.ssy of vole. 

tiles. the total distance traveled by the rejected Ye ions would be very 

great. In contrast, le expelled from cooltng magma and carried by vola-

tiles emitted by that sigma woad have to move a mile at most---generally 

less than 1,000 to 1.500 feet--to pass from the magma to its locus of 

deposition. 
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Different levels cf erosion 

Sono geologists have suggested that the magnetite deposits of the 

district are exposed at an entirely different, and much deeper, level 

of erosion than the pyritic spbalerits and iron sulfide deposits to the 

west. Processes of ore formation soy have been entirely different at 

these two levels. However, equivalent rocks of the twe areas belong to 

the same general regional metamorphic grade and exhibit similar patterns 

of deformation. There is no profound contrast, as between the green 

schist facies and the granulite fcles. for example. Moreover, sporadic 

sphalerite with exsolved chalcopyrite occurs in the magnetite deposits 

themselves. as well as in the pyritic sphalerite deposits, suggeotiAC 

that no profound depth separates the magnetite and sphalerite deposits. 

Differences between the dominaatly igneous comple..x and the Grenville 

Lowlands can be explained by the differing ext,Int to which the two areas 

have been intruded by granitic rocks and effected by their emanations; 

the differences need not be ascribed tO profound difference in level of 

erosion. 

Notes on the ore *TP409 

The writer had intended to compare the ore deposits of the St. 

Lawrence County district with those of similar type found elsewhere. 

It is not possible to present the comparison here. Instead, & few brief 

notes are given on similar deposits from other districts. 

The writer has previously pointed out that the skarn ores are a 

common and widespread type. whereas the granite gneiss ores are apparently 
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restricted to the premOambrias. At present, the writer knows of the 

following deposits very similar to the granite gneiss ores of St. 

Lawrence County: Lyon Mountain, Clinton County, Nev York (Posts]. and 

Bogere. in preparation): Idison mine, Ogdensburg, Sew Jersey (Rogers, 

1946); Solberg belt, near Nis, southern Norway (Xjerulf and Deal. 

1862); Llano-Burnett area, Texas (;4aige. 1911; Barnes it al., 1949). 

These deposits appePr to be partly or wholly in potash granite gneiss 

of several varieties, though the kind of feldspar accompanying the Sol-

berg deposits and some of the Llano-Burnett aerosits is not clearly 

stated. The Llano-Burnett deposits are especially interesting to the 

writer because barite has been found in one of them (Paige. 1911. p. 

33). 

Deposits in soda granite and related rocks are absent from the St. 

Lawrence County district, but they are found in the Clinton County die. 

trict. New York (Poste], and Rogers. in preparation); the Minevillemo 

Port Henry district, New York; and the Dover district. New Jersey (Sims. 

1950). 

Modified deposits crudely similar to part of the Trembley Mountain 

and earish deposits 'belong to the Killfallet and Myrback types of 

Geijer (1923). They are, respectively. cordieritemanthepbollite quarts-

ites and biotite..almandite-quarts rocks of netasomatic origin. found 

in the Siddarbytte field. ilistmanland. Sweden. Granite gneiss ores of 

the St. Lawrence County type seem to be lacking from the Central Swedish 

district. 

Speeeartits garnet is an abundant wove mineral in the galena. 
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sphalerite deposits of the liroken Hill district, Sew South Wales 

(Andrews, 1922, Oustafson et ma.. 1950). In addition, speseartite. 

quarts, and magnetite are found in non-productive deposits associated 

with the Pb-Zn led**. Andrews (1922) ascribed a oommon replacement 

origin to the Pb-Zn lode* and the non-productive magnetite deposit*. 

Gustafson and his associates (1950) consider that the Pb-Zn lodes are 

hypothermal but suggest that the magnetite deposits may be metamorphosed 

sedimentary rooks. The Broken Bill deposits pre found in an area of 

complexly-folded sillimanitic rocks. Thy general geology of the district, 

and many features of the mineral deposits, are remarkably similar to 

those of the Parish magnetite aeposit, St. Lawrence County. The asso-

ciation of magnetite, 'la minerals, and 3a minerals in the two districts 

is particularly interesting. The associption of Ni with Mn in many MP-

posits formed under a wide variety of conditions amounts almost to a 

geochemical rule and deserves serious sttOy. The association of 

with Fe is much less coma. 

Iconoaic future of the district 

The St. Lawrence County district rbrrald have a healthy future as 

a modest producer of iron oAme frees low...grade and modimm-grade deposits. 

The ore from several small deposits of relatively high grads Melt, 

in times of national *trees, serve PA sweetener for lover grade ore. 

Fowever, the quantity of lump ore in the district *prom to be very 

small. Greatly extended life and increased prrduction may fellow from 

develepment of nadaetite de °site now sub-marginal in grade. Gullies 
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(1950) and Webb and Fleck (1950) have expressed optimism concerning the 

reserves of Adirondack magnetite and the economic advantages that 

improvements in mining and milling may brim. 

The tdirondack magnetites have a strategic position that might 

prove to be an invaluable asset or a considerable liability. If the 

two steel plants to be erected on the Delaware River at Paulsboro. New 

Jersey, and Morrisville, Pennsylvania, are completed before the heavy 

shipment of foreign ores begins, the Adirondack ores will be even more 

in demand than they are at present. They may become still more prominent 

with the general development of the northern region that should follow 

the construction of the St. Lawrence eftwOr. 

Perhaps the development of the Adirondack area will focus at 

tion on the very low grads magnetite4imenite-sircon deposits in the 

untie layers of the Diana quarts syenite complex. The ilmenite from 

these metamorphic rocks has little exsolved iron oxides, and much of 

the magnetite appears to be free of exsolved ilmenite. (This is a rather 

uncommon feature among titaaifereue magnetites; it is probably a conse-

quence of thorough unmixing and reorystallisation during deformation.) 

The relative purity of the metallic*, the presence of ebunda►nt sircon, 

and the suspected occurrence of subordinate monasite in these ultremafie 

zones within the mafic eyenite might offset the extremely low grade of 

the material. 

The possibility of finding stumble lewm.grede deposits of primary 

crystalline hematite in association with microcline granite gneissee 

in the St. Lawrence County district must also be kept in mind. 
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Eor Release JUIM 12, 1951 

1:0I.L\GIC 01; ST. LA:.,77.4..A.= COMITY, 17.; MPOSITS M. 

A s'ai.dz7 by Geological Survey scientists of the E,.eolo,:y of the macx.etite 
ieposits in St. Lawrence Co. :Jew York has yielded inforrnatio:a that will aid in the 
levelopment of newly discovered iron deposits in the St. Lawrence County Cistrict, 
Secretary of the Intorior Oscar L. Chapman announced toclazr. 

:he two active mines in the district, the 2enson lanes at Star Lake, and the 
Tifton Mine at Degrasse, now prod:ace d'oout 1 million tons of high quality mn.gne-
,ite concentrate annually, about half of the total iron ore production of ilew 'Tor:: 
tate, Secretary Chapman said. Between 19)41 and. 191:6, 10 promising new deposits 
d 12 small but favorable prospects I.:ere discovered. 14.2.e (7...iscovecies, made by 

rivate in2,_ustry, together with the Geoloj.cal Surrey and the Buren): of lanes, -Yere 
sed on systematic geolo(4c and geophysical prospectint7. 

A preliminary report covering the geologic studies made between 1943 md. 1951 
ly B. F . Leonard of the 0-eolw;ical Survey Has been made available for 1-.11.1.-Jlic inspec-
on in advance of formal 1-_,,folication because of the ;rent interest shown in tae 
ion by the iron raining int.:.stry. 

According; to this report, tie iron denosits occur in ancient rocks that are 
e--Cambrian in at'22e. Two types of ae2osits are recoglizedr—those in slcarn, a 
&,ily altered liraesto:Le, and those in granite gneiss. Me deposits in ska'n are 
1.ria.ble in grade, complex in stmeture, and. small to moderate in size. :lie 

%posits in granite e,neiss are moderr.te to lar,::c.k-sized, relatively low-L-rr...de bodies 
f disseminated ore. 

The ore bodies are restricted to a complex structural knot of metamrphosed. 
timentary rocks and Granitic sheets that have been pressed into tilt fol:.s. The 

l'e bodies lie oil the limbs and noses of the folds, and the outlinos, vixen :plotted 
4 a map, resemble fishhooks. 

Me ore is younger than the foldirke; and. metamorphism of the host roc::s. It 
presents a hiLti temPel'atire replacement effected by solutions derived from the 
lten ,-rani tic rock. 

The report entitled., ":fLa i-:netite d.epositt; of the St. Lawrence County district, 
ew York," is accompanied by a. map showinz. the relation of the principal iron 
Posits to certain major geologic foatures, a mnn showing some structural features 
',. Clifton mine, and 2 other illustrations. Copies of the renort and illustrations 
'e not available for dstribution but nut' 'he exrmined at the ,^7e010:71cal Survey, 
. ora 1033 (Library), General Se:'vice3 a:aiding, Washin,:;ton, D. C.; at the Library, 
.11.- -..t tLe Office of the State Geologist, State11.ceton University, Princeton, J. J.; . 
,ucation Building, Albarv, II. Y.; and at the Gouverneur Reading Boom Association, 
lavernur, 17. Y. 
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